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Abstract 

Permanent exclusion from school can have far-reaching consequences for pupils, 
families and society. In 1999 the government introduced Pastoral Support Programmes 

(PSPs) to help pupils at risk of exclusion to "manage their behavioue' better (WEE 

1999b). A PSP involves a series of three meetings, over about sixteen weeks, where 

the pupil, parents, school staff and an LEA representative collaborate on targets and 

preventative strategies to help the pupil to remain in school. 

This naturalistic and dialogical study aims to develop an insight into this under- 

researched area of policy from the perspectives of the participants. Using narrative 
inquiry, it focuses on three Year 10 pupils at one city comprehensive school. The 

initial PSP meetings were observed and all the participants were interviewed 

afterwards. 

A thematic content analysis of the interviews showed that most pupils and parents 

viewed the meetings positively as a way to work together to avoid exclusion. Although 

most felt rather unprepared, they all considered that their views were listened to. The 

professionals were generally very supportive, but felt more positive and understanding 
towards the pupils and parents whom they perceived to act respectfully and 
reasonably. 

The pupils were followed up throughout their PSPs, at the end of which they had all 
improved their behaviour enough to remain in school. They felt that they had been 

helped by the supportivcncss of the school staff in, for instance, valuing and 

encouraging them and offering practical help. Perhaps more surprisingly, they also felt 

helped by the pressure they experienced: the threat of exclusion and the close 

monitoring and supervision from parents and staff whilst on their PSPs. 

When the right balance is found between support and pressure, PSPs can be extremely 

powerful and effective in helping young people to improve their behaviour and 

attitude to school. 
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Prologue 

"Walking into the midst ofstories 
Clandinin and Connelly 2000, p. 70 

This study, which arose from a professional concern about the ethics and effectiveness 

of PSP (Pastoral Support Programme) meetings, is a narrative inquiry into the PSPs of 
three pupils in one city comprehensive school. 

Initially, I set out to take an action research approach, focusing on the preparation of 

pupils and parents before PSP meetings and their participation in the meetings. I 

arranged to start by observing three initial PSP meetings and interviewing the 

participants afterwards. Mile I prepared for a study that would hopeffilly lead to 
improvements in the school's PSP system, I was unaware that changes in 

circumstances within the school had unexpectedly led to the staff planning their own 
improvements. 

Partly as a result of this, and partly other factors (such as my presence as a researcher), 
the three PSP meetings I observed in September 2003 were more positive, supportive 

and collaborative than any I had previously seen in a secondary school. They were 

also, in their different ways, powerful, poignant and thought-provoking. The 

interviews that followed helped to illuminate the experiences and perceptions of the 

participants and provided insights into the PSP process. 

Having witnessed such improved and generally impressive PSP meetings, the 

relevance of an action research study became questionable. I turned instead to a 

narrative inquiry in the hope that it would enable me to convey the compelling nature 

of the data and give a truthful account of the twists and turns of my research journey. 

Once liberated by this approach, I heeded my instincts to follow up the three pupils 
through their PSPs, meeting with them again for more informal discussions and 

observing their next two meetings. 

As I became more involved in the pupils' stories, my focus broadened. My initial 

concentration on preparation and participation became supplemented by a growing 



interest in what the issues were for the participants, particularly the pupils themselves. 
In addition - especially as all three pupils were ultimately successful in coming off 
their PSPs and avoiding exclusion -I wanted to know what had helped them to 
improve their behaviour. 

The research therefore became a broader investigation into the PSP process from the 

point of view of the pupils and other participants. The resulting narrative inquiry tells 

three interweaving stories: 

* Primarily, it tells the story of the PSPs of three year 10 pupils. 

0 It includes the story of how the staff at one city comprehensive planned and 

implemented improvements in their PSP system. 

Linking with, and encompassing the above stories, is the story of my 
development as a researcher and, more particularly, as a narrative inquirer. 

One outcome of my shift in approach and focus is that I needed to reconsider my 

original research aims and evaluation criteria. The revised versions are given in the 

following pages. The chapters that follow give an account of my research j ourney 
from my initial instincts and explorations to my final conclusions. En route, I had the 

privilege to work with and learn from a varied and interesting group of participants. 
As an aide-memoire, a list of their fictionalised names and roles is given at the start of 

Part 2. 
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Explanatory notes on thepresentation of data: 

1. In my research, I have drawn on a variety of sources, including tape recorded 
interviews, more informal discussions with participants and the research diary 

that I kept throughout the study. I have included quotations and extractsfrom each 

of these sources to illustrate the narrative. In the interests of clarity, I have used 
thefollowing convention throughout this report: 

tationsfrom the tape-recorded transcripts of interviews are presented in 

speech marks and italics. 

Quotationsfrom contemporaneous or near contemporaneous written notes on 
discussions are also presented in speech marks but not in italics. 

Extractsfrom my research diary arepresented in "Andy "font to indicate the 
handwritten originaL 

Z Throughout the report I have aimed to preserve the anonymity of all those involved 
in the study exceptfor Tim, my Supervisor at Bristol University and mysetf. In 

order to do this I havefictionalised names and occasionally made minor 

alterations in non-essential background information on participants. 
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Research Aims 

1. My main aim is to contribute to a little researched area by investigating the PSP 

process from the viewpoint of the pupils and other participants involved in three 

PSPs in a secondary school. 

In this context, I aim to answer the following questions: 

a. What happens in the three initial PSP meetings? 

b. How do the participants experience the meetings? 
Specifically: 

* How do they view the preparation of pupils and parents? 

* How do they view the participation of pupils and parents? 

9 What other issues do they regard as important? 

c. What happens at the halfway and final PSP meetings for these pupils? 

d. As the pupils progress through and complete their PSPs, how do they 

perceive the experience and what do they view as being helpfiil? 

2. My second aim is to convey persuasively my understanding of the three initial 

meetings and the three complete PSPs through a written narrative account. 

4 



Part 1: 

Introductions 

In this section I analyse the significance of PSPs from a personal, professional and 
national perspective and explain how my early concems were gradually shaped up into 

a narrative inquiry. 



Chapter 1 

Starting Out: Context and Inspiration 

"I burst into tears the minute I was out of the room. " 
A mother's comment on her son's first PSP meeting 

The Starting Point: A Professional Concern 

The origins of this study arose in the early years of the new millennium. As an 
Educational Psychologist (EP) working with city centre schools within a shire county, 
I became involved in the recently introduced system of Pastoral Support Programmes 

or PSPs. These were originally outlined to schools in October 1999 as a key strategy in 

the MEE Circular 10/99: "Social Inclusion: Pupil Support" (Appendix 1). A PSP was 

described as "a school-based intervention to help individual pupils better to manage 

their behaviour" and was intended for those at serious risk of exclusion, criminal 

activity or failure at school through disaffection (DffiE, 1999b, p27). 

PSPs begin with a meeting to which parents, an LEA representative and other 

appropriate agencies are invited. The discussion should focus on "the causes of 

concern and what is reasonably required of the pupil to put the situation righf ' (WEE, 

1999b, p27). Targets, appropriate rewards and sanctions are to be identified, along 

with any strategies that the school and LEA might put in place. It was suggested that 

PSPs run for a fixed period of, for instance, sixteen weeks and be reviewed at least 

half way through. 

The strategy seemed well intentioned. Over the following months, many of the schools 
I worked with as an EP began inviting me to PSP meetings for pupils I was already, 

or soon to be, working with. Many of the meetings I attended made me reflect on the 

ethics and psychological principles of the practice. Even when the school staff 

genuinely wanted to help the pupil to improve, PSP meetings could, by their quasi- 
judicial nature, appear overwhelming to pupils and parents. Worrying examples from 

colleagues working in other schools convinced me that, at worst, PSPs could seem 

negative, punitive and a long way from the ideals of "pastoral support". 
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Pupils - frequently vulnerable and insecure - could be required to sit through fairly 

large, formal meetings where their unacceptable behaviour and shortcomings were 
described at length. Some pupils said very little. Some appeared anxious and 
distressed. A few became tearful. Some reported to me afterwards that they had felt 

belittled and humiliated. A number of parents, mainly mothers, confided to me that 

they found the whole experience of PSP meetings stressful, unnerving, even traumatic. 

A Tension in my Role as an Educational Psycholoeist 

My concerns about many of the PSP meetings I attended were twofold: 

1.1 felt uneasy about the ethics in terms of the impact on the pupil and sometimes 

the parents 
I felt unsure about the effectiveness of trying to change behaviour in this way. 

For these reasons, I sometimes felt uncomfortable being part of PSP meetings. As an 
EP, I saw my role as being supportive and solution focused. My aim was to work 

collaboratively with others to facilitate problem solving and change. However, the 

agenda of these meetings did not always seem to be effectively focused on genuine 

problem solving. 

During the meetings, particularly those that seemed almost court-like, I felt tom in my 
loyalties. I wanted to be supportive to the pupil while also being understanding of the 

school staff and the difficulties they had experienced in working with them. The two 

did not always fit well together and this conflict of interest meant that I sometimes felt 

like a "living contradictiore' (Whitehead, 1993), i. e. I felt the discomfort of knowing 

that I was not always acting in accordance with my values and beliefs. 

An Early Example of an Uncomfortable PSP Meeting 

I happened to document some of my early concerns about PSP meetings in a doctoral 

assigriment on the benefits of supervising an EP in Training (written in July 2001 and 
later adapted as an article: Carrington, 2004). It seems especially relevant here to 
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include this account of Christopher's PSP meeting because it is part of the story of my 

research: 

"... we attended a PSP meeting on a pupil I had been working with -a Year 7 boy with 

an extremely unsettledfamily background During the meeting the school stafffound it 

difficult to hide their irritation with the way the pupil continuallyflouted the rules. As 

the tone ofthe meeting became more negative andpunitive, the pupil showed 
increasing symptoms of distress, ending up by looking tearfully down at the table with 
his head in his hands and unable to speak. In my role as EP I attempted to provide 

some balance and supportfor the pupil by, for instance, drawing attention to signs of 

progress such as his improved attendance. Ialsojelt a tension, however, as Idid not 

wish to alienate the staffby appearing out of touch with the realities ofschool life and 
disregarding of their views andfrustrations. 

"en thepupil and his mother left the meeting, Idecided to express my concern about 
the emotional impact ofsuch meetings on pupils and suggested we might look together 

at ways of making PSP meetings more constructivefor all parties. It was not possihle, 
however - or appropriate - to have a more detailed discussion at that stage. 

Being able to share and compare myperceptions, thoughts andjeelings with Carol 

(my trainee) afterwards offered relief and support. I could talk through the issues with 
her in a way I could not have done with school staffwho had been part ofthe process I 

hadfound disturbing. Moreover, as an observer rather than a participant in the 

meeting, Carol had noticed aspects I had missed, such as the choice oflanguage used 
For instance, the Chair had told thepupil, "Yhe attendance records show that you 
have improved in this area andfor this we must give you credit. " For an anxious 

eleven year old with well below average language skills, a straightforward "You have 

improvedyour attendance. Well done! " might have made more impact. " 

(Carrington, 2001) 

Just as taking a photograph can help to fix a particular scene or occasion in our 
memories, so writing this account helped to fix my memory of Christopher. Although, 

sadly, he has long since transferred to a special school, I can still picture him quite 
clearly. An unkempt, dark eyed scrap of a boy with hair too long and trousers too 
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short, he frequently spent his dinner money on cigarettes and would root in the bins for 

food. His parents, at a loss as to how to control their increasingly wayward son, had 

once made him eat a quantity of cigarettes in an unsuccessful attempt to put him off 

smoking. 

A few days after his PSP meeting, I saw Christopher in school. He told me that shortly 

afterwards he had developed a terrible headache and had had to go home before the 

end of the morning. He had subsequently fallen asleep on his living room sofa and had 

been surprised to find, when he had finally woken up, that it was teatime. It was 
difficult to avoid the conclusion that the stress of his PSP meeting had played at least 

some part in Christopher's headache and tiredness. 

Three Further Examples of PSP Meetins 

From June 2002, when I first became interested in the idea of researching into PSPs, I 

kept a research diary in which I recorded my actions, observations and thoughts. I 

included records of PSP meetings, in order to help me reflect on the challenges and 

opportunities presented by the system. The following three extracts give a flavour of 
the kind of meetings I felt concern over. 

lq. q. o? -: Darron (Yoar ]D 

Darron*s PS? was memorable on account of his mother shouting angri criticisms at her son 

and at the Doputj Hoati, during the meeting. She had been furious to bear the, list of 

- rofc-rralC (reports of poor behaviour sent to the Head of Year). Initiaill, she bad denied 

that her son could be responsible and blamed the school staff, claiming that thol were 

picting on him. On hearing details of the more serious incidents, however, she, 6u4donll 

switched her anger to her son. *WHYr she shouted tiLplo6ivoll and reptatod1j, her face 

about 10cm from his. Darren had %4 the meeting in tears. Although the 130haviour 

Upport Teacher was sub6tquontll able to talt things through with him, she could'A 

persuade him to reoin the meeting. in terms of Darrod6 n?, this was far from a good 

outcome for school staff, Darren or his mother. 
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-12.3, oi, &ani (Year 0 

(Aarl, who had recontli boon reedM tj hif, alcoholic, fathor, had received a find term 

eulu6ion for throwing a chair over a balconi. At hi6 P61? meeting, he appeared uttorli 

mi6orablo, hi6 mother do6poratoll aniLious. The 6rhool 6taff, who had tried hard to help 

(Aarl, de-arll felt pu6hod to the limit bI what thol perceived as his, beg of Wort to improve 

hi6 behaviour. The meeting began roasonabil well, with the Chair going out of W6 wal to 

find 60mo Po6itivo thing6 to report, even though none had been officialli recorded. 

Unfortunatoll, as the meeting progrosuA, the, school 6taff adopted an increa6inglj 

judgmental tone. Thel talOA to 6tarl about hi6 '6tupid bohaviour' and 361W de6pairing 

quo6tion6 along the lino6 of 'DofA jou roalm ... 
?- &arl 6tareA dojecteAll at the, table and 

6aid little euopt to admit to W6 mi6domoanoum and utter a few 'doKt 9nove.. 

2.4.03: 5imon 0 Lea 

Simon'S father, tragicalij, had a terminal illness and Simon showed trouble-4 behaviour in 

school. Cloar1j, the P$P was not going well and the staffs frustrationsworo apparent. 1"ho 

bol loolW prottl wretched as he was o6sontiaill *talod at" for U minutes or so about his 

behaviour. I wi6heA the. meeting had been started tq asting him how things were going 

Instead of tolling him. And since the general picture Was 60 W031ý I Vi6heA that more had 

been made of the fact that since his last meeting be, had collected, 40 po6itivo comment slips 
(slips the pupils can arsic the staff to sign if thol feel thol have, been goo4). Although this 

was onli halfwal to the unroali6ticallj high target of so Simon had sot himsolf at the last 

mootina aa ,I still felt that it was a real achievement and a sign that he roaUl wanteA to 6t 1t 

the, school... 

I considered that the school staff had set up PSPs for these three pupils with a very 
genuine desire to help them. In fact, although Darren and his mother subsequently 
fled to another part of the country to escape domestic violence, Gary and Simon 

remained in school. Their PSPs were extended many times as the school staff, mindful 
of their home circumstances, sought to avoid excluding them. As I write this, a year 
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on from Simon's PSP, his father, sadly, has just died and the staff feel relieved that 
they have managed to retain him in school. 

Having been a teacher myself, I am well aware of the frustrations that can arise from 

the daily challenges of dealing with difficult pupils. It is not surprising if school staff 

sometimes bring these to the meetings with them. I feel that it is the rawness of 
teacher's emotions in dealing with these pupils that accounts partly for the sometimes 

punitive and judgemental tone of PSPs. 

By contrast, pupils with learning, medical and sensory difficulties tend to attract more 

understanding; their reviews and annual reviews are generally positive and supportive. 
I suspect that another factor, too, divides teacher's attitudes to these two groups of 

pupils; there is often a perception that pupils with challenging behaviour deserve less 

sympathy because - unlike the other group - they have an element of choice in their 

difficulties i. e. they could behave well if they really wanted to. 

An Inherent Tension in the PSP Process 

In addition to the human factors mentioned above, there is an additional factor 

concerning the very nature and purpose of PSPs, which can bias them towards the 

negative. This was once explained to me very clearly by a secondary school Senior 
Manager: while they could aim to make PSP meetings more positive, it was vital that 

they never misrepresented the seriousness of a pupil's behaviour, since this could 
present risks to the school if they later needed to resort to permanent exclusion. This 
highlights the dual role of PSPs; they provide a mechanism for helping a pupil to 

change, but can also give the school a legitimate route to permanent exclusion. There 
is clearly a tension between these two roles which leaves the process open to abuse. 

Mv Dual Motivation: Ethics and Effectiveness 

I have reported above that many of the PSP meetings I attended made me feel 

particularly uneasy over their ethics and effectiveness. Here, I will briefly elaborate 
each in turn: 
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1. Ethics 

As Baron (1994, p3 74) has stated, "we can do various amounts of good or harm to 

others by choosing different paths through our working lives. " As an EP, working 

with and making decisions about children and young people, I feel that there is a 

particular need for me to be " ethically minded" (Bond, 2000). Writers in this area 

offer slight variations on the six or so "ethical principles" for guiding practice. 
However, virtually all include the following three principles: 

9 Autonomy respect for the individual as a person with the 

power to decide how best to act 

* Beneficence actions must benefit the client and be regarded by 

them as worthwhile 

9 Non-maleficence avoiding harm to the client 

While there is a longstanding debate among educational psychologists about whether 

we should regard our client as the pupil, the parent, the school or the Local Authority, 

few would dispute that a priority should be safeguarding the interests of the child or 

young person. In this respect, it was the principles of autonomy, beneficence and non- 

maleficence which particularly troubled me. 

2. Effectiveness 

I was not convinced that PSP meetings were always conducted in a way that would 
best promote a positive change in the pupils. In my experience, this ideally required 
two important aspects: 

* Pupils, parents and staff working together in collaborative partnerships, with 

pupils and parents being well prepared for the meeting and able to contribute 

their views and ideas. In some of these meetings, however, it was difficult for 

pupils to express their views and for parents to feel like partners. 

A positive and encouraging rather than a negative or blaming approach. I felt 

that pointing out and developing pupils' strengths/small steps in the right 
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direction was more effective than concentrating on their problems or trying to 

persuade them to improve (e. g. Miller et al., 1975). Yet in these meetings 

catalogues of misbehaviours were often read out, while in secondary school 
PSPs, additional reports from individual subject teachers could contain many 

negative attributions e. g. "rude and arroganf', "always argumentative and 

confrontational", "very immature, silly and impossible to teacW'. Although 

there were often attempts to find some positive reports, inevitably, for most 

pupils, the balance was tipped very much towards the negative. I feared that 

hearing such negative labels would do nothing to raise the self-esteem of these 

pupils or help them to see themselves as having something more to offer (e. g. 
Burnett, 1999) 

The challenge as I saw it was how to make PSP meetings more collaborative, more 

supportive towards pupils and parents and more likely to lead to positive change. 

A Personal Note 

On a personal level I found that I experienced much empathy for the pupils and 

parents at these meetings. As a mother, I am very aware of the feelings of anxiety, 
distress and guilt that our children can so easily evoke in us. I have sat on the other 

side of the table at parents' evenings and realised how powerful and significant even 

the most throwaway comment can seem. I can still recall, years on, the shame and 

embarrassment of being called over after school by the teacher of my five-year-old; he 

had head-butted his best friend, she informed me sternly, and made his nose bleed. 

My mortification was further compounded the next day when another mother 

commented with a kindly, well-meaning chuckle that her son had been telling them all 

about it at teatime - "And you a Psychologist! We did laugh! " I found it difficult, at 

the time, to see the joke. 

I mention this incident because, as Clandinin and Connelly (1988 p 70) point out, it is 

through our own stories and autobiographies that we come to understand our personal 

philosophies and actions. In my case, the insight I gained helped to form my 

philosophy on how parents of children with behavioural difficulties should be treated. 
If such a relatively minor and isolated incident could have caused me such chagrin, 
how deeply parents must feel when summoned to school because their child's 
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behaviour is so bad that they risk exclusion. And how can we, as professionals, handle 

these situations with understanding and sensitivity? 

Reasons for Focusine on PSPs 

By the second-half of 2002,1 had become convinced that researching into PSPs would 
have a number of benefits. These fell into three main areas: 

9 As explained above, the area had relevance to me personally and professionally 

and would hopefully address some of my ethical concerns 

Nationally, PSPs had considerable importance, being a key part of the 

Govemment's strategy to support pupils with serious behavioural. difficulties 

and linking in with their Inclusion Agenda 

e Despite their importance, there was a lack of research or even published 

guidance on PSPs, as I will explain in the next chapter 

Reasons for Focusine on Secondarv School PSPs 

Significantly, all four earlier examples of unsatisfactory PSP meetings took place in 

secondary schools. By contrast, the more supportive and collaborative PSP meetings I 

recorded tended to be from primary schools. I feel that secondary schools face 

particular challenges when setting up PSP meetings. For instance: 

The behaviour of pupils is generally more extreme by secondary age and 

additional factors such as increased peer pressure and disaffection levels can 

make them much more challenging to work with 

* The increased size of secondary schools, more complex pastoral systems and 
large number of staff involved with any one pupil can make it more difficult to 

set up interventions and carry them out in a systematic way 

0 Relationships with parents tend to be more formal and distant 
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Ironically, in my experience, secondary schools not only found it more difficult to 

carry out PSP meetings positively and effectively, but were also much more likely 

than primary schools to set them up. For these reasons, my interest in PSP meetings 
became increasingly focused on secondary schools. 

Decidine on an ADDroach 

My training as an EP in the mid- I 980s was biased towards what Burden (1997, p 13) 

refers to as the "narrow and often inappropriate research methodologies rooted within 

a positivist paradigm". In previous research studies leading to qualifications, I had 

opted mainly for the safe ground of theory-testing, control groups and statistical 

analysis. In the intervening years I had become more aware of the difficulties of 

striving for objectivity and, by contrast, the value of qualitative approaches with their 

emphasis on exploration, interpretation and the reflexivity of the researcher. 

In my doctoral study I wanted to work in the constructionist tradition with a 

naturalistic and communicative approach that could take account of the complexities 

of social reality. Like Reason (1998, p 11) 1 was interested in a process of "co- 

operative inquiry", where I could work together with my co-researchers, "establishing 

relationships of authentic collaboration and dialogue. " If possible, I wanted to study 

good practice in order to share it and promote change. 

The Next Steps: Explorine the Issues 

Having settled on secondary School PSP meetings as my broad area of study, I needed 

to refine my focus. My initial interest lay in the issues of pupil and parent 

participation as an indicator of level of engagement with the process. Participation 

seemed central to the success of meetings and was also high on the political agenda 
both nationally and locally, within my local authority and my service. 

To help me clarify my ideas, I felt that I needed to increase my understanding and 
knowledge of PSPs. With this in mind, from June to December 2002,1 spent six 
interesting months engaged in observation, discussion, research and reflection. 
Specifically, the kinds of activities I carried out included the following: 
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Observations of PSP meetings 

As mentioned earlier, I became acutely aware of the processes within the PSP 

meetings I attended, recording my observations in my research diary and reflecting on 
them later. 

Discussions 

I discussed PSPs with colleagues from within and outside the Educational Psychology 

Service, with teachers and pupils in the schools I worked in, with my line managers 

and with Tim, my supervisor at Bristol University. 

Research for information, ideas and views 

I read around the area using library searches and the internet to find relevant material. 
I also requested information and/or views on PSPs nationally via EPNET (an 

Educational Psychology internet information exchange service) and through the 
Association of Educational Psychologists. This led to a small but very welcome 
handfid of responses and the opportunity to discuss the issues with others who shared 

an interest in this area. 

Exploratory interviews 

In October and November 2002,1 carried out exploratory interviews with four 

colleagues who worked with Gloucestershire schools and had a particular interest in 

behavioural work and/or supporting pupils or parents. 

Finding a Wav Forward 

These various investigations were all helpful to me in clarifying the issues. They 

confirmed my view of the importance of pupils and parents participating fully in PSP 
meetings and also highlighted the need for them to be adequately prepared. 
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In the rest of Part One, I will set the scene for the three case studies I present in Part 

Two: 

* In Chapter 21 will give the results of my review of the literature and current 
ideas in this area 

e In Chapter 31 will present a thematic analysis of the exploratory interviews I 

carried out, and 

9 In Chapter 41 will continue my account of the research process, explaining 
how I decided to take the study forward. 
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Chapter 2 

Reviewing the Literature: Exclusions and PSPs 

"Permanent exclusion ... has a radical impact on the choice ofschool, the continuity 

of schooling and thefuture prospectsfor the pupil. Yhe injury capable of being done 

by it to a child's socialisation and setf-esteem is incalculable. 
Lord Justice Schiemann (2002)1 

The Rise in School Exclusions 

Exclusions represent the most serious form of sanction that schools can use in 

response to disciplinary problems. In fixed term exclusions, pupils are sent home for a 

set number of days - up to a total of 45 in a year - then generally re-admitted 
following a meeting with the school governors to lay down conditions. In permanent 

exclusions, which are closely regulated by the Government, pupils must not return to 

their school (DME 1999b&c, DMS 2003a, 2004). 

Permanent exclusions rose dramatically during the early 1990s, reaching a peak of 

around thirteen and a half thousand in 1995/6, before declining slightly (Parsons 

1999a). Towards the end of 2003, when I was beginning the practical work on my 

study, the WES was reporting a permanent exclusion rate of around nine and a half 

thousand a year (ACE, 2003). Perhaps even more worrying is the unknown quantity 

of "informal" exclusions, where schools make unofficial arrangements with parents 
for children to change schools or simply remain at home for some or all of the time 

(e. g. Stirling, 1992). Such arrangements may avoid damaging individual schools' 
"performance measures". but can leave families with few rights and little support. 

The rise in exclusions is likely to result from a wide range of complex and interacting 

factors. Some authors have made the link with societal factors, highlighting increased 

levels of deprivation, poverty and family breakdown (e. g. Cohen et al, 1994). 

'Court of Appeal decision in 'P', 'S', 'T' v London Borough of Brent 7 ors, Oxfordshire County 
Council, Secretary of State for Education and Skills 
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Others have pointed to the Education Reform Act (DM, 1988), claiming that it has led 

to an "excessively results-centred teaching climate" (Hanko, 2002 p 12) as schools are 
forced to market themselves to parents (e. g. Abdlenoor, 1999; Parsons, 1999a and b; 

Vulliamy and Webb, 2000). In the "new value system" (Ball, 1993), poorly behaved 

and challenging pupils can all too easily affect a school's reputation and its 

performance in the league tables. Parsons (I 999b, p 183) emphasises the "tension 

between the professional ethic - do our best by all - and the business ethic - numbers, 

targets, income, growth". 

Parsons (I 999b) also points out that the exclusion rate in England and Wales is far 

higher than in Scotland and Ireland and that in France, Germany, Belgium, Holland 

and Denmark, exclusion is not possible. "Exclusions"t he argues, "are effectively 

produced by a culture, allowed to persist and sustained by discourses of blame or 

charity" (p 182). 

Focusine on the Excluded 

In a national two-year study (DfE 1992), looking at the reasons for individual 

exclusions, "disobedience in various forms - constantly refusing to comply with school 

rules, verbal abuse and insolence to teachers" was the major reason given. Far less 

frequently cited reasons included physical aggression to pupils (14% of cases) and to 

staff (8%) and bullying (5%). 

In my work with schools I am very aware of the stress caused to other pupils and 
teachers by this kind of behaviour. At the same time, it does not help when pupils who 

show such behaviour are dcmonised by newspaper headlines. Abdlenoor (1999, p 15) 

paints a much more sympathetic picture: 

"the excluded children I have worked with are not monsters. They are generally sad and dispirited, 

often deeply hurt and uncomprehending, and their misdemeanours seldom constitute a real crime in the 

legal sense, although they have been subjected to a quasi-legal process outside the accepted processes of 
jurisprudence". 

Interestingly, the more vulnerable side to these pupils is something that pupils 
themselves recognise; the Year 7 pupils in Miller et al's (2000) study, picked out 
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factors concerning "pupil vulnerability" along with " fairness of teachers' actione' as 
the major causes of difficult classroom behaviour. The issue of vulnerability is 

demonstrated further by the fact that certain groups are overrepresented in the 

exclusion statistics: 

* Socially and economically disadvantaged pupils 

Young people from disadvantaged families and communities are more likely to be 

excluded (e. g. Ofsted, 1996). Similarly, there is evidence that schools with higher 

exclusion rates are more likely to have pupils of lower socio-economic status (Munn, 

Lloyd and Cullen, 2000). 

* Pupils with Special Educational Needs 

Around 60 per cent of excluded pupils in 2001/2 had special educational needs (WES, 

2003b). The Advisory Centre for Education claims that many children are excluded as 

a result of their needs not being met (Harris and Eden, 2000). 

* Black pupils 

In 1997 - 98 black Caribbean pupils were five times more likely to be excluded than 
their white peers (Social Exclusion Unit, 1998). The rate of exclusions of black pupils 

- and particularly black boys - remains worryingly high, despite the Race Relations 
Act (HMSO 1976) and the Race Relations (Amendment) Act (HMSO, 2000) which 
explicitly prohibit schools from discriminating against pupils on racial grounds in 
decisions about exclusions. 

9 Looked After Children 

More than a quarter of cases analysed by Ofsted (1996) in a study of excluded pupils, 
had been, or were in, the care of local authorities 
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The Conseauences of Permanent Exclusion 

When we consider the outcomes for excluded pupils, the high rates seem even more 

conceming: 

*A disrupted education 

Most excluded pupils experience at least some loss of educational opportunities. Two 

thirds never make it back into the mainstream (Bentley, 1998) and many do not 

receive enough help in receiving a 'good' education (Khan, 2003). Ofsted (2003) 

found that the educational needs of low-achieving and disaffected 14-16 year olds 

were not being satisfactorily met in 30 per cent of alternative educational provision. 

0 Reduced life chances and increased family stress 

A good education is one of the most important factors which determines a child's 
future. Conversely, poor or no exam grades, combined with a sense of failure and lost 

opportunities, can increase the likelihood of unemployment, homelessness, family 

stress and breakdown (Bentley, 1998, Munn et al, 2000, Vernon and Sinclair, 1999). 

The link between exclusions and crime is well established. In Bracher et al's (1998) 

study, in the 6 months following permanent exclusion 10 out of the 13 pupils (77 per 

cent) had become involved with the police, despite no previous police involvement. 

The police themselves report that 72 per cent of those permanently excluded offend 

each year (ACE, 2003). 

Increased social and financial costs 

In addition to the "human cost of school exclusion" (Cooper et al, 2000), there is 

clearly a cost to society. Education is "central to the promotion of social and national 

cohesion" (Parsons, 1999b, p 182) and excluded pupils too often end up on the 

margins. In addition, they are more likely to consume services and money in 

disproportionate amounts (e. g. Bracher et al, 1998). 
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The Government's Response to Exclusions 

In recent years the Labour Government has focused strongly on exclusions as part of 
their wider policy of social justice and inclusion. The Social Exclusion Unit, 

established in 1997, defined their area of concern as "What can happen when 
individuals or areas suffer from a combination of linked problems such as 

unemployment, poor schools, low incomes, poor housing, high crime environments, 
bad health and family breakdown" (Social Exclusion Unit, 2001 ch. 1.2). 

Education was seen as a key vehicle in tackling social exclusion, a potential 
"springboard out of poverty" (WEE, 1999a). Inclusion - the welcoming and valuing 

of all pupils (Booth and Ainscow, 1998; CSIE, 2000) - became prominent in social 

policy discourse. Stemming the rising tide of exclusions was seen as a priority: 

"Prevention and effective management of permanent exclusions is a vital aspect of the inclusion agenda 

and essential to raising standards of attainment and achievement". 

(DMS, 2002b, pl) 

I have already referred to the conflict between these two agendas - inclusion and 
standards - which is highlighted particularly vociferously by Carl Parsons: 

"Let us be clear from the outset that social inclusion, meaning the acceptance and involvement of all 
children within our schools, conflicts with school improvement as measured by National Curriculum 

tests and GCSE results". 
(Parsons, 1999b, p 179) 

Similarly, Payne (2003) highlights the tensions in Government Policies at a broader 

level. On the one hand, there are supportive initiatives aimed at preventing children 

and young people from being excluded or falling into the cycle of disadvantage: for 

instance, neighbourhood renewal, the Connexions service for young people aged 13 - 
19 and the work to prevent teenage pregnancies. On the other hand, there is the Anti- 

Social Behaviour Bill with its zero-tolerance response to low level anti-social 

activities. 
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The government's social inclusion agenda has been driven by the growing 
international importance of - and legislation on - human rights (Mittler, 2000). The 

second of two conferences on inclusion, organised by the United Nations, resulted in 

the Salamanca Statement (UNESCO, 1994). Based on the principle of "schools for 

allif, it argued that all children have a right to education within the mainstream 

environment and alternative provision is an infiingement of those rights. 

As Farrell (2001, p7) points out, however, arguments for inclusion based solely on 

human rights are "logically and conceptually naive" because the rights of different 

stakeholders can conflict. We must also consider the rights of other pupils to learn and 

teachers to teach in a safe and non-threatening environment; in one study 45% of 

teachers leaving the profession cited behaviour as one of the main reasons for doing so 

(WES, 2002a). Perhaps it is less useful to focus on rights and more useful to look for 

ways of balancing the needs of the main stakeholders involved in education. 

It is against this political background of competing agendas and conflicting 

approaches that we can perhaps begin to understand the tensions in PSPs. 

Pastoral Support Proerammes 

The Government introduced PSPs in Circular 10/99 (DME, 1999b), which built upon 

two considered and comprehensive reports in the previous year: 

(1) The Social Exclusion Unit (1998) report on 'Truancy and Social Exclusion'. 

(2) The House of Commons (1998) report on 'Disaffected Children'. 

Circular 10/99, which is firmly based on good practice, emphasises "early intervention 

and prevention through multi-agency working and through partnership with parents" 
(WEE, 1999b, p I). Schools are encouraged to look for alternative strategies for 

challenging or disaffected pupils. The most significant of these is the PSP, to which a 

whole chapter is devoted (Appendix 1). Apart from in exceptional circumstances, such 

as a one-off extreme incident, the policy requires that a PSP should always be 
implemented prior to a permanent exclusion: 
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"Pupils who do not respond to school actions to combat disaffection may be at serious risk of 

permanent exclusion or criminal activity and may need a longer term intervention to keep them from 

dropping out of school altogether. Teachers should actively identify such young people. Each one will 

need a Pastoral Support Programme worked up with external services". 

(DfEE. 1999b, P2 7) 
1wI 

The PSP is a "school-based intervention to help individual pupils better to manage 

their behaviour" (ibid. p27). It begins with a meeting involving relevant professionals, 

an LEA representative and the parents. The PSP "should identify precise and realistic 
behavioural outcomes for the child to work towards" (p27) as well as the support and 

monitoring to be offered by the school and LEA. A wide range of possible strategies is 

suggested in the circular to support the pupil. The PSP is reviewed halfway through a 

set period of around 16 weeks and then again at the end, when a decision is made 

about whether or not the pupil should be excluded. 

It is clear that the PSP - which is couched mainly in the language of behaviourism 

(Miller and Black, 2001) - is a vehicle intended to help the pupil turn his or her 

behaviour around. Two relatively brief - and, as Abdlenoor (1999, p23) suggests, 

rather "unimaginative' - case studies are included to illustrate how this might be 

achieved. Surprisingly, neither of the case studies mention outside agency 
involvement. 

Vulliamy and Webb (2000, p 12 1) argue that the strategy underpinning Circular 10/99 

is "fundamentally flawed". Based on the school effectiveness and school improvement 

literature, it means that 'exclusions are viewed as performance indicators, to be tackled 

through target setting. They argue that this over simplistic strategy "deflects blame on 
to individual schools for problems which have as their source more deep-seated 

changes both in educational policy and in the wider society" (p 119). 

As I suggested earlier, perhaps these conflicts within the government's approach to 
inclusion have a bearing on the inherent tension in PSPs. On the one hand, they 

represent they"the biggest hurdle in the way of schools making permanent exclusion 
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decisions" (Parsons, 1999b p 18 1). On the other, they potentially provide schools with 

a mechanism for achieving exclusion. 

In the revised guidance, Circular 11/99 (DfEE 1999c), there was clarification on 

exclusion procedures but no changes made to the PSP which received only two brief 

paragraphs. Further DfES communications often seemed to overlook PSPs, while 

guidance issued in January 2003 (DfES 2003c) gave less prominence to the strategy. 
Was the government having second thoughts about an initiative put forward with such 

good intentions? I will return to a consideration of the future of PSP in Chapter 9. 

Research into PSPs 

The guidance on PSPs contained in Circular 10/99 was statutory, but not particularly 

prescriptive. Individual schools and LEAs were therefore left with considerable 
leeway in how to implement the strategy. In my own county, for instance, the LEA 
Representative at most PSPs was an Area Education Officer, although the way in 

which schools conducted their PSPs seemed variable. Some, but not all, schools used 

a helpfid form on which to record the three sets of commitments - those for the pupil, 
the parents and the school/LEA. 

In the initial exploratory stages of my study I was interested to learn more about PSPs 

from the published literature. Surprisingly, however, despite searching via the library 

(using, for instance, the British Education Index) and the internet, I could find only the 
following limited amount of research relating to PSPs: 

1. An overview of PSPs in Wandsworth LEA (McSherry 2001) 

In her practical book, "Challenging Behaviour in Mainstream Schools", Jane 

McSherry devotes a chapter to PSPs, presenting a detailed account of how PSPs have 

been systematically implemented as a whole authority approach in Wandsworth. She 

reports that less than 10 per cent of pupils on PSPs were subsequently excluded and 
that as a result of the new system, most secondary schools had reduced their exclusion 

rates in line with Government guidelines. 
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2. An account of the use of Personal Construct Psychology (PCP) to reduce the 

risk of exclusion (Hardman, 2001) 

Christine Hardman, an EP, gives an account of a successful eight-week intervention 

with a Year 10 pupil on a PSP. Hardman worked with the pupil using Personal 

Construct Psychology, an "enabling strategy that can allow children to tell their 

stories" (2001, p4l). Although she comments that PCP can be used to help monitor 
the effectiveness of the PSP, this is not the focus of the article and we learn very little 

about the pupil's actual PSP. 

3. An analysis of the different philosophies of participants in PSPs (Bibby, 2002) 

Having failed to find much published research on PSPs, I was delighted when, in 

response to my internet enquiry, Annie Bibby sent me a copy of her unpublished, but 

fascinating Masters Dissertation. She carried out an in depth analysis of four primary 
school PSP meetings by interviewing the key participants, including the pupils. Her 
focus was on the participants' philosophies and how these influenced the formation of 
the PSPs. 

Bibby described three of the PSPs as "multi-agency forums" where collaboration, 

support, strengths and future planning were emphasised and the pupil's role was 

acknowledged and valued. Participants in these three PSPs drew on a range of 

philosophies, but particularly the humanistic which was helpful in emphasising the 

need to understand the pupil's perspective. These PSPs seemed to offer the pupils a 

resilient approach and were all, ultimately, successful. 

By contrast, the fourth PSP, described as "the Spanish Inquisitiow' by the EP involved, 

did not have a positive outcome. While the predominant philosophy of the 

participants was, again, humanistic, behaviourism was emphasised almost as much. 
This PSP was problem focused and emphasised"within-child" factors. There was a 
focus on controlling the pupil's behaviour through rewards and sanctions and a 
discourse of blame and stereotyping in relation to the pupil and his mother. 
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Bibby highlights the role of EPs and other external agencies in bringing a broader 

range of philosophies to bear on the meetings and helping to keep them solution 
focused. 

4. A survey of views on PSPs by EPs (Carrington and Kearney, 2003) 

In view of the shortage of published research on PSPs, I carried out some informal 

research with a colleague, Pat Kearney. Using a short questionnaire, we surveyed the 

views of EPs within our LEA. The results revealed a widely varied pattern of EP 

attendance at PSP meetings, reflecting the generally variable approach to PSPs around 
the county. I was surprised to learn that over the previous year, out of 17 EPs, only one 

other EP and I had attended more than 13 PSPs. Around a third had attended only 1-6, 

while the remaining half had attended none. These results helped me to understand 

why PSP meetings had become such a pertinent issue for me personally. 

We also asked EPs to draw on their experience of PSPs and similar meetings to list 

the factors that helped, and the factors the worked against, effective PSP meetings. A 

Force Field Analysis of the results, which showed a great deal of agreement, is shown 
in Appendix 2. 

Other Relevant Research 

Since the research base on PSPs was so limited when I began my inquiry, I drew on 

other relevant literature to explore two key themes in my study: pupil participation and 

partnership with parents. 

Pupil participation 

The guidance in Circular 10/99 (WEE, 1999b) refers to setting up a PSPfor a pupil 

rather than with a pupil and surprisingly, the need for pupil participation is not 

mentioned. In the two case studies included (one primary and one secondary) the PSP 

meetings appear to take place without the pupils present, although the targets and 
strategy are 6'explained" to the secondary pupil afterwards! This seems at odds with 
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the importance attributed to pupil participation elsewhere in the Circular and by the 

Goverment generally. 

The Children Act (DoH 1989) and the United Nations "Convention on the Rights of 

the Child" (UN, 1989) gave children the right to express their views and have them 

taken into account. Pupil participation has since received a dedicated chapter in the 

revised "Special Educational Needs Code of Practice" (WES 2001) and is now a key 

aspect of the Green Paper "Every Child Matters" (WES 2003a). 

Not only do children and young people have a right to be listened to, but in studies of 

their views they tell us very clearly that this is what they want and find helpful. In 

Pomeroy's (1999) study of 33 excluded young people and Wise's (1999) study of 36 

secondary aged special school pupils with emotional and behavioural difficulties, the 

message was consistent: they wanted teachers who valued them, listened to them and 
tried to understand them as individuals. 

Conversely, in research from 'Save the Children' (Khan 2003), the "prevailing feeling 

amongst young people was that teachers in mainstream education and other 

professionals did not take enough account of their views and feelings" (P29). 

Moreover, there is some evidence that exclusions among disaffected pupils fall when 

schools become more democratic (Klein, 2003). 

The excluded young people in Pomeroy's (1999) study identified a hierarchy of worth 
and power within their schools, with teachers at the top, "more able" and "better 
behaved" students near the middle and themselves at the bottom. They felt that they 
had been treated accordingly i. e. afforded a lack of autonomy, responsibility and 
respect. As Cooper and Upton (199 1, p 113) suggest: 

"Pupils do not require to be controlled (many clearly reject such attempts). Instead they want to be 
respected as purposeful, intelligent persons who have the right to be directly taking part in the decision 
making which shapes their lives. " 

PSPS, depending on how they are handled, can either confinn pupils' perceptions of 
themselves as at the lowest tier of the school hierarchy, or can present a valuable 
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opportunity for them to move upwards in terms of status and responsibility. If we 

wish them to feel some ownership of, and commitment to, their PSPs it is vital that we 

encourage them to be active participants in the process. 

Partnership with parents 

Parental participation in PSPs is emphasised in Circular 10/99 (DMS 1999b) and 
included in both the case studies which illustrate the process. This is consistent with 
the priority given to partnership with parents in the revised SEN Code of Practice 

(DMS, 2001) and easilyjustified on grounds of ethics and effectiveness. Even parents 
from the most disadvantaged groups are committed to their children achieving success 

and welcome participation (Kinder and Wilkin, 1998; Crozier, 1999; Martin, 1999). 

Furthermore, parents are experts on their own children (Wolfendale, 1990) and the 

support they are able to give is potentially very powerful. For instance, pupils 

consistently select 'information sent home to parents about achievements or 
transgressions' as the most potent reward or sanction (Sharpe et al, 1987; Houghton et 

al, 1988, Miller, Ferguson and Simpson, 1998). 

Despite much evidence that parent-school partnerships are wanted and needed, they 

can be difficult to achieve, especially in secondary schools (Head et al, 2003). 

Teachers find meetings with parents stressful (Hargreaves, 2000; Leung and Yeun, 

2001) while parents find them difficult and embarrassing, especially if they are heavily 

problem-centred (Leung and Yeun, 2001; Vulliamy and Webb, 2003). 

One potential area of tension is that many teachers see pupils' difficulties as caused by 

parents, or at least by home factors (e. g. DES, 1989; Croll and Moses, 1985; DES, 

1989). Miller (1999, p75) suggests that this is part of a broader "culture of blame, 

which variously targets pupils, teachers and parents". 

Parents report feeling helpless and powerless in the face of school decisions (Cohen et 

al, 1994; Crozier, 1999; Vulliamy and Webb, 2003). This is understandable in the 
light of Walker and Maclure's (1999) finding that in teacher - parent communication 
the teachers generally keep control, steering and dominating the interaction and talking 
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about puils from their perspective. Lasky (2000) found that teachers tended only to be 

comfortable talking to parents who conformed to the institutional norms of appropriate 

parent behaviour e. g. by being responsible towards their children and supportive, 

appreciative and respectful towards teachers. Lasky suggests that parents who seem 

uncaring or unsupportive may have different values or practices. She adds that 

teachers need to be aware of when their cultural assumptions and ethics are creating 

barriers to communication. 

Sambrook and Gray (2002, p46) argue that the contribution of parents in 

understanding and resolving behaviour difficulties "can only be effectively realised if 

their perspectives and feelings are understood and valued. " This can prove particularly 
difficult in secondary schools where previous contact between staff and parents may 

have been sporadic and allowed little opportunity to build up understanding, trust and 

respect. Carter (1991, pl) emphasises the emotional distance that can exist between 

parents and professionals: 

"The difference between their feelings and our perception of those feelings, as professionals, is 

profound. It marks a huge gulf between us which, in turn, affects the genuineness of any 'equal 

partnership' between parents and education professionals" 

Clearly, involving parents in a meaningful way in PSPs is likely to be a complex task 

requiring skill, sensitivity and understanding from the professionals. 

Summary 

As Castle and Parsons (1997, p4) point out, "behaviourally challenging pupils are a 

permanent feature of the education culture in the United Kingdom. " Exclusion is 

clearly not the answer, directly linked as it is to long-term social problems (e. g. Social 

Exclusion Unit 1998). Rather, we need to find ways of helping these pupils to manage 

their behaviour better and stay in school. PSPs potentially offer a useful strategy for 

achieving this. Research into how these meetings are best organised and conducted 

would therefore seem vital, not just for pupils and their families, but for schools, local 

authorities and society in general. 
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In view of the current lack of research into PSPs, I considered that my research could 
make a potentially valuable contribution as an exploratory study. To help me to firm 

up my ideas on how to approach this, I completed my initial explorations into the area 
by interviewing relevant colleagues on their views and ideas about PSPs. In the next 

chapter, I will present and an analysis of these interviews. 
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Chapter 3 

Searching for Threads: the Exploratory Interviews 

"They shouldfeel ... that it is a process of repair, as opposed to a process of 

reprimand. " 
A comment by a professional in the exploratory interviews regarding what helps pupils at PSP meetings 

I 

The Nature and Purpose of the Exploratory Interviews 

In October and November 2002,1 carried out exploratory interviews with four 

colleagues who worked with schools. The purpose was to gather views and ideas about 
PSP meetings that would, hopefully, help me to decide on a focus and approach for 

my research. The four colleagues interviewed were as follows: 

" An Area Education Officer 

" The Behaviour Support Team Manager 

"A Connexions Personal Advisor 

" The Partnership with Parents Manager 

I considered that these four interviewees, all with an interest in PSP meetings, would 
view these meetings from different perspectives in relation to their different roles. The 
first two interviewees could be described as representatives of the LEA; both worked, 
in different ways, with schools and had an interest in policy as well as in practice. The 

third interviewee could be viewed as having a key role in working with and supporting 
pupils, while the fourth had a key role in working with and supporting parents. The 
first three interviewees regularly attended PSP meetings, while the fourth was 
experienced in dealing with the 'aftermath' of these and other meetings with parents. 

Each of the four interviews was structured in two parts: 

I-A tape-recorded semi-structured interview focused particularly on the 
"'effectivenese' of PSP meetings and pupil and parent participation (see 

Appendix 3 for interview schedule. ) 
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2. An unrecorded, open-ended and exploratory discussion of the issues around 
PSP meetings as well as my own ideas for my research 

I hoped that the semi-structured interviews would elicit useful data, in a relatively 

standardised form, which could later be analysed in order to find common themes and 

concerns. By then turning off the tape and inviting a more informal, freer and possibly 
fi-anker exploration of the issues, I aimed to encourage reflective and creative thinking. 

This in turn, I hoped, would help me to gain some insights into both the process of 
PSP meetings and also the way forward for my research. 

Individual transcripts were sent to each of four interviewees to check that they felt 

they were accurate records of their interviews and views. I also checked, again, that 

they would be happy for me to quote anonymously from their transcripts during the 

study and in the final write-up. 

Analysis of the Structured Interviews 

In analysing the transcripts I chose to use a thematic content analysis for the following 

reasons: 

eI was interested in looking for common themes and issues that could guide me in 
finding a way forward in my research 

91 considered that I needed a straightforward approach with "face validity" that 

would be accessible to both participants and practitioners 

e Thematic content analysis seemed to fit well with my general approach to the 

study, which was dialogical 

In the following analysis the numbering of the participants has been changed from that 

above in order to preserve anonymity. I selected quotations which: 

communicate views and ideas in a clear, vivid and accessible way 

rePresent the full range of views 
drawn equally from all four interviewees 
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Regarding this latter point, in the interests of fairness and balance, I checked the total 

number of quotations included from each interviewee in the complete analysis of 
themes (i. e. sections 2 and 3 below). The figures confirm that the analysis can be 

considered to be relatively fair in this respect: 

Intcrviewee I ........... 9 quotations 
Intervicwee 2 ........... 8 quotations 
Interviewee 3 ........... 8 quotations 
Interviewce 4 ........... 8 quotations 

I sent the four interviewees copies of the analysis and asked if they felt their views 

were fairly represented. I also asked if they wanted anything changed. No one 

requested this. 

Themes Arisina from the Semi-structured Interviews 

1. Individual perspectives 

I began, following Bibby's (2002) approach, by analysing the main philosophies the 

individual interviewees seemed to draw on. 

e Interviewee I 

Interviewee I drew largely on a behavioural perspective, emphasising, for instance, 

the importance of a 'ýpositive, clear" meeting with "clear outcomes". By contrast, the 

"PSP from hell" would be "all vague and woolly, but also quite unrealistic". There 

was a reference to "looking at the antecedents and consequences" of situations. 
Interviewee I also drew on a cognitive behavioural perspective in taking account of 

the way in which pupils' and parents' thoughts, views and perceptions affect their 

behaviour, e. g.: 
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"Even ifschools are very, very polite andfriendly, I think the actual process of having 

[pupils] around the table, discussing it in that way, can be veryfrightening and that 

would mean that theyfind it hard to think about things and organise their thoughts ". 

A key issue for Interviewee I was the skill of the professional staff involved; e. g. there 
is a need for "skitfully chaired meetings", "skitful exploration of the problem " and 

"skiýrul listening skills ". 

In terviewee 2 

Interviewee 2 shared with Interviewee I an emphasis on procedural issues and the 

need for clarity; e. g. an effective PSP is one "that has a definite action plan with 
definite roles and responsibilities at the end". This interviewee drew mainly from a 

cognitive behavioural perspective, considering the feelings, views and behaviour of 

pupils and parents in PSP meetings; e. g.: 

"Ifthere's a long, long list ofnegatives, youjust see people sink back in their chair". 

"There was one lovely PSP in which the parent just told the child how she felt. She 

said, 'Do you think I like coming to school like this? Do you think I like thefact that I 

know every teacher's name?... that's embarrassing! " 

Interviewee 2 also referred briefly to the broader context of pupils' difficulties, from 

what might be seen as an ecosysternic/ ecological perspective: 

7find it dijfIcult to understand how there's not more of a discussion around what's 

going on outside school because it's such a significant thing, and it has quite an 
impact on them ". 

Key issues for this interviewee included the "responsibilities" of the school and the 
"opportunities " for pupils and parents to participate in the process. 
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0 Interviewee 3 

Interviewee 3 took a broad approach to PSP meetings, drawing attention to contextual 
factors and emphasising the relationships and systems in operation, particularly at 
home, in school and between the two. This approach can be seen as an 

ecosystemic/ecological perspective; e. g.: 

"As a parent, you are trying to sort out a good situation and you are not necessarily 

getting the supportfrom where you need it" 

"Yhere is a limit to what teachers can cope with and take on board and it depends 

very much on how it's led by management, whether there's an inclusive approach in 

the school... " 

"... immediately you've lost [the childs] support because the Year Head, who is 

obviously very stressed by what the child is doing, has taken the opportunity to 'have a 
# ff 90 ... 

"You find that... particularly in primary school where you often have very young 

parents coming in... the Head Teacher will call them by theirfirst name. And they've 
had a lot of conversations about this, and we can see that intimacy of the relationship 
between the Head and the parent, much more than you do in secondary. That 

relationship really helps ". 

A key issue for Interviewee 3 was the importance of the meeting being carried out 

very ogicially andformally " and having "status 

Interviewee 4 

Interviewee 4 spoke empathetically of the feelings and needs of pupils and parents in 

these situations. The emphasis on emotions, self esteem and the need to feel valued 
can best be characterised as a humanistic perspective; e. g.: 
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"I think about my own children -I can't imagine them holding their head up in a PSP 

meeting and they've got no problems really ". 

"The biggest thing where parents really start to opt out and become very defensive 

and aggressive is where theyfeelpowerless. " 

"I think we need an approach of 'Let's sit down and talk about it and you're as 
important as everybody else'- making themfeel an important part ofthe meeting". 

"... it's finding the good things and building on them. Plat have we got that's good 
that we can get into PSPs, that's building on what's already happening, or that you 

are capable of, or that can show us what you can do? It works, doesn't it? " 

Key issues for this interviewee were power, ownership, fairness and justice; e. g.: 

"And I think children have this incredible thing aboutjustice and unfairness ... if they 

see things building that they think are grossly unfair, then I think they're going tofight 
it all the way... " 

2. Common Themes 

It is worthwhile considering the differences in philosophical perspectives between the 
four interviewees, because it adds significance to the high degree of agreement on the 

common themes that emerged strongly from all the interviews. These themes, which 

overlap and link together, are outlined individually below. Each of the five themes is 

illustrated with a selection of quotations drawn from all four interviewees. 

41 Participation 

It is not surprising that the themes of pupil and parent participation arose, since these 
featured strongly in the questions I asked. However, I was gratified to find that the 
interviewees' views on these issues corroborated my own. They all acknowledged that 
it can be very difficult for pupils and parents to participate in PSP meetings, since they 
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can feel "overwhelmed", 'frightened" and "intimidated"; they also all agreed on the 
importance of encouraging their participation; e. g.: 

" Kat they really need is reassurance that it does matter, reassurance that parents 
being involved, pupils being involved, everybody being on board and signed up for it 

really makes a difference ". 

"I mean, ifpeople turn up to a PSP, generally, it's because they've got something to 

say or some involvement ...... so, involve those who are present and utilise whatever it 

is that they bring... " 

Conversely, an example given of factors working against effective PSP meetings was 
"non-participation, hostility - like the child in the corner that folds his arms and 

refuses to talk, or peoplejust not attending". There was some consideration about why 

these situations might arise; e. g.: 

"Parents and young peoplefeel they are not given the opportunity - things are done to 

them rather than involving them... " 

'7 went to another meeting where a boy decided he wasn't going to participate and 
had a complete tantrum, launched himselfat the door and his mother barricaded his 

way. We all managed to calm him down and sit him down, and then he did take part. I 

think he wasfrightened. " 

The imbalance of power was also seen as a potential hindrance to pupil and parent 

p icipation; e. g.: 

"Thisfeeling that it's going to happen anyway - thepower thing. 

Two interviewees related participation to 'ownership', including one who defined an 

effective PSP as "something which really, actively gets them involved so that they're 

signing up for it, but owning it as well ... they really help draw it up". The final 

example in this section relates to issues of power and ownership: 
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'7 think we often cut short young people and sometimes parents, because they come up 
with solutions that we don't like, and so we say, 'No, that's not a solution. 'And, in 

actualfact, that is a solution and, in their heads, it's a very good solution ... so I think 
that a way ofgetting them involved is to hand over some of that 'OK, what decisions 

do you want to make? "' 

* Preparation 

All the interviewees raised the importance of preparing pupils and parents for the 

meeting. It was suggested that "lack of preparation and not giving an opportunity to 

think about the issues" was one of the factors discouraging pupil participation. There 

were some specific ideas about the kind of preparation needed for pupils; e. g.: 

"... to have actually talked to them around 7his is how the meeting operates, these are 

the people that are going to be there. You know what will come up ... You need to think 

ofan argument that you want to make. "' 

Similarly, parents shouldn't "come in cold to it", but need good preparation - 
"something very clear, so you're not going into yet another meeting where you don't 

know what's going to happen ". Again, there were constructive suggestions of ways to 

avoid this; e. g.: 

"They need to have had lots ofcontact with the school beforehand " 

"They think they are coming to school to be told, 'This is what is happening, this is 

whatyoudonext' I suppose letters could say, 'Ifyou could think of some suggestions 
before you come to the meeting it would be helpful'. 

There was acknowledgement of the difficulties experienced in this area; for instance, 

"Schoolsfind it very hard tofind time to talk through the issues " and letters to parents 
can be "veryformal and .. hostile in tone and content. " One interviewee, however, was 
able to give the following "example ofgoodpractice ": 
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"... an LSW had talked through the issues with the child before the meeting and they 
had both typed it all out, and then that was brought along to the meeting and 

presented and the pupil had a chance to read it out orjust talk about it.. -" 

0 Support 

There was general recognition that for a successful PSP, support for the pupil needs to 

be built into the process; e. g.: 

"[An effective PSP] would be one which co-ordinates a range of support to help the 

youngperson. " 

"... givepupils an advocate .. an adult who can voice some of their stuff, not necessarily 

agree with it, but voice it and, 'Do you want to write some of it down and have it read 
out? "... giving them some options around how they can participate, without 
necessarily having to talk to a roomfUll ofadults. " 

"They shouldfeel that there is somebody there to help them and to understand that it 
is a process of repair, as opposed to a process of reprimand. " 

A related issue was that of support to pupilsfollowing PSP meetings. One interviewee 

proposed that eight weeks between reviews was too long: 

"Someone should be given the responsibility of checking, perhaps every week or every 
two weeks, to say, 'Are you on track? ' You know that sort of .. constant monitoring 

role. " 

It was also acknowledged that parents, too, need support; e. g.: 

'7 know one lady who came to the governor's Disciplinary Meeting who said, 'Ijust 
hate being here, Ifeel like I'm on trial. 'The PSP meeting is a step below that, maybe 
not quite as serious as being on trial, but it canfeel like that. " 

"I think some supportfor a lot ofparents really would help. " 
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"Yhe kids don't get a lot of 'how to's'and neither do parents. 

*A positive approach 

Another strong theme was the importance, throughout the process, of maintaining a 

positive approach i. e. being constructive and encouraging rather than "negative and 

critical" e. g.: 

"You'd need a positive meeting where everybodyfelt they had had the opportunity to 

participate and where everybody was given an opportunity to express their opinions. " 

"I thinkyou have to take a very professional approach to inclusion and whatever your 

personal views are, you have to approach the child in a manner that makes that child 
feel welcome, even though they are doing something that's pretty obnoxious, and 

that's dijfIcult. " 

There was agreement that a positive approach can indeed prove difficult to achieve 

and maintai . n; the attitude of some teachers "can be quite punitive and young people 

and parents feel intimidated. " Three interviewees referred, with concern, to the 

specific practice, in some schools, of recounting or reading out a list of 
incidents/behavioural difficulties: 

"... the heaping of negatives - and some schools do it all the time. As soon as you walk 
in through the door you're knockedfor six. And sometimes, it's a bit like when you go 

to the doctors and come out afterwards - parents literally aren't hearing anything 

after that. " 

"... on the one level it's fair because you're reading it all out - on the second level, 

you V re not actually giving that parent any time to process that and respond It's verY 

much a being 'talked at'sort ofstyle. " 

"I have seen a Year Head sit with the child and go through a list of 'Do you remember 
what you didyesterday? "' 
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Suggestions to improve situations like this included: 

e Changing the form on which information is collected from teachers before the 

meeting to include "a positive section and a negative ". 

9 Sending parents the infonnation "a week or a couple of days prior, which gives 

them the opportunity to process it. " 

* Summarising the difficulties "rather than the reading out of everY 

single... referral-for every subject. " 

There was a general belief that much could be achieved by balancing the account of 
the pupil's difficulties with an acknowledgement of their strengths; e. g.: 

"It can befound that most children have a strength ofsome sort that's not necessarily 
academic and, ifyou can pull that out ofthem, then theyfeel a little more valued " 

"And it sounds really quite crude, but it has a big effect on parents ... even ifyou get 

one positive among all the negatives, it's a start. " 

o The tone of the meeting 

A theme related to all of the above themes was the need to create an appropriate tone 

or atmosphere to the meeting. One interviewee defined an effective PSP meeting as 
"one which was positive in atmosphere and tone". All interviewees stressed the 
importance of helping parents to feel welcome; e. g.: 

"There are things which you normally do for meetings which make them feel more 

comfortable. You know, welcoming them, somewhere to sit... " 

"I actually think it's really difficult for parents to sit there to be confronted by ... a 

roomful of people that potentially they don't know, so doing an "around the table 

thing'initially and everyperson talking about who they are and why they're there... " 
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It was suggested that one of the factors working against effective PSP meetings was 
"people using language andjargon [parents] can't access ... writing them down in a 

way that is not easily accessible to them. " In addition to helping parents to feel 

comfortable at the meeting, one interviewee also stressed the importance of the 

meeting being appropriately formal and official; e. g.: 

"I think the presence of the LEA helps greatly .. because of the status and it makes 

everybodyfeel that it is an important thing that is happening. 

An awareness of the inherent tensions in PSPs 

Two of the intervicwees refer to the tensions inherent in PSPs in terms of their dual 

role of helping pupils to improve whilst also providing the school with a potential 

avenue for exclusion. Although this was not a concern raised by all the participants 
(unlike the other themes listed above) I feel that the significance of the issue makes it 

worth noting here. One interviewee referred to this potential difficulty in connection 

with power issues: 

"And I think if any whiff of the idea that the school is just doing the paperwork ready 
for an exclusion gets through [to the pupil], then it's just part of that general feeling. * 
'well, I can't win anyway "'. 

A second interviewee went much further, expressing doubts about the whole system: 

"I think the whole thing isflawed - the guidelines are unrealistic .. What it doesn't do 

is recognise the context in which they are set, which is the litigious context whereby 

schoolsfeel they have to, in some cases, go through the motions, in order to avoid an 

exclusion overturned ... in other places, they are seen as a genuine opportunity to help 

theyoungperson, but I'm not altogether convinced it is done in the best way. 

Themes Arising from the Informal, Unrecorded Discussions 

The second sections of each interview, deliberately scheduled as unrecorded, open 

ended discussions, allowed me to "bounce my ideas around", gain feedback and draw 
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on the thoughts of others in grappling towards a way forward. These informal 

discussions confirmed the significance of the themes arising in the semi-structured 
interviews and raised a number of pertinent issues. For instance, there was a general 
feeling that many secondary schools were still finding it difficult to find positive ways 

of carrying out PSP meetings; it was possibly too early to be considering a widespread 

study of "best practice". 

On the other hand, many ideas were thrown up for making PSP meetings more user- 
friendly for pupils and parents. It was becoming clearer to me that it might be easier to 

influence practice in these sorts of ways if I focused my study within one school. 

Reflecting and Plannine 

The four interviews and informal discussions about PSPs gave me much to reflect on. 
They confirmed my views on the significance of participation and, in addition, 
highlighted preparation as an important prerequisite. They played a central role in my 
decision to aim for an action research study. In the next chapter, I give an account of 
the planning for the study and the way that I unexpectedly needed to adapt my 

approach. 
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Chapter 4 

Developing a Methodology: Interlinking Stories 

"I'm really sorry I destroyed your research" 
Penny, the Greenacre, Special Needs Coordinator 

An Overview 

In Chapter II described the way in which my motivation to study PSPs developed out 

of practical concerns arising in my professional practice. My initial explorations of the 

area included a review of the literature (described in Chapter 2) and a series of 

exploratory interviews (described in Chapter 3). In this chapter, I will continue the 

account of my research journey, describing how I planned an action research study and 

then unexpectedly needed to adapt my approach. 

This is not an account of a neatly planned and packaged research study of the type 
described by Mouly (1978, p 12) as "the process of arriving at dependable solutions to 

problems through the planned and systematic collection, analysis and interpretation of 
the data. " Rather, it is an account of ajourney through the "swampy lowland" of real- 

world research (Schon, 1988, p67) where the saliency of the issues compensates for 

the unpredictability of the landscape and where creativity and intuition can be as 
important as well-intentioned plans. 

My journey was not always smooth and it sometimes felt unnerving to be rewriting my 

research aims, evaluation criteria and even approach as I went along. However, I 

gained reassurance from Clough and Nutbrown's (2002, p38) view that "a 

methodology worthy of the name will be continuously and reflexively developed as 
the study proceeds". 

When the school staff unexpectedly made their own changes to their PSPs system, 

rendering my original study inappropriate, it was a reminder to me that I should not 
merely be considering my own story as a researcher. Rather, I was "in the midst of a 
nested set of stories" (Clandinin and Connelly, 2000, p63) and needed to take account 
of all of them. A narrative inquiry allowed me to do this. 
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While this chapter essentially tells the story of my development as a narrative inquirer, 

it also incorporates the story of how the staff at Greenacre Comprehensive strove to 

implement effectively the government guidelines on PSPs. The two stories are 
interlinked, just as both are interlinked with the stories - in Chapters 5 to7 - of the 

three pupils whose PSPs I studied. 

I have tried to be honest about the course of my research and the fact that I turned to 

narrative inquiry through circumstances rather than deliberate planning. Having 

changed my approach, however, the new direction provided me with learning 

opportunities and insights that I had not previously envisaged. And I hope that as a 

result, the fiffa-l account of my research is more persuasive and powerful. 

I will present the process in roughly chronological order in an effort to convey an 
impression of the way events unfolded. I have included (slightly adapted) extracts 
from my research diary in order to add an insight into the way my ideas and 

understanding developed. 

January - June 2003: Planning an "Action Research" Study to Improve PSP 

Meetinn 

My various investigations were all helpful in clarifying the issues. Although it seemed 

too early to be investigating good practice, I was still eager that my professional 
doctorate should generate practice - based knowledge (Eraut, 1994) and ideally, 

influence practice positively (Lunt, 2002). 1 was also aware of the difficulties of 

achieving changes in practice through research (e. g. Tizard, 1991). This was an 
important factor in my decision, by the end of 2002, to carry out an action research 

study. I felt that this would be consistent with my professional role and would provide 

an opportunity to put into practice some of the ideas I had gained so far. 

Action research is regarded as dating back to the work of Lewin (1946) who described 

it as involving a series of cycles of planning, acting, observing and reflecting. While 

subsequent writers have often added slightly differing perspectives, an accepted 
feature of the method is "trying out ideas in practice as a means of improvement and 
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as a means of increasing knowledge... " (Kemmis and McTaggart, 1982, p5). Winter 

(1989, p4) describes practitioner action research as "part of the general ideal of 

professionalism, an extension of professional work, not an addition to if'. 

I would use observation and interview data to gain the perspectives of the meetings' 

participants; Leung and Yeun (2001 p28) argue that such viewpoints are under- 

researched, yet critical to issues of collaboration. 

I planned to focus on two areas: 

9 the preparation Of Pupils and parents before PSP meetings and 

o their participation in the meetings 
The importance of participation, my focus from the start, was confirmed in my 

exploratory research. Preparation had also arisen as a key theme, particularly in the 

exploratory interviews. There was a general view that preparing pupils and parents 
better would enable them to participate more fully in the meetings, which in turn 

would hopefully make the PSPs more effective. 

I hoped that using an action research approach in one receptive school might lead to 

improved practice. I was fortunate in having on my "patcW' a school that seemed, in 

many ways, ideal to work in: Greenacre Comprehensive. 

Greenacre 

Greenacre was a relatively large city centre comprehensive serving an area that was 

socially, economically and racially mixed. Within the city, four well-established 

grammar schools took most of the higher attaining pupils. Consequently, the 

attainment of pupils on entry to Greenacre was well below the national average while 

the proportion of pupils identified as having special educational needs was well above. 
Despite this, under the current Headteacher, Alistair Rushton, the school had been 

steadily rising in reputation and popularity and was now oversubscribed. 

In the year 1999/2000, Greenacre had been categorised as an "underperforming 

school" on the basis of its examination results. However, by 2001/2002 the results had 
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improved significantly and, in recognition, Greenacre received a School Achievement 
Award. 

In recent years the rates of permanent exclusions had been a little higher than the 

national average, but considerably lower than the average of all the comprehensives in 

the city. The "changing professional landscape of the school" (Clandinin and Connelly 
1995, p28) could be summed up as thriving, confident and inclusive. For me, the 

school had additional benefits as a base for my study: 

* The staff ran a relatively high number of PSPs and involved me in many of them. 

*I knew from discussions with Educational Psychologists and Education Officers 

that the PSPs at Greenacre seemed to be particularly well run. For instance, they 

were allocated a reasonable amount of time, chaired by senior managers and - 
perhaps because of the seriousness with which they were treated by the school - 
very well attended by parents. In other words, there was a good basic system 
already in place. 

From talking to pupils, I knew that they, too, viewed PSPs seriously-, as a Year 8 

pupil had commented to me, "I reckon that being on a PSP would make me change 

my behaviour. I'd have to change... I want to stay at Greenacre. " 

* Having attended a good many PSPs at the school, I felt strongly that the process 
was followed in a genuine attempt to turn a situation round, rather than to meet the 

requirements for permanent exclusion. 

Despite good organisation and good intentions, there was still much scope for 
improvement. For instance: 

i. Pupils and parents sometimes seemed unprepared for the meetings and did 

not always participate very fully 

The paperwork consisted of a list of teacher comments (from a form pinned 
up on the staffroom wall prior to the meeting), plus details of exclusions and 
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a pile of "referrals" for poor behaviour. This tended to give a very negative 

picture, without any background information to help put the pupil's 
difficulties into context 

iii. The targets were set almost exclusively by the professionals 
iv. During the meeting the Behaviour Support Teacher would take notes, but 

copies of these were not sent to parents 

e Over the previous two years, I had had many informal discussions about the PSP 

system with key members of the school staff, who had generally been responsive 

and interested. 

e My work in the school over a period spanning almost seventeen years had given 

me ample opportunity to build up supportive, trusting and collaborative working 

relationships with the staff. I hoped that this would lead to more depth and 
frankness in the interviews and provide a sound basis for planning and 
implementing change. 

I discussed the idea of an action research project with Alistair, the Head Teacher and 
Penny, the Special Educational Needs Co-ordinator (SENCo) as well as with the 
Behaviour Support Teacher and the schools Connexions Adviser; all responded with 
enthusiasm and I felt buoyed up by their positivity and ready engagement. As Alistair 
had commented, "We've received very little guidance on how to conduct PSPs and we 
doift really know whether we're managing them in the best way. " 

The research process: some highs and lows 

The following three extracts from my research diary portray something of the flavour 

of the planning stages of my study, with its doubts and exhilarations. 

5,101 N vie-it to 6roonacre -worrit6 an4 uncortaintiot 

On a visit to (Aroonacrg to4al, I learned that Alistair is still awal ill with the virus that bid 

him low before half term. The staff were feeling an-MOU6 that their u6ualli resilient and 
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energetic Head Teacher should be talling so long to re"ver and the school felt rather lito a 

ship with the competent captain missing from the, helm. For ml own part, I was reminded 

of thoo d6ics of basing ml research in one school. With Alistair aval ill and the 6chooV6 

ConnovLion6 Advi6or and thhaviour Support Teacher both un6vLp"teAll about to leave. 

twIthing 6uddtnll seems a little uncertain. Fortunatill, I can still count on Ponnj, the 

SeNC. o, who, fresh from completing her own doctorate, remains encouraging and 

enthusiastic about MI studl. 

(P. 5.03: FtAing in6pirM 

Travelling to London bj train for a conference on behaviour, I too%: the opportunitj to 

revisit and improve ml action research c1clos. ThOl have been fascinating but frustrating to 

wort: on, rather lilco some, giant logie. puzzle, with changes in one. part leading to changes in 

manj others. Thgj are also reassuring: representing ml thoughts and actions in 6141C. 6 

reminds me how much I have so far done and sets ml actions and reflections in contt*t- 

Tho conforenct was both enjolablo and worthwhilo. It was, ustful to hear Andl Millee6 

pro6tntation of his rt6oarch into pupil/partnt/toachor robtionship6,61ncg it 16 so rolf-vant 

to ml 6tudi. I was also hugAl impre, 6se-d and 1n6pireA bj tho preýsontation on ginotional 

littraq bj Adrian Faupel, btcau6o ho spoaic6 with such wisdom and passion -a real 

privilege to listtn to. I could re-lato to his tMph36i6 On PUPiW SM66 Of bOlOnging and thg 

Idt-a that the. 1 bocome most dtfen6ivo and difficult whon this 16 throate-neA 1: 1 the. 

& psichological anC of toacherc 

14.5.01: Addrming concorns, and gaining roamranco 

I MMSOA to 6" Alistair, tho Head, todal about a coupit. of i6suos that havo bw vorrling 

Tnt. Firmll, thero is an e4poctation amongst tho staff that thm will bo an Of6teA Insp"tion 

nevLt Urm, I. e. Just when I was hoping to start ml Interviews. Fortunatill, Alistair was 

confidentil reb-te-d in his attitude towards the, forthcoming inspection (which Mal be anj 
time from nevLt term onwards) wing no reason for it to interfere with the. 6tudl. 
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SeconAll, the latest government quideline6 on o-Aclusions (Dff, 'o 2-007h) give a 1066 

prominent - and lorm mandatorl - role, to ? $? 6 prior to permanent euluiion- 1 W36 amLious 

to tnow whether this might have anj effect on practice within &reonacre. Might thol even 

abandon P, 5? 6? it wm6 not. Ali6tair wa6 clear that thol fulll výpoct to reop 116116 

bocau6o thel are *6o effectivC and have three major a4vantagoc 

1. Staff can w that somthing is happming 

Z. Parents (an understand the schoors (, on(brn 

1. Thol pre, 6ent an opportunitl and mochanim to gathtr ovidonto ow a poriod of timo 

I va6 particularli intomtod in hi6 fir6f point, vhich I had not prtviou6ll considm-d. It 

rmindgd mt, of tht, 6mitivitl of Alistaiefi po6ition. a6 a headteacht-r, trling to balanco tht, 

neods of 6mral diffe-rent group6 of pe-oplo. 

The plan 

It was agreed with the school staff that I would observe the first three initial PSP 

meetings occurring after the start of term in September 2003 and then interview all the 

participants. Sharing an anonymised analysis of the interviews with a working group 

of school staff would help us to plan and implement improvements. I would then 

review progress by studying three finiher initial PSP meetings so that we could decide 

on any additional steps. 

The sample 

I decided to focus on initial PSP meetings (rather than halfway or final meetings) 
because these are crucial in setting the tone of the whole process and establishing 

relationships between the participants. They are also in some ways the most 

straightforward of the three meetings as they are not affected by previous meetings or - 
as in the case of the final meeting - by the outcome of the PSP i. e. the decision to 

exclude or keep in school. 
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I was aware that a sample ofjust three PSP meetings could not be regarded as 

representative in the traditional, normative sense. However, I hoped that by studying 
this small number in depth, I would gain a worthwhile insight into the experience of 

the meetings for the participants. As Travers (2001, p3) points out, "it is always 

possible to learn a lot from very little data7. 

It was agreed that since parental views were to be a key part of the study, I would only 
include pupils who had a parent or "parental figure"' and not pupils looked after by 

social workers. I considered that a social worker, as a professional person working for 

an organisation, was in a different role from someone who has responsibility for a 

child from a "family" perspective. 

The interviews 

Human language opens a "virtually unique window" on what lies behind people's 

actions (Robson 2000, p229). I considered that the face to face interviews would 

represent a relatively flexible, direct and naturalistic way of obtaining the kind of 

sensitive information I was interested in. 

I planned to conduct the interviews in a quiet classroom within the school, but offer to 

interview parents at their home, since they might find this more convenient and 
informal. If the interviewees agreed, I would tape record them rather than taking notes. 
This was partly to enable a more accurate analysis of the transcripts and partly to help 

me concentrate better on the interviewees and on establishing rapport. I considered 
that these advantages would compensate for the element of formality added by the 

presence of the tape recorder. I was also mindful that transcripts of tape-recorded 
interviews would miss some of the important subtleties of human interaction such as 
facial expression and body language. I therefore resolved to record my observations 

on each of the interviews as soon as possible after they took place. 

For the purposes of this study, a "parental figure" is an adult: 
who has or shares responsibility for the child, 
whom the child regards as part of his/her family and 
with whom the child has been living or had regular contact for the majority of the previous six 
months. 
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I devised interview schedules for the three groups of participants at the meetings, i. e. 

pupils, parents and professionals (Appendix 4). 1 made the schedule for the pupils the 

longest, since I considered that they might find it more difficult to express their views, 

while that for the professionals - generally very used to expressing their views - was 

the shortest. In this way, I hoped that the pupils' and parents' voices would not be 

overwhelmed. 

The schedules, which focused particularly on the preparation and participation of the 

pupils and parents, were semi-structured. I planned to use them flexibly to ensure that 

while certain topics were covered (to facilitate the organisation and analysis of the 

data), intcrviewees would still have the chance to influence the interviews. With this 

in mind, I used mainly open questions to "allow respondents to draw attention to 

anything about which they feel strongly" (Bell, 1999, p 193). 

In addition, I included some rating scale questions, along with an A4 sized visual 

prompt of the scale (Appendix 5). 1 hoped that the numerical responses to these 

questions would provide an interesting complement to the qualitative data, enable me 

to make some useful comparisons and prove helpful in feeding back information to the 

school staff. 

I aimed to keep the language of the questions straightforward and relevant to the 

participants; asking, for instance, whether the meeting was -faie', a word which young 

people use when talking about discipline and exclusions (e. g. Hamill and Boyd, 2002). 

1 decided to interview all the participants at each meeting (i. e. the pupil, parent(s), 
Education Officer and, usually, four members of staff). Each professional attending 

would have a slightly different role and by gathering and comparing their perspectives, 
I hoped to gain a broader, richer picture of the process. 

The observations 

It was agreed that I would attend the three meetings as an observer, rather than 

participant, to enable me to experience the meetings firsthand and note down my 
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observations. This could then supplement the interview data, providing 
"methodological triangulation" (Denzin 1970), a useful approach for evaluating 

complex phenomena (Cohen et al 2000). 1 considered that the observational data 

would also be invaluable for my "radical listening" (Clough and Nutbrown 2002) i. e. 
it could help me to understand the intentions behind the various "voices" in the study. 
I hoped that the advantage of increased understanding and richer data would outweigh 

any potential disadvantage of pupils and parents possibly feeling less inclined to talk 

openly about the meeting to someone perceived as being part of the process. 

July 2003: The Bombshell Drops 

By July 2003 my plan was in place, my preparations were made and I felt a sense of 

eager anticipation at the thought of getting started that September. It was at this stage 

-just eight days before the end of the summer term! - that I suddenly faced a most 

unexpected turn of events. My research diary records the sense of confusion I 

experienced: 

1.1.01: A prolect In It-opa[41 

Carlior to4al, during ml last visit to &re4nacreý for t4 ac3&mic loar, I had tho most 

surprising - almost 6urrcal - discussion with Fennj, the. %NC-o, and I'm now flAing 

anAou6 and unstttled as I tri to thinY. through tho implications. It's be4n a bu6j half torm 

for both of us and our discussions havo be4n vorl much focu"d on sworal ittm6 of verl 

challonging ca6oworlý. MI 6tudl has onIj be4n mentionM in passing in ttrm6 of ml plan to 

start intorviowing in Uptombor. 

Ponni - and also the senior managers - had evýpbined a little while ago that she and her 

Special educational Needs (SeN) teachers would be talcing over rt-spon6ibilitl for the 

Inclusion Centre and PS? s when the 5rhaviour Support Teacher left. Thol had also 

mentioned that thol vort tating the opportunitj to loolý at how the Inclusion Untro was 

managed and organisM. This all fieomeA to have advantages in terms of co-ordinating the 

full range of special needs. What I was complotoll unaware of, until todal, was that this 

restructuring now includes some m4jor improvements to the, wal PSF meetings are 

organistd. The changes planned for September include the following: 
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I. ? 6Ps will now bo comple-toll manage-d undor tho SfN s1stom rather under tho "paratt, 

pastoral q6tm as In tht past. 

Improved letters (currentil being written) will be sent to parents. 
A Teaching Assistant (TX) from the Inclusion CAntre will meet with the. PuPil 
beforehand, attend the meeting and then meet again with the PuPil at two w"141 
intorvals to monitor how thing6 aro going. 

4. An SeN Ttachor will go through all tho paporworg on tho pupil be-foroband, prgpare. a 

carofulli wordod and balanced roport and attond tho ? 5? me4fing. 
During t4 meetina ,, 

targets/commitmmts vill br, addeA to tho aport, a copi of vbich 

will bo sent to paront6. 

I was stunned! Ml 6on66 of unroalitl was compounded bi the fact that VMnl - hAPful. 

intelligent and straightforward Ponni - 6"m0d coMplOtOll Oblivious to the Implications Of 

these changes for Mo. 1 COU14 OnIl assume that in her enthusiasm to mate improvements 

and the, whirlwind of end of term pressures, she- bad not lot reali6od. finding it difficult to 

taro the information in, I concentrated on t6tablishing the details and bile-4 to properil 

articulate ml own fiolin96 of confusion. Intornaill, I felt an unsettling conflict of interest. It 

seemed that ovorlthing that was outlined to me was Incell to improve PSP meetings and bt, 

In the interests, of the pupils, parents and the. school. As a practitioner, I was thrille-4 that 

the "hoot wa6 planning to move in this direction. I also felt an admiration for Fonnj and 

the staff for their ontr9l and commitment in planning and organi6ing this during what, I 

rnow, had been a vorl bu6j time at the school. 

In ml rt4oarch rolo, howovor, I ovýporit-ncr-4 a 6onso of alarm and disappointment and ml 

mind was spinning with qutstions. Nflor a joar of planning, whero did all tho6o 

Improvomonts kavo ml 6tudj? Would 14 abit to show anj ovidtna of chango and 

Improvevont in a 6164m that had alrea4i be6n substantialli improveA boforeý I had besun 

to invt6tigato it formaill? Tho planned changes wero all in lint, with ml own thoughts about 

PS? me4tingsas wAl as thO 1661,106 that had ari6tn from tho ovýploratorj interviows. Alroadl, 

I could 6e* a big advantap in the, S&N Ttachrr6 being involveA as thol could bring all 
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thoir aperionct of Wting appropriato tarqM6, impleme-nting 6upportive. 6trattSim building 

on rtre-n9th6 an4 loolmng for 6mall stop6 of progrm otc. 

V499ding on the situation now, at home, it seems ironit. that this has happened just at the 

stage vh9n I fc-It that I had made real progress with the preparations for ml 6tudl. Has all 

the time I have spent on firming up ml mgthodologl W. IM to me tating ml ele, off the 

ball? Did I ovorlooic the pos6ibilitl that for teachers, often vorl pragmatic professionals, 

the evaluation of practic4 mal not alwals have the same prioritj as for those, of us carrling 

out the research? 

As part of ml dialogical approach to tho 6tuAl, I have, been vorl open with "hoot staff from 

the start. I havo also discussed vith them, from tho earll daI6 of P5F6, ml concerns about 

the proce, 66 and tho nuA to mau tho meetings mort positive, and supportive.. Might ml 

discussions vith staff over that timt, and particularli over the, last Ion, havo influo"cod 

the, ir thoughts and decisions? I suspected that the proce, 66 might bt quilt 6ubtlt, pos6iblj 

subconscious and probabli impo66iblo to ovaluato. This land of indefinable evolution 6"M6 

a far crI from the, catalltic chanp I had been aiming for. 

So where does all this leave ml studl? I will need timt to reflect on this further, but In the 

meantime, I feel that I ne4d to jup in mind that the original aim of the 6tudl was to help to 

create an improved system. If improvements have alroadl come about, despite the fact that I 

have, let to gather ml first set of data, then this, ultimatoll, must be viewed 36 a Positive 

outcome for the school. I consider that I should still go ahead and collut interview data 

no'A term so that the staff and I can evaluate the, now, and hopofulll improved, 61sttm of 

P$P meetings. If issues should arise, which suggest further Improvements, wo can hopofuill 

We It from there. 

September 2003: The Three PSP Meetings and the Interviews 

September 2003 was an exhilarating phase of the study, when I worked on the three 
interweaving strands of the research simultaneously: 
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1. attending the three PSP meetings and interviewing the participants (the pupils' 

stories) 
2. developing a new direction in which to take the research (my story) 
3. coming to an understanding of what had led to the improvements the school staff 

madc to the PSP systcm (thc school's story) 

Here I will deal with these three strands as separate (but linked) narrative themes. 

September 2003: The First Strand of Research - the Pupils' Stories 

Throughout the school summer holiday, with Greenacre closed, Tim (my Supervisor) 

away and me preoccupied with family life, I felt unsure as to whether I had entirely 

resolved my research dilemma by switching to more of an evaluation study. However, 

on the second day of the Autumn term, I was suddenly startled into top gear by a 

telephone call from Penny. It seemed that three new PSPs were about to start in less 

than a week's time. I hadn't expected all three meetings to come up so quickly - or on 

the same day! 

The pupils 

I felt intrigued by the pupils - Ayesha, Tiffany and Jivan - particularly as I didn't 

recognise any of their names. It seems that Beth, their Head of Year, had raised them 

all as concerns at the end of last term when she felt that they were all becoming at 

serious risk of permanent exclusion. 

To consider how representative these pupils were of other pupils at the school placed 

on PSPs, I considered a range of factors: year group, gender, race and free school 

meals. The analysis is shown in Tables 1-3 in Appendix 6. Table I gives background 

information on the three case study pupils, while Table 2 gives background 

information on the 20 Greenacre pupils on PSPs in the previous academic year 
(September 2002 -July 2003). While a wide range of pupils were placed on PSPs, the 

"typical"' pupil might be seen as a white English Year 9 boy not claiming free school 

meals. 
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Table 2 also records the outcome for each pupil at the end of the year to give an 
indication of the level of the effectiveness of PSPs at Greenacre. Out of the 20 pupils 

on PSPs, 14 (70%) remained at Greenacre at the end of the year while 4 (20%) were 

excluded and an additional 2 (10%) had managed moves to other schools. 

A comparison of the background information on the two groups of pupils is given in 

Table 3. It shows that the case study group differed from the previous year's "cohort" 

in terms of being more racially mixed, more female dominated and all from a single 

year group i. e. year 10. However, my aim had not been to select a perfectly 

representative group of pupils, but to try and understand the experiences of three 

individual, randomly selected, pupils. 

Ethical considerations 

In the two weeks following Penny's telephone call, I worked through the procedures I 

had prepared, i. e. contacting the parents, meeting with the pupils, attending the PSP 

meetings and then interviewing the participants. I aimed to work at all times in 

accordance with the British Psychological Society's (1993) ethical guidelines. For 

instance: 

* Being mindful that these pupils were engaging in a process that could end in 

exclusion, I attempted to manage the data sensitively and without hindering thern. 

For instance, I discounted the use of a video recorder (for either the meetings or 
the interviews), on the grounds of "the ethics of intrusion", which "can epitomise, 

at worst, the power imbalance" (Wolfendale 1999, p 166). 

*I kept Alistair, the Headteacher, fully informed at each stage, obtaining his 

permission before proceeding. I showed him copies of any letters or information 

that I wished to give out or use with staff, pupils or parents. However, in the case 

of the interview schedules, I provided only summarised information on the areas to 

be covered, in order to avoid the possibility of influencing behaviour. 
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I asked permission from the pupils' parents (initially by letter - see Appendix 7- 

and then telephone) to approach their son or daughter about the study. 

I gave Information Sheets to all participants beforehand (Appendix 8). These 

explained the purpose of the study, the reason for wishing to tape record the 
interviews and the freedom of participants to withdraw at any time. 

* Participants were asked to sign consent forms (Appendix 9) to give permission to 

be interviewed and have the anonymous interview information used in the study. 
They were all offered a summary of the results. 

*I took steps to ensure confidentiality by anonymising the data. 

Some highlights of the research process 

Attending the PSP meetings and interviewing the participants turned out to be more 
fascinating than I had anticipated. A summarised chronology of the procedures is 

given in Appendix 10). Here, I include a couple of the highlights from my research 
diary: 

1.1.0: me4ting tho RUP46 and foling optimisti 

This evtnino, I'm feeling much more positive, and optimistic about the studl, after spending 

a reaIll suca6sful morning at 6irwacrc 

Fir6til, I wa6 able to s" the throe pupiI6 individuaill to ovýplain about the 6tu4j. Thol all 

had a degree of maturitl and I va6 delighted with the wal thol rospondod - all agreed to 

be involved and all InAicatod, on the consent form, that thel WOU14 lirto to receive a 

6ummarl of the re6ult6. I hoped that thi6 wa6 a 6ign of their engagement in the 6tudl. 

I'm al6o f4ling roassurM bi tho staff6 a6wrancn that: 
(a) thol would finA it umiul to haveý thtir (hopfuill) improveA 616tom tvaluatod, and 

(ý) 3ntidPato that there. will bo furthor improve-monts thol could maro. 
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11.1.0-3: The. P$P Me4tings and Intorvims 

The throe P$P meetings wont so volt that I felt at once ciLCHM and alarmed, vAcitod because 

thol wro such good 91ampits of how well thou meetings can wort, alarmed because it was 

difficult to see how anj further improvements the, staff and I could maY. 0 would 4 shown up 

verl dramaticalli in Interview data. The, meetings wro all sIcilfulli chaired, voll-focusod and 

supportive in tone. I felt that the participation from the pupils and parents was significantli 
better than for most other P$P mootings I bad attended at the school. During, between and 

after the, meetings I pondered on how to account for this positive shift. There seemed to be 

at least four possibilities: 

i. Tho improvM proceAum anA paptrworr waaA to have- he-IPM to =14 tht, m"ti"916 

more focu6sM an4 effective. The rea4ing out of pilz6 of *reforralC (roport6 of 

mi6con4uct) from staff - which IW seen a6 the mo6t negative part of proviou6 

mootinp -W been replaced bi a more balanteA, carofullj-wor&A, written account of 

behaviour. Straight awal, thi6 helpM to ice4p the tone of the meeting more po6itivo an4 

666 omotivo. In Wition, I woul4 have hopM that 6"ing Pm, t4 Indu6ion Untro Th 

boforo the meeting wouI4 have holpM to prepare the pupiI6 a little better. I al6o 

won4orM how much t4 actual prozesfi of changing the 616tom - an4 I rnow that Fonnj 

ha4 wort: eA with the 6taff on thi6 in a collaborativt wal - ha4 hgightontA 6taff 

awaront66 of the Mut6 an4 64 to a more po6itivo meeting. 

Z. Staff awaremm va6 al6o lioll to havo be4n hoightoneA tj thoir YnowleAgo that, aftor 

the. mootings, I woul4 bo intorvioving all the. participant6 about pupil an4 paront 
participation. artainli I couldn't recall anj prWous PSP m"tings whtrt the-m wort 6o 

manj ev-plidt invitatim to the. pupil6 to givo thoir Wow 

'f. I wondort-d vhdbor tho pupils, had filt additionaill supporto4 tj thtir me4ting vith me, 
before their PSP meetings. When I met them, I va6 aware that I wa6 not plaling the 

rolo of tho debcheA rwarchm 6o much as mi mort natural rolo a6 tho ginpathe-tic 

educational PsIchologi6t. I folt that tho two girl6, in particular, had responded to thO 
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Intev-st I bad 6hown In them and mi mmurana that I would valuo the-ir viow6 on the, 

me4ting. 

1 al6o cone-lderod tht pos6ibilitl that thm was 6omothing 6pocific to thm thm 

m4tinq6, which mcouraqM a moro po6itivo, collaborativeý approach. Majbt tht thm 

Chairs had p3rticularll Off"tivo approachos. Tho a9t of tho tbm pupils - all Yoar 106 

- m3l 3160 have btlpM to murt that the rolation6hip with staff MgM a littlo furthor 

towards a partntr6hip. Howem, I havt be4n to proviou6 ? 6P mwinS6 for Year 10 and 

11 pupils, which wero far loss collaboratim Perhaps the, maturitj and hon"tj of thm 

thm pupil6 was more. significant. malbo thi6, along vith 1"4ivi4ual bctom - N106ha*6 

mpoctfulnm, Tiffanj6 &trm and: rIvad6 WW6 angtr - ba4 oncourage-4 tho 

Wiful "n6itivitl 6hown bl the. Chairs, aM othor prof"61onaI6. 

Whichever of these factors mal have interacte4 In leading to the more positive, supportive 
approach, 1 V36 gratt-ful for tht outcomt.. 

I was also grateful and quietly thrilled that the three pupils were all so engaging and 
their PSP meetings so fascinating. I felt convinced that the decision to attend the 

meetings myself before interviewing the participants was a good one; the many pages 

of observations that I was recording seemed so fresh and immediate. 

My feelings of exhilaration were intensified during the rest of the day and over the 
following week as I worked my way through the interviews. This was powerful 

material. 

For two of the case studies, however, the parental interviews were not quite as I 

anticipated. While Jivarfs father attended as arranged, I was surprised to find Ayesha's 

meeting attended not by her mother, as expected, but by her father and Tiffany had no 

parent present at all. Although I had specified that I would only include pupils with a 

parent or "parental figure" (since I was interested in parental views), I had not 

considered the possibility of a pupil with a non attending parent. However, having 

already discussed the study with Tiffany and her mother, I considered it important to 
honour the commitment and include her. Curiously, it turned out that although 
Tiffany's mother was not physically present, she had a big impact on her daughter's 
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PSP meeting. While I found all three case studies to be powerful and moving, 
Tiffany's had a special poignancy and I was glad that she was part of the study. 

September 2003: The Second Strand of Research - My Storv 

The day after the three PSP meetings at Greenacre (and interviews with all three pupils 

and one parent) I drove down to Bristol to meet with Tim, my supervisor: 

MALO-3. - Uveýrvision and a solution 

I arrived in 5ristol, todal feeling 6imultaneou611 thrilled and worried. Tim shared ml 

enthusiasm for the, data and ml concerns about whether ml studl could still stand up as 

action research. He also suggested a possible, wal forward: a narrative inquirl into the, three 

PS? meetings, drawing on ml observations. interviews and research diarl. I feet eyzited at 

the prospect of a now challenge, but also a little daunted to be venturing into an area that I 

Icnow little about. However, I have, alwaI6 gnjojod writing and the whole narrative inquirl 

approach holds a certain appeal and fascination. I agreed to do some reading on the. 

approach and consider whether it might offir a wal forward... 

Narrative inquiry 

Narrative inquiry, as a research approach, has become increasingly popular in recent 

years. Clandinin and Connelly (2000), pioneers in the area, consider it to be "the best 

way... to think about experience" (p80). They recommend a personal and experiential 

approach leading to a research account which "looks for the patterns, narrative threads, 

tensions, and themes either within or across individuals" (Clandinin and Connelly, 

1994, p423). They draw on Dewey's (1938) theory of experience to develop a fi-ame 

for thinking about experience as a 'ýmetaphorical three-dimensional narrative inquiry 

space, with temporality along one dimension, the personal and social along the second 
dimension, and place along a third" (Clandinin and Connelly 2000, p5O). 

They suggest that temporal issues can be addressed by looking not only at the event, 
but backward to its past and forward to its future. Personal and social issues can be 
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addressed by looking inward to the internal conditions such as feelings, hopes, 

aesthetic reactions and moral dispositions and outward to existential conditions i. e. the 

environment (e. g. Clandinin and Connelly, 1994 p417). 

Phillion. (2002, p553) crystallises the essence of narrative inquiry as follows: 

'7hinking narratively - beginning with people's experiences and their lives rather than with theory, 

immersing oneself and living in the midst of participants' lives rather than conducting short - term, drop 

- in (and - out) studies, and developing understanding in relationship with those having the experiences - 
are essential qualities/methods of a narrative inquiry. " 

Tbc purpose of a narrative inquiry is to "foster rcflcction, storying and rcstorying for 

readers" (Clandinin and Connelly 1990, p20). It can open up a "deeper view of life in 

familiar contexts: it can make the familiar strange, and the strange familiar" (Clough 

2002, p8). 

Reflections on changing to a narrative approach 

In the weeks following my meeting with Tim, I read about and reflected on narrative 
inquiry. It seemed clear that the improved PSP system at Greenacre made it 

inappropriate to continue with an action research study and the idea of a narrative 
inquiry seemed increasingly appealing. This extract from a letter I wrote to Tim 

summarises my thinking: 

"... I think that a narrative approach could have a number ofadvantages tome: 

1. It would enable me to give the whole account ofmy research, including the 

unexpected way the school made their own changes to their PSP system. Ifeel that 

this in itselris afascinating story and should be included in thefinal thesis. 

Z It would better enable me to convey the powerful nature ofthe PSP meetings I 

attended by giving a detailed, storied account of the experiences ofthe three pupils 
and ofthe perceptions oftheirparents and the school staff. 
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3. The approach fits very comfortably with my role as an EP L e. it takes account of 
different people's views and stories and tries to pull the threads together in order 

tofoster understanding. 

4.1 think that you're probably right in considering that this approach would suit my 

natural style of thinking, writing etc. 

One of my difficulties now is thinking through how to make my thesis cohesive and 
focused. Previously, with my action research study, the whole process had a tight 

structure and a strai&forward logic. Although Isometimesfound it hard tofollow 

the rules, at least there were rules tofollow! A narrative inquiry seems to be a much 

more relaxed approach. So muchfreedom seems a little daunting at the moment... 
(extract from a letter to Tim, 30.9.03) 

One of the aspects that I most liked about the idea of a narrative inquiry was that it 

could help me to make sense of and convey the "big picture'. The unexpected 

changes made at Greenacre need no longer be considered as a serious setback, but 

merely one of the "hairpin turns in the narrative inquiry roller coaster"(Phillion 2002, 

p548). One of the aspects that I found most challenging, however, was thinking 

through my ethical concerns. 

The ethical implications of changing my research approach 

Initially, I felt quite troubled by the thought that, having expkined my study to the 

participants, I was now somehow letting them down through changing my plans. 
Eventually, I settled my qualms partly by focusing on the fact that the main aim of my 

original study - i. e. to improve PSP meetings - seemed to have been achieved by the 

school staff on their own. In addition, I resolved on the following decisions: 

*I would explain my position clearly to key members of the school staff and check 
that they would be happy with an evaluation of their improved system rather than 

an action research study. (In fact I had already established this with several of the 

staff, who perceived an evaluation study as more appropriate in the current 

circumstances). 
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91 would honour my commitments to the participants to feedback my findings to the 

school staff and look at any further possible improvements to the system (although 

this would no longer be the main focus of my thesis). 

Given the more personal nature of narrative inquiry, I considered it even more vital 
than previously to protect participants by, for instance, taking great care to 

anonymise the data. 

The benefits of changing to a narrative inquiry 

Gradually, I began to see how the more creative and personal style of a narrative 
inquiry could give greater scope for exploring situations in depth. One way in which 
this happened was my less constrained approach to the interviews, as my research 
diary records: 

M. 1-03. CompIttion of tht interview 

As the series of Interviews progro6seA I became, gradualli mort relaieA in ml use of the 

interview schedules. MI increasing conviction of the benefits of changing to a narrative, 

Inquirl helped to give me the confidence to do this. I found that using the schedules more 

fIvy-ibli and interviewing in a rather more intuitive wal tame more, naturaill to me and also 

seemed to bring o6t the. best in ml interviewtos, it was as though the more informal 6t1lo 
helped them to talic more froell and opon1j, rather than perceiving thtm6olvO6 to be in a 
formali6ed interview situation. $ignificantli, 6omo, of the most intere-6ting comments wort 

made onto I had switched the tape, recorder off. 

In addition, the narrative approach gave me the freedom to heed my instincts and 
follow up Ayesha, Tiffany and Jivan through their PSPs, as I explain a little later in 

this chapter. This proved to be very rewarding and gave me a good insight into the 

experience of the PSP system for these three pupils. 
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September 2003: The Third Strand of Research - the School's Story 

During September 2003, as I made progress in the practical work for my study and in 

understanding it within a new framework of a narrative inquiry, so too, I began to feel 

more enlightened about the school's story and why they made the changes. 

11.1,03. Inquiries and in6ight 

Over the, last weer. and a half I have spent a lot of time, at 6imnacrr, and have. made 

opportunities to talt to members of staff informaill about the P$P procedures and 

paporworic. 151 pi"Ing together different atzounts I believe that I now have a reasonable, 

understanding of how the. changes cam about. 

It seems that the, main catallst for change - tho resignation of the fthaviour Support 

Teacher and the subsequent shift in management of the, Inclusion Centro - led to Penni, 

the SeNCo, and Maddie, her Deputj, rogularij attending P$P6 for the first time. Thol vort. 

61rucý - as I haV6 3IW316 been - bi the Contrast bONOOn PSP6 and Annual lzoviovc 

"We, set realistic targets for our 6tatOMOntod pupils vith It-arning difficultioc, Maddio told 

MO, -10 VO VV-pett the Pupils Vith serious and long standing 4havioural problems to 

correct them 1njU6t 6il-toon vW61 Wo nod to be more realistic and support them more. ' 

I was tntirtil in agrument with this vitw. Intero6tingll, however, whilo ml motivation to 

chango tho ? 5? s1stem was based mainli on othic. 6 and offoctive-ne-s6, t4im was ba6M 

mainll on a"ounfability. Thol wanteA a pro"dure, that was, 'faie, 'tvidtnct-ba"X and 

would Owith6tand 6crutinf. And the pre-66urt. for this was coming from two Sourcos 

outsi& of tht school: 

I. Tho forthcoming MOM in6poction 

2-. Illt, thrt-at of appe-als against eutusions. 

Thoso concom had prompto4 chanqo6 to tho procobrm which staff now cloaril rocogniso 

as bonoficial. In particular, tho paporworx was now comi&rM to pro6ont a more, babncM 

picturt and roduco tho prtssuro on tho Chairs. As maddio evplained, 
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OAn SeN teachor has alreadl gone through all the information beforehand and made 

sense of it for the paporworr ..... The Chair can then deliver it in a neutral role. Theres no 

a4-libbing or calling on thtir own aporionces. So thtres loss 4angtr of ptoples own 
frustraflons coming out. " 

It seemed a little sad that 6wetnacrt (a school vhich seemed to have got 60 much right 

about 11$1? s and approached them vith a Stnuint desire to help the pupil) should be, 60 

concerned vith appeals and outsidoJudgtnitnts. However, I could understand the need of 

arq school to be accountable, ve. are all tr1ing to survive in the 'audit 6ociotý (Povor, till). 

Happill, the changes that the staff had made to improve their accountabilitl, had also 

improved the process for pupils and parents. 

Around this time, just as I was gaining an understanding as to why Penny had led the 

school staff in making changes to the PSP system, so too Penny gained an 

understanding of what those changes meant for my research: 

-30-1.0-4.: Pennýs roalisation 

Pwnj met me todal with an uncharacteristitaIll 6orious opmsion. It wmeA that she. had 

be4n mulling things ovor. 

'I'm reaIll sorrl I d"frojed lour rmarch', she said solemn1j. 'it nevor occurreA to me.. ' 

"De-stroleA it? No. nor I reassured her. lt has meant some 34justino, but I've got 2 new 

direction - III teAl jou about it. It f"Is quite vy-citing. Mlwal, the changes that lotevo 

made have all been for the be6t. 0 

It wasjust tho situation wo woro in. Wo wro lir-o a sailing boat out on the. "a - vie-just 

wont mith tho wind., 

We both laughed at the picture tonjured up bj Pennýrs image. It strudc me as faintil ironic, 

that Pennj should suddenll seem to have realisod and became concerned about the 
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implications for me, Just at the stage when I was fr4ling more positive and confident a6l 
forged ahead with ml new approach. 

October 2003 - February 2004: Analysing the Interviews and Following up th 

Puvils throueh their PSPs 

Following the completion of the interviews and their labour intensive transcription, I 

began the fascinating process of analysis. As in the case of the exploratory interviews, 

I used a thematic content analysis since I wanted a straightforward approach with face 

validity. I also felt that this approach was appropriate for dealing with sensitive and 

complex data and would allow me to "focus on the human meanings in the 
information, and... understand the nuances of what participants are communicating... " 

(Hayes, 2000, p 169). 

I began by tackling a combined analysis of the interviews from all three PSP meetings. 
I did this partly because I felt that it would be a useful way of gaining an overview of 

the data and partly to enable me to provide a report on the study for the school staff 
(See Appendix II for the fmal report sent to Greenacre). Later, when I began to 

' 
analyse the interviews for each pupil on a case study basis, I was fascinated to see how 

much more revealing the same transcripts became and how much better they 

succeeded in telling a rich and meaningful story. 

Six weeks after the PSP meetings and interviews (nine weeks for Tiffany who was 
initially absent), I met with the pupils again to have a more informal discussions. This 

seemed a natural and logical step, as I recalled in my research diary: 

24. to. o.: Informal follow-up mtetings 

Having completeA tho writton atzounts of tho me4tings and tho transcript6 of t4 intorview6, 

I found that thm wore points, I n"Acd to clarifi with thr, pupils,, as, voll as que-6tions, I 

mls, hod I had a6lcod. I also folt a commitment to tho thr" of thom and wasi re4n to find how 

things, vm goina rý ; oach was, at ri6r. of r*zlumon, and I did t want thm to havo be4n just 

tho '66j"W of ml rmarch. 
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These feelings were validated by the fact that I was now carrying out a narrative 
inquiry. It seemed natural to follow the pupils throughout the PSPs rather than just 

considering a snapshot in time. I therefore attended their halfway and the final PSP 

meetings. At this point, as events turned out, all three pupils came off their PSPs- 

When I met up with each of them, two weeks after their fmal PSP meetings, it seemed 

an appropriate time for me to end my involvement in their stories. 

Research Aims 

As I followed Ayesha, Tiffany and Jivan through their series of PSP meetings and got 
to know them better, my understanding of the process deepened and my focus began 

to shift and broaden. My initial concentration on preparation and participation became 

supplemented by a growing interest in what the issues were for the participants, 

particularly the pupils themselves. I was also keen to know - especially since all three 

were ultimately successful in coming off their PSPs and avoiding exclusion - what had 
helped them to improve their behaviour. 

My main aim therefore became to gain an understanding of the PSP process from the 

viewpoint of the participants. Although it felt rather uncomfortable to be revising my 

original research aims at this stage, it seemed more important to be flexible rather than 

over controlling the process by sticking rigidly to aims drafted for a different study. 

I drew reassurance from Clandinin and Connelly (1994, p416) who refer to "the 

almost inevitable redefinition of purpose that occurs in experiential studies as new, 

unexpected, and interesting events and stories are revealed ". Further on, they explain, 

". - -it is important for those who study personal experience to be open to a rich and sometimes 
seemingly endless range of possible events and stories and to be prepared to follow leads in many 
directions and to hold them all in inquiry context as the work proceeds. Experience is messy, and so is 

experiential researcif'. 

(Clandinin and Connolly 1994, p417) 

I outlined my revised research aims near the start of this report, after the prologue. 
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Evaluation Criteria 

From the outset, I had been concerned with ensuring that the research would be of 

sufficient quality to make a meaningful contribution to knowledge and professional 

practice. One of my points of reference for achieving this was by establishing 

appropriate research criteria. My original criteria, however, like my research aims, 

needed to be revisited in the light of my shift in approach. 

My revised criteria are based on Clough and Nutbrown's (2002 p20) view of social 

research as a "persuasive, purposive, positional and political activity". 

1. Is it persuasive? 

Does the account of my research persuade the reader that PSPs represent an important 

issue in terms of the impact of the meetings on pupils, parents, schools and society in 

general? 
Does the account persuade the reader that my research is worthwhile? 

2. Is it purposive? 

Have I been clear, in my research aims about the purpose of my study? 
Have I fulfilled my stated purposes? 

3. Is it positional? 

Have I clarified my own starting position, both professionally and personally, in terms 

of my views about PSP meetings and the best ways of helping pupils to change? 
Have I clarified the political context of the research? 
Have I clarified the social context of the research in terms of the school environment? 

4. Is it political? 

Is this research effective in achieving change in the following ways: 
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e helping me to develop my own understanding and professional practice? 

* helping the staff at Greenacre to evaluate their PSP system and find ways to 
ffirther improve it? 

e potentially enabling other professionals to develop their own understanding 

and practice? 

* adding to the public knowledge in this still relatively new and under - 
researched area? 

Introducing the Pupils' Stories 

Having explained the way that my research developed, I now come to the focus of my 

study: Chapters 5,6 and 7 tell the stories of Ayesha, Tiffany and Jivan's PSPs. In 
Chapter 9,1 return briefly to the school's story and my own story as I give an account 

of how I fed back my findings to the school staff and the participants. 

These accounts reflect the more relaxed, impressionistic and creative approach that I 
began to take. I aimed to use the writing process as "an open place, a method of 
discovery" (Richardson 2000, p925), where I could be led, to some extent, by the 
research and explore the themes and issues that emerged. As Clandinin and Connelly 

point out (1995, p155), "Active construction and telling of a story is educative: The 

storyteller learns through the act of storytelling. " 

It is Particularly important, therefore, for me to acknowledge that the following 

chapters 4ike the previous ones - reflect my own interpretation of events as I 

experienced and came to understand them. 
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Part 2: 

Narratives 

In this section I give accounts of the three pupils' PSPs, including an analysis of 
interview data from all the participants at the initial meetings. The last chapter in this 
section summarises how the data from the initial meetings was fed back to the school 

and taken forwards. 
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A List of Participants in the Study 

(All names are fictionalised. except for those of Tim, my Supervisor and myself) 

The Pupils and Parents 

Ayesha and her father, Mr Ahmed 

Tiffany and her mother, Mrs Miller 

Jivan and his father, Mr Summers 

The School Staff 

Alistair Rushton - Head Teacher 

Anne - Deputy Head Teacher (Curriculum) 

Paul - Deputy Head Teacher (Pastoral) 

Penny - Special Needs Co-ordinator 

Maddie - Deputy Special Needs Co-ordinator 

Kathy - SEN Teacher 

Rachel - SEN Teacher 

Teresa Head of Key Stage 4 

Beth Wood Head of Year 10 

Kim Barber Teaching Assistant, Inclusion Centre 

Nikki Trigg Ayesha's Tutor 

Hetty Jivan's Tutor 

The Outside Agencies 

Carol Education Officer 

Helen Connexions, Personal Advisor 

Mike - Connexions Personal Advisor 

Gill - Educational Psychologist 

Tim - University Supervisor 
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Chapter 5 

Ayesha's Story 

"I used to disrupt the lessons on purpose to get attention. 
Now, I feel the teachers are trying to understand me and trying to help. I like that. " 

Ayesha's comments six weeks after her initial PSP meeting 

Avesha, the Pupil 

Ayesha was a tall, strongly built girl in Year 10. Academically capable, she had 

achieved three level 5s in her key stage 3 SATs (Standard Attainment Tests), in line 

with government expectations. 

With an Indian father and a half Scottish, half Arabian mother, Ayesha had a dark, 

attractive appearance. Her neatly plaited hair, round open face, big eyes and demure, 

sweet smile seemed slightly at odds with the description of her defiant behaviour, 

when she first transferred to Greenacre in the first term of Year 9. At this stage, 
Ayesha and her mother had returned to this area after an unsuccessful move to the 
North of England. When her original secondary school had refused to re-admit her, 
(on account of her previous poor behaviour), Greenacre had offered to give her a 

second chance. 

Initially, staff reported, she had seemed "very meek and mild -a bit of a pudding", but 

then "she put her foot down - made it clear that she wasn't going to toe the line". She 

was "a smoker" who "liked to flift with the boys in lessons" and had "got into bad 

company". At the end of the last term, her repeated refusal to attend detentions, 

including a Head Teacher's detention, had finally resulted in a two day fixed term 

exclusion and the decision to start a PSP in September. 

The reasons given for this decision were expressed as follows on the report prepared 
for and circulated at Ayesha's initial PSP Meeting: 
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Reason for Dlacinci owil on Pastoral SUDDort Plan: 

Ayesha finds it difficult to accept responsibility for her inappropriate actions 
in lessons and will not conform to school rules and expectations. She often 
behaves in an inappropriate manner with her peers. Her behaviour often 
causes disruption in lessons. 

Ayesha frequently refuses to accept sanctions and does not turn up to 
detentions set by staff, including those set by Head of Year and Senior 
Management. 

Avesha in Context 

Ayesha lived with her mother, but had regular contact with her father. She had told 
Beth, her Head of Year, that the period leading up to her parents' divorce had been 

difficult and distressing in many ways. School staff had mainly had contact with 
Ayesha's mother, but on the rare occasions her father had been in to school, Ayesha's 

mother had chosen to stay away. 

Ayesha's mother had been particularly candid with me, on the telephone, about her 

anxieties and uncertainties: 

"All I know is that there's to be a meeting about how she's getting on in school .... I 

don't really know much about it, but if it's to help Ayesha .... We're both a bit 

bewildered at the moment ... " 

Her confusion, combined with her obvious desire to help her daughter and her ready 

agreement to take part in the study, made me warm towards her. I also felt that her 

openness could lead to a worthwhile interview. 
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I met Ayesha in school two days before her PSP meeting. As sometimes happens in 

large secondary schools, there was a slight confusion in the message she was sent. 
When she arrived at the office to see me, she was mistakenly sent back to her lesson 

by the office staff and had to be retrieved. When I finally met with her and apologised 
for the error, she shrugged her shoulders good humouredly, "It's ok - it was my 
favourite lesson though. " She listened carefully to my explanation about the study and 

agreed, smilingly, to take part. I felt that I had managed to establish a good rapport 

with her in this rather brief meeting and looked forward to interviewing her after her 

PSP meeting. 

Setting the Scene for A-veshals Initial PSP Meetin 0 

On the day of Ayesha's meeting, I bumped into her, along with Carol, the Education 
Officer, in reception, as I signed in. I introduced them and we chatted informally as 
we walked through the school to the Inclusion Department. Ayesha appeared a little 

nervous and it became apparent that she was concerned about her father - who was 
now to attend the meeting instead of her mother - and hadn't yet turned up. 

It seemed that Ayesha's and Jivan's meetings had been switched round at the last 

moment at the request of Jivan's father who couldn't make the earlier time. There was 
now some doubt as to whether Mr Ahmed, Ayesha's father, would make the start of 
the meeting. Even more unfortunate, from my point of view, was the fact that 
Ayesha's mother was not now coming. Not only would I miss the opportunity of a 
potentially useful interview, but also I was faced with a situation where Ayesha's 
father quite possibly knew nothing about my study. 

After 10 minutes, it was felt that the meeting should go ahead in the hope that Mr 
Ahmed would arrive soon. 

Avesha's Initial PSP Meetine 

Present: Ayesha - Pupil 

Mr Ahmed - Father (after 10 minutes) 
Paul - Deputy Head Teacher (Pastoral) - Chair 
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Nikki Trigg -Tutor 
Kim Barber - Teaching Assistant, Inclusion Centre 

Carol - Education Officer 

Gill - Educational Psychologist 

This meeting was to be chaired by Paul, a Deputy Head Teacher and one of the longest 

serving teachers at the school. Despite always seeming slightly hassled from trying to 

fulfil all his many roles and tasks, he generally managed to maintain his wry sense of 
humour. 

The first thing that struck me about the meeting was the way that Paul set a positive 

and inclusive tone right from the start. Once the introductions had been made, he 

addressed Ayesha with a comment aimed at re-assuring her: "Now, I know this is a 
big meeting, but don't feel this is something done to you. We want to talk with you. " 

He then summarised the aim of the PSP meeting, emphasizing the school's wish to 

avoid a permanent exclusion. His summary of Ayesha's situation was somewhat less 

serious in tone and I felt that the combination of humour and positive comment was 
designed to put Ayesha at her ease. For instance: 

"Tbe school was approached, and we were generous enough (ironic smile) to offer you 

a place, because we saw some potential in you". 

She was, he assured her, a bright, capable girl who was expected to complete her PSP 

successfully. 

This was followed by an explicit invitation for Ayesha to participate in the meeting: 

"You're entitled to say your piece if you disagree or have any suggestions". 

I couldn't recall this kind of comment in any previous PSP meeting I had attended and 
began to wonder how much the change in tone was affected by the staff s awareness 
that I was studying pupil and parent participation. Of course, it might also have been 
due to the overall changes in the PSP system or possibly to other factors I wasn't even 
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aware of Still, I began to think that if my research had had some influence in this 

respect, then this could only be beneficial. 

At the same time, I was interested to note Paul's choice of language. The words 

"entitled" and "disagreement" echoed Kim's account two days ago of how she 

prepared pupils for the meeting; she said that she talked to them about their "right to 

have their say" and their need to prepare for this. Maybe in this age of "Children's 

Rights" such an emphasis was understandable. However, from the point of view of a 

meeting which, ideally, should be based on joint problem solving, I would have 

preferred to hear something more along the lines of "wanting to work together", 
"valuing the pupils' and parents' ideas and views" etc. This could have ensured that 

the emphasis remained firmly on collaboration, rather than confrontation. 

A summary of Ayesha's previous behaviour was given, with details filled in by Nikki, 

her competent and well-respected tutor. It was then made clear that Ayesha had made 

a big improvement in behaviour since the PSP was discussed with her last term. At 

this point, Mr Ahmed arrived and sat listening attentively to the stafrs up-beat account 

of the positive changes Ayesha had already managed to make. 

I felt pleased that the staff were specifying so clearly what Ayesha was doing well and 
hoped that Mr Ahmed would also feel re-assured by this. 

Up until this point, Ayesha had been relatively quiet, though clearly very engaged in 

the process. I felt that her responsive, respectful demeanour during the meeting 

seemed perfect for encouraging empathy and support, (perhaps another reason for the 

generally positive tone of this meeting). Although she agreed with the comments by 

staff, this did not appear to result from mere politeness, but from a genuine 

understanding of their views and concerns, and an insight into her own behaviour. 

Commendably, she never tried to put the blame onto anyone else, as I had seen so 

many other pupils do in these meetings. Gradually she was drawn into more of a 
dialogue and I was impressed by the mature way in which she expressed herself Her 

comments were clear, but also fair and balanced. For instance, in response to a 

particularly negative written comment from the PE Teacher, ('Toor effort. Reluctance 

to take part in lesson. No kit. Often rude and disruptive'), Ayesha replied as follows: 
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"I was in a higher group to start with, but I didn't really understand the written work. 
So they moved me into another group and I don't really get on with my new teacher". 

This topic seemed to resonate with Mr Ahmed who chose this moment to enter the 

discussion for the first time, commenting that Ayesha "had some concerns over a 

couple of subjects". Everyone looked towards Ayesha, who explained her worry that 

she could be taking the wrong options to become a fashion designer, as she wished; 

should she be changing PE, History and Business Studies for GNVQ IT, which 

counted as 5 GCSE's? 

The staff expressed a willingness to look into this, but re-assured her that she was a 

capable girl and likely to benefit from studying a range of subjects. Her tutor 

commented how much Ayesha had enjoyed and excelled at PE last year. "Yes", 

reflected Ayesha, before adding, "I've got to learn to get on with Mrs Bakee' (her new 
PE Teacher). 

Ayesha's good SATs scores at Key Stage 3 were referred to and the fact that she was 

expected to achieve 5 Grade A-C GCSEs. I felt that this positive and encouraging 
information could usefully have been included in the report for the meeting. 

Maddie offered to go to the library with Ayesha to check the prospectuses for 

qualifications needed for fashion design. A referral was also to be made, with the 

permission of Ayesha and her father, to the school's Connexions Personal Advisor 

(PA), who could look further into the career issues. Mr Ahmed agreed that this would 
be "helpful". 

Paul then turned to the 'targets' or 'commitments' for the PSP and asked Ayesha 

directly 'What do you think are the things that you need to get rightT I felt quietly 
thrilled; this was a question that I had not heard too many times before and it seemed 
to mark a new, more collaborative approach to PSPs. Ayesha offered that she needed 
to sit on her own. Paul explored this with her in terms of what it meant, and they 

agreed together that the commitment should be recorded as "To work hard in lessons 

and follow instructions given by teachers". 
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Nikki then suggested that a second commitment could be that if she does get into 

trouble, she accepts sanctions straight away. Paul spent some time explaining to 

Ayesha how, in accordance with the school behaviour policy, sanctions gradually 
increase in severity if pupils don't accept them. Ayesha, with commendable honesty, 

admitted that although she had occasionally forgotten to attend detentions, usually she 
had deliberately avoided them. She agreed to record any ftiture sanctions in her 

planner and make sure she attended. She also agreed to her third target of arriving on 

time to lessons. 

Mr Ahmed was not asked if he had any ideas for how he could help or support 
Ayesha. However, he readily agreed when asked, as one of his commitments, if he or 
Ayesha's mother could check and sign Ayesha's planner once a week. A second 
"parental commitmenf 'was noted as 'continue to support the school'. Ihadmixed 

feelings about this phrase, which appeared on many PSPs at Greenacre. On the one 
hand it strikes a positive, collaborative tone and signifies an appreciation of what the 

parents are doing. On the other, it is a generalized and vague phrase which fails to 

specify what exactly it is that parents are or could be doing to support the school; it 

can represent a missed opportunity. 

Paul then asked Aycsha whether there was anything else she would like the school to 
do. Again, I felt this was an excellent question and another sign of a definite shift in 

tone. Ayesha reiterated her wish for her subjects to be looked into and the staff 
reassured her that they would do this. 

The school commitments were noted down as follows: 

The Deputy Head to refer Ayesha to Connexions (a service set up by the 

govemment to advise 13-19 year olds) 

* Mrs Barber to monitor Ayesha's commitments fortnightly 

* Mrs Trigg to check Ayesha is using her planner 

The meeting ended on a very optimistic note with Nikki, Ayesha's tutor, stating: 
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"I'm really positive, at the end of the day, that you can do really well on this PSP". 

As the meeting broke up I briefly explained to Mr Ahmed that I was carrying out a 

study on PSP meetings and would welcome the chance to interview him about his 

views and ideas. Unfazed by this, he agreed I could contact him later to explain things 

finther and discuss a possible interview. 

At the end of the meeting I felt incredibly impressed with Ayesha for the honesty, 

maturity and confidence she had shown in the way she had participated in the meeting. 

I felt equally impressed with the school for taking such strides forward in creating a 

supportive, collaborative atmosphere. 

Ayesha's Views on her Initial PSP Meeti 

When I interviewed Ayesha later the same day, she seemed very relaxed and answered 

my question is in an open, thoughtful and confident way. In the following sections, 
based on all the interview data on Ayesha's PSP meeting, and in the corresponding 

sections for Tiffany and Jivan, the main themes are analysed under subheadings. 
While these generally reflect the themes raised by the interview questions, some also 

reflect themes that were especially pertinent for particular interviewees. 

General views on the meeting 

Ayesha had been pleasantly surprised by the tone of the meeting: 

"I reckon it went all right. The teachers were really nice tome. They didn't pressure 

me or nothing... and they, like, they was helping me anyway. " 

She said that, initially, she had felt "nervous and setf-conscious", so nervous in fact 

that she had"been worried that she might start laughing inadvertently. She twice 

referred to the fact that she thought the teachers would put her under pressure by 

66ganging up99 on her, adding that if this had happened she would have walked out. 
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However, the stafrs positive and supportive approach CI reckon theyput a lot of 

effort into... helping me) encouraged Ayesha to revise her view of the whole process. 
She explained that at first she "wasn't bothered" about her PSP: "I was like, 'Oh I 

don't care. I'm going on a PSP. -forget about it. " By the end of the meeting she 

realised that she had to "buck up my ideas or be kicked out. '" 

Three aspects of the meeting seem to have contributed to this positive change in 

attitude. As well as the supportiveness or staff, Ayesha also talked of the impact of 
hearing about her potential to do well at school ("Yhey were reassuring me that ... I 

could get likefive gradesfrom A to C5, whilst also hearing about the extent of her 

behavioural difficulties. She said that learning that she had received eight referrals - 
"you don't really realise what you've done'ý- had been shocking but also helpful: 

Poitmademethink- Vh, there'snopointtothis. Youvegottogetsomewhereinyour 

life... so don't give teachers a hard time. " 

Later in the interview, Ayesha said she felt very positive that the meeting would help 

to change her behaviour and gave the following impassioned explanation: 

"Nen I went in today, itjust made mejeel... I want to be afashion designer when I'm 

older. And it's likeý I don't want to wreck it. Iwantto have agoodjob. Idon'twanito 

be like anyone else, like having E4.50 an hour in a dead-endjoh, working my socks off, 

you know what a mean. I want to be able to be my awn boss, to have my own 
business, to havepeople workingfrom me, not the other way round 

Preparation 

Ayesha explained that before the meeting she had seen Mrs Barber, the Teaching 

Assistant from the Inclusion Department: 

"We talked about how it would go, the PSP meeting. Shejust explained there would 
bepeoplefrom the school and outside the school. We would be sitting... around a 
table. 'We will discuss yourproblems and you can tell us what you think" 
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Ayesha felt that this had been helpful: 

"It wasiust making me think; 'Oh, I ifI need to hring up anything now, I might as 

well. For example, my options, I wanted to change them. " 

Despite this, however, Ayesha generally hadn't felt very well prepared for the meeting 

and would have welcomed the chance to discuss areas such as her feelings about 

school, her difficulties and her ideas for targets. 

Participation in the meeting 

Despite the impressive way I felt Ayesha had contributed to the meeting, she indicated 

on the rating scale questions that she felt she had only spoken "a little" and only 

played an important part to a small extent. However, she also said that the meeting had 

been "very" fair and that people had listened to her views "very much" (See Appendix 
12, Table 4, for a full analysis). 

She outlined the kind of things that helped her to feel involved and talk about her 

views: 

"Asking me what subjects I was doing and how Ifelt about the subjects. Likejust 

asking me ifI knew what was going on in the PSP meeting and they explained and I 

set targets as well to help mysey. "' 

Later, however, when she was talking about setting the targets, she commented, 

"Some of it was me, but it was mostly the teachers ... It was all right, but I would have 

preferred to set my own targets. " 

Suggestions for improvements 

Ayesha was particularly flowing and creative when thinking about ideas to improve 

PSP meetings. In fact, her ideas in general showed so much insight and common sense 

that it seems important to list them all below in detail: 
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* "First I would have had a separate meetingforjust the pupil. Ask them what their 

opinion is ... Ask if they'd like a second chance and give them two weeks... because 

that's what I wanted to do. To give them more support, help them; see ifthey need 

extra tuition or any thing. " Ayesha referred elsewhere in her interview for a wish 
to initially have discussed her difficulties on her own with staff, to have been 

asked, "ifthere was anything affecting me at home or anything. " These views 

partly reflect Ayesha! s strained relationship with her father, who, she said, she 
found it difficult to talk in front of 

"I would have gave them a cup of water. Because it helps people lik you know, 

jog their memories, helps themfeel energetic and everything, so they can talk 
'Cos when Isat in the meeting, Ididn't really want to talk that much... 'Cos when 

you're nervous, your mouth gets dry... and sometimes you get stuckfor words. " 

Ayesha felt that pupils should have with them in the meeting a teacher that knows 

them really well and that they have a good relationship with. Ayesha was pleased 
that Mrs Trigg, her new tutor, was there - "she's a really nice teacher "- but would 
have particularly welcomed the presence of Mrs Wood, her Head of Year, who 
knew her extremely well: "she would have backedyou up... she would have gave 

more information to my dad and to the other teachers... " 

9 "Give them a booklet about the PSP meeting -to the pupils and the parents. 
Because I reckon it's really important... it gives you some knowledge of what is 

going to happen. " 

"Let the pupils have thefair share ofthe space. " This comment reflected Ayesha's 

view that she had only spoken "a little" in the meeting and would have liked more 

say in her targets. 

Views on taking part in the study 

Ayesha took a broad view about her involvement in the study: 
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"I reckon it's really a lot of help. Ifyou can make a difference, otherpupils ain't 

going tofeelpressured. They are going tofeel Mrs Car7ington helped the pupils who 
have been through PSPs... " 

Mr Ahmed's Views on Aveshals Initial PSP Meetin 

Mr Ahmed, a slight, neatly dressed and softly spoken Asian man with a thoughtful 

expression, approached the interview in a purposeful way. His management 

experience at a local firm was apparent in his coolly analytical views and his use of 
business phraseology (e. g. "cause analysis", "plan and coordinate"). His description of 

a PSP meeting as a "problem- solve, team-build kind of thing" epitornised the way he 

seemed to draw on management theories. He spoke with care and precision, using 
formal expressions such as "i. e. " and "etcetera! ' which added to the strangely 
"textbook" quality of his language. 

However, what particularly surprised me about Mr Ahmed, given his quiet compliance 
in the PSP meeting, was the extent of his views and ideas and his ability to express 
them. This polite, confident man spoke easily and at length. The transcript of his 

interview ran to eight and a half sides and was only a few lines shorter than the longest 

transcript, the Head Teacher's. 

General views on the meeting 

Mr Ahmed's view of the meeting was very much affected by the unexpected change 
in time: 

"It didn't go rightfrom the start basically... i. e. theplanning. Wehadalready 

arranged the time and to give such short notice was a bit much. Therefore, the start 

was not good. " 

This wasn't simply an annoying inconvenience, but something that made it "very 

hard" for him to participate fully in the meeting: "I couldn't really get into it, could 
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I? " He went on to explain, calmly and reasonably, why he felt the early stages of the 

meeting were so important: 

"It was because you had already started, there was nothing infomal to begin with 

if there was something informal to begin with, then you can addressfor7nal issues and 
you canfeel at ease to say whateveryou want. " 

Proper beginnings, clearly a significant issue for Mr Ahmed, may be particularly 
important in the Asian culture; perhaps there were other cultural issues that also 

passed unnoticed during the course of this meeting. 

In the rating scale questions, Mr Aluned answered "a little" to the questions "Do you 

think the meeting was fair? " and "Did you feel well supported in the meeting? " 
(Appendix 12, Table 5). He felt that he could have been better supported if he had 
known all the issues. More positively, he felt that the meeting would "Very mucif 
help Ayesha to change their behaviour and that it had brought things to a head: 

"I think it's brought her into the picture, whereas she knows that basically she has got 
to work, she's got to try to be respectful etcetera at school... at the end ofthe day, she 
knows she has got to do well. " 

He also stressed the benefits of hearing positive comments from staff: 

"The people around her did say she's progressing well, she's a bright student etcetera, 

which is goodfor her confidence. I mean, that was the positive side. Hearing the 

positive thing was helpfuL " 

Preparation 

Mr Ahmed explained that he felt very poorly prepared for the meeting because of the 
lack of information beforehand: 

" We did have a letter saying they were going to have the meeting etcetera, but I can't 

remember there being any clarifyingpoints on the letter to say what the agenda was. 
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He would have welcomed more detailed information prior to the meeting regarding the 

agenda and also the difficulties Ayesha was experiencing. He considered that 

"a letter would have been ideal, because it's there in black and white, isn't it?... Men 

you are talking to people, you don't take in 100%, do you? With a letter, you've got 
I 00? lo, then you can actually plan and co-ordinate. " 

He had talked with Ayesha before the meeting, but had found it difficult because there 

was "nothing concrete" to guide him. He would ideally like to have had the 

opportunity to "have tried to resolve something with her": 

"I would have sat down with Ayesha and ... said, 'Right, these are thepoints that we 
will be discussing. "at are your views? My views are these and these are probably 
what the school's views are going to be. " 

Mr Ahmed saw the second advantage of having more information beforehand as being 
better able to contribute to the meeting: 

"Ifthere had been a plan or something like that... then I could have prepared... 
instead ofon the spot. Because I understand there is a lot ofpeople's time involved 

you are having your ideas added to different people's, you need to do a bit of 
planning. On the day you might have missed something, you could have said 
something etcetera " 

One complicating issue here is that most of the school's previous contact had been 

with Ayesha's mother, with whom she lived. In these circumstances, Mr Ahmed may 
have felt even more in the dark about his daughter's difficulties. This raises issues 

about how best to communicate with parents who live separately but both wish to be 

involved in their child's education. More generally, I felt that Mr Ahmed's points 

about the importance of being well-prepared were valid in any circumstances. 
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Participation in the meeting 

Mr Ahmed said that he didn't feel very involved in the meeting, spoke only "a little' 

and played an important part only to a small extent, although he considered that 

people listened to his views "very much" (Appendix 12, Table 5). He added that if he 
had been there from the start and there had been a predetermined agenda, he "would 

probably havejelt much more involved. - 

Mr Ahmed's comments about the setting of the targets reveal how unequal he 

perceived the "partnership" to be between himself and the school staff. - 

"How involved wereyou in the setting ofthe targets? " 

"I wasn't. " 

"No... were you happy with the targets you were given? " 

"Yes, I mean, it's on their level, isn't it? There was no inputfrom mysetfto a point, Le. 
I had a say on a couple ofthings, but what ofthe agenda was and what the points were 

- it's down to the school anyway. - 

"Wouldyou like to have been asked whatyour ideas were? " 

"Yes. " 

Mr Ahmed spoke this last word with emphasis and I experienced a sense of regret. It 

seemed that, despite Mr Ahmed arriving late and feeling poorly prepared, he might 
still have played a much more significant part in the meeting if only he had been more 
directly encouraged. 

An unresolved issue 

Mr Ahmed distinguished between the issue of kyesha's options, where he felt people 
had listened to him and responded helpfully, and the "underlying issue" of Ayesha's 
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PE teacher which he felt remained unresolved. He had some creative ideas about how 

the problem might be tackled: 

"I know she has got a problem with the PE teacher. Now, I think that personally the 

PE teacher should try to gain her trust and she gain the PE teacher's trust. However, 

with the PE teacher being older, I think she should have tried to plan something in, so 

that her and Ayesha could sit down and have a one-to-one basically. I mean, even if 

it's an informal thing, L e. going out ofschool at lunchtime, going outfor a 
MacDonald's, or something simple like that. " 

I was taken aback by how important this issue seemed to be for Mr Ahmed. Later, 

when I looked back over my notes of the meeting, I could see that while Ayesha had 

mentioned not getting on with her PE teacher, no one had picked up on the 

significance of the issue for Ayesha and her father. Ayesha herself had commented, 
"I've got to learn to get on with Mrs Bakee' as if she were intending to work at this 

relationship herself. 

It seemed surprising and unfortunate that this father, who was able to express his 

views and ideas so confidently and lucidly in his interview, had not felt able to voice 
his concerns more clearly in the PSP meeting. It seemed even more regrettable that he 

had not had the chance to put forward any of his ideas for resolving the situation; even 
though the staff may not have considered all his ideas appropriate, they would have 

made a useful starting point for discussion at the very least. 

As with Mr Ahmed's comments on his lack of involvement in setting the targets, I 

again experienced a sense of regret; regret not just for Mr Ahmed in this PSP meeting, 
but for the many and varied meetings with parents I had been involved in over the 

years. How often, I wondered, had parents gone home afterwards mulling over the 

things they never managed to say? How often do we as professionals unwittingly 
block their contributions by simply not asking enough open ended questions? How 

often are we missing out on valuable views and ideas from parents without even being 

aware of it? 
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Feelings of responsibility for Ayesha's behaviour 

Within the first minute of starting his interview, Mr Ahmed brought up the subject of 

Ayesha's behaviour, suggesting possible reasons for it: 

"She "s not normally the way she is anyway, due to, I suppose, the way she is - the way 

teenagers are. " 

"Sorry, she's not normally ? 

"She's not normally bad. I think maybe because ofherparents splitting up, that may 
have caused a little bit andprobably people who she was hanging around with. " 

Interestingly, towards the end of the interview, when I presented Mr Ahmed with the 
list of things that might happen in PSP meetings (Appendix 12, Table 6) he rated 

them all as "very "( or in one case "a little") helpful to parents, except for the item on 

blame, which read: 

"People at the meeting being clear that they are not blaming you for your child's 
difficulties. " 

Mr Ahmed responded, rather dismissively, 

"It doesn't matter - ](very little). It doesn't make any difference to me, personally. " 

I had included this item because, over the years, so many mothers had talked to me 

about the guilt they felt about their child's difficulties. I was also aware, from my 

experience of hundreds of meetings with parents, of the effectiveness of an early 

comment empathising with their feelings and reassuring them that we weren't in any 

way seeking to place blame. Often such a comment seemed to be the turning point in 

terms of stripping away any defensiveness and achieving a full and frank discussion. 

It was difficult to interpret why Mr Ahmed should seem so dismissive about the issue 

of blame. I felt unsure how much this might be a gender issue; as mentioned above, I 

have generally found mothers much more likely than fathers to bring up their feelings 
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of guilt. I was also unclear what role cultural factors might play here. What interested 

me, however, was that Mr Ahmed seemed to feel more comfortable talking about his 

responsibilities as a parent of bringing his daughter up well: 

"She's got to try and be respectful etcetera at school, which she has been brought up 

with. To a point, I brought her up saying - ifsomebody says anything to you, try to 
ignore it. Ifsomebodyfights with you, then I expect you tofight back But I do not 

expectyou to be the cause ofanyproblems. It's as simple as that. That's... what I've 

said to her. " 

Suggestions for improvements 

Mr Ahmed stated that if he were a head teacher designing PSP meetings, 

"You'd try to get theparents involved -for them knowing what the agendas arefor 
them to be able to talk openly and notfeel intimidated in any way. " 

When I asked him if he had felt at all intimidated, he replied, "No, I'm not that way 
inclined. " However, whether he felt intimidated or not, the fact remains that he was 

not able to make all the points he wished to make. 

Views on taking part in the study 

Like his daughter, Mr Ahmed took a broad, forward-looking view of the study, 
although in his case he focused on the school generally rather than that the pupils: 

"Well, ifyou are hoping to gain in thefuture, then yes, you should always look at your 
agenda, whatyourplan is... Ifyou can improve it then ym you should improve. 
because at the end ofthe day, it does your school the benefit. " 
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The ProfesSionals9 Views on Avesha's Initial PSP Meetine 

General views of the meeting 

All the professionals seemed to feel that this had been a good meeting, with "positive" 
being the adjective most frequently used to describe it. Nicky, Ayesha's tutor, who 
considered it "one ofthe most positive meetings that I've been to ", regarded the 
improved paper work as important in this respect: 

"... the informationfrom staff helped. Because... there's been some [meetings] where 
there is very littlepositive information thatyou can cling onto. And itsjust, You 
know, 'nightmare in this Imon, nightmare in that lesson... ' Whereas, with her, there 

were areas, yes, there were problems, but... some positive stuffcame out of that... " 

Paul, who had chaired the meeting, showed an appreciation of the impact of the 

positive aspects of the meeting on Ayesha: 

7 think we went out ofour way to saypositive things about her andIthink maybe she 
doesn't hear that too often... quite a lot ofthe youngsters that we deal with in these 

sort ofsituations have gotfairly low setf-esteem and so on. And Ifeel it's important 

that we give them credit where credit is due and Ijustfeel that she did respond quite 

well to that. " 

Some professionals commented that Ayesha and her father seem to have been helped 
by the supportive atmosphere of the meeting, which Carol, the Education Officer, 

referred as "open, relatively relaxed". Both Maddie and Nicky commented on the 

supportiveness of the meeting, surmising (accurately) that Ayesha may well have been 

surprised by this: 

"She definitely seemed to relax once she realised that we were there to support her 

rather than get at her. So I think she probablyfound it a more relaxing experience 
than she anticipated actually. " (Maddie) 
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'7 don't know ifshe was expecting to get told off, but certainly it wasn't anything like 

that. And I would hope that she went awayfeeling that she was going to be supported, 

rather than this is afonn ofpunishment. " (Nicky) 

Views on how prepared Ayesba seemed 

Whereas, generally, there was a lot of agreement between the professionals in their 

views about Ayesha's meeting, they differed in their perceptions of how prepared she 

seemed. Kim, the Teaching Assistant who had had the role of meeting briefly with 
Ayesha beforehand, considered her to be "very" prepared and I was aware that she 

may have felt a personal interest in this question. Maddie felt that Ayesha seemed "a 

little' prepared, pointing out that, 

"She seemed to know the answers to questions. She didn't clam up, she opened up. " 

Carol and Paul found it difficult to gauge how prepared she felt, with Paul 

commenting: 

"My ownfeelings are that with the initial PSP meetings, as always, they are a bit ofa 

shock to the youngsters. They're not quite sure what to expect... to 

Nicky suggested that there could have been: 

"some kind ofpiece ofpaper that she could have prepared in advance, where she 

could have sat down and really thought about where things had gone wrong... you're 

putting the responsibility onto thepupilfor their behaviour a bit more, rather than us 

saying -'This is what you're doing wrong and this is what you're going to do to put it 

right'sort of thing. " 

Views on Ayesha's participation in the meeting 

Paul pointed out that this PSP was a little unusual in that he and Ayesha didn't know 

each other very well at all. His initial rather negative impressions of her in class 
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seemed to have been turned round by the good impression she made at her PSP 

meeting: 

"I'Vejust started teaching her this year ... I've taught her once sofar and Ijustfelt 

that she was quite surly, funnily enough ... And I didn't know who she was and I had to 

ask her name. And then, when I saw I was doing a PSP on her, I thought, Win, this 

will be interesting. 'But Ijustfelt that she actually came over as quite a positive 

person, quite a bright girl, who is obviously a little bit lost at the moment. And she 

needs some sort offocus to her life and I think this PSP might be some way in which 

shefocuses. " 

All the professionals were very positive about the way Ayesha participated in the 

meeting, generally perceiving her to have been much more involved than Ayesha 

herself seemed to think she was. Maddie felt that Paul's style of chairing was helpful in 

encouraging her participation: 

"The way Paul chairs the meeting, he usually talks to the child rather than about them, 
so definitely she was involved and she was asked questions, she was asked her 

opinions about things. She was asked to put her side ofthe story... " 

Carol, who had attended all three meetings, considered that Ayesha had made a 
particularly good impression: 

"She was the one that really wanted to participate, wasn't she! Shefelt very 
comfortable with staff when she came in. She wasn'tfazed by newfaces. She seemed 
tojeel very confident about hersey' , but happy to accept the criticism that was levelled 

about her and I think she participatedparticularly well. " 

Nicky's comments reflected my own feelings that there was something particularly 
collaborative and constructive about Ayesha's meeting: 

"I was quite pleased by how sort ofmature she was, because I think it can be quite a 
daunting "perience really... She actually, I thought, had maybe given it some thought 

and she had some ideas, and that was nice to see, because that doesn't always 
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happen... quite often, you know, people are having it done to them sort ofthing, and I 

didn't sense that, with that one. I thought she wanted to improve and I think she was 
taking it all quite seriously really. " 

It was also Nicky who picked up on the tension between Ayesha and her father: 

"I'm a new tutor, so I don't know how well they get on. but I sensed that Ayesha was a 
little uncomfortable with him being there and would havepreferred her mum being 

there. " 

Views of how prepared Mr Ahmed seemed 

Overall, the professionals agreed with Mr Ahmed's own view that he was relatively 
unprepared for the meeting. Kim, who had been in charge of contacting parents 
considered Mr Ahmed to be "totally unprepared' because 

"we hadn't prepared him, he didn't know the procedure and he didn't know who 
would be here and hadn't arrived at the beginning as well, " 

Kim pointed out that in setting up the PSP meeting they hadn't known they had to 

contact Mr Ahmed as well, because "'we only had mum as a contact. " Kim explained 
that she herself had separated from her husband when their children were still school 

age and that she felt strongly that both parents had a right to be kept fully informed. 

Maddie, who was very involved in revising the PSP paper work and procedures, was 
interested in thinking through procedural issues. She reflected that while there were 
difficulties with sending the form home in advance, there might be other ways to help 

parents feel more prepared: 

"I suppose the night before you could ring - theform would have been done by then - 
andyou could say, 'Ijust want to takeyou through the things that are going to come 
up on theform... you give them an opportunity to think about what they want to say. 
So you could make it clear that they are perfectly welcome to contribute and ifthere is 
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anything you would like to think about, to write it down, so you can say it at the 

meeting. ' 

She added, 

"It might be worth encouraging them to... also sit down with the pupilperhaps in 

advance and talk about it together before the meeting. I don't know how many ofthem 
do that. I suspect veryfew. " 

It is ironic that this is exactly what Mr Ahmed tried to do, but that he found himself 

hampered through lack of information. 

Views on Mr Ahmed's participation in the meeting 

Rather unusually, none of the professionals at the meeting had met Mr Ahmed before. 

This partly reflected Ayesha's late transfer to the school and partly the fact that prior 

contact had mainly been with Ayesha's mother with whom she lived. Mr Ahmed had 

explained to me in his interview that "the first time something happened" he had come 
down to the school, talked to Mrs Wood, Ayesha's Head of Year, and given her his 

telephone number. Unfortunately, however, Mrs Wood, the one teacher he had met, 

was not at Ayesha's PSP meeting. This was not due to thoughtlessness on the part of 
the staff, sometimes, attendance at meetings - like the chairing of meetings - was 

affected by time-tabling constraints. In any case, it had been Ayesha's mother, rather 
than her father, who had been expected to attend. The result, however, was that Mr 

Ahmed walked into a room full of strangers. 

Paul and Maddie suggested that this may have made it more difficult for him to feel 

involved in the meeting. Maddie, who felt "a bit sorW' for Mr. Ahmed, also reflected 

on her own lack of knowledge about the family: 

"I don't know the domestic arrangements. I don't know to what extent he is involved 

with Ayesha or whether he lives with Ayesha of 
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The relatively unfamiliar relationships involved in Ayesha's PSP meeting contrasted 

sharply with those - mainly in primary schools - where parents and staff have built up 

trusting relationships over the years. How much more of a challenge it must be for the 

staff at Greenacre to try and establish a working partnership with Mr Ahmed, when 

there was so little in the way of an existing relationship to build on. And how difficult 

it must be for Mr Ahmed to try and support his daughter's education (as he clearly 

wished to do) in a school where he knew so few of the staff. 

Most of the professionals referred to Mr Ahmed's late arrival and appreciated the 

significance of this. For instance, Kim considered that the meeting was 

"difficultfor him, because he arrived hatftvay through. He hadn't heard everything 

that had been said, so he probably got maybe the wrong impression and then coming 

in with us all sitting here. " 

Maddie commented, 

"he looked as ifhe was going to be quite defensive, but I think he slightly backed offa 
little bit when he realised that we were not out to get at Ayesha. " 

Paul also seemed to share the view that Mr Ahmed may have had a change of heart 

while he was in the meeting: 

"I think he probably came with possibly a view that Ayesha was in big trouble and 

that he was going to hear a catalogue ofdisasters that had befallen her... I hope at the 

end of it, hefelt that it was quite a positive experience and that.. we actually were 

trying to work with him and with Ayesha. 

While Mr Ahmed had felt himself to be "not much" involved in the meeting, most 

staff considered him to be "a little" involved, i. e. they rated him as more involved than 
he rated himself It occurred to me, however, that the school staff and Mr Ahmed may 
have been rating participation according to different criteria. Mr Ahmed, with his 
businesslike way of thinking, may have rated his participation according to how he 

expected to participate, or perhaps to how he participated in other meetings. In 
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contrast, the school staff may have rated him in relation to the participation of other 

parents at PSP meetings. Nicky, for instance, commented: 

"I alwaysfeel a bit sony the parents, because it must be horrible. And I've been to 

PSP meeting where parents don't say a word. So again, compared to that, he came 
forward with some suggestions. " 

Nicky gained the impression that Mr Ahmed was very eager to support Aycsha at 

school: 

"He was very willing when we mentioned aboutparental targets; checking the 

planner, he seemed very keen to do that. And I have seen he has written things in the 

planner since then. " 

Nicky also noted the lack of direct questions to Mr Ahmed about his views on the 

situation: 

"I don't think he was directly asked at any point, what his perception was ofhow 
Ayesha, why she has got to this position, what hefelt the school could do to help 

Ayesha get back on track. And that could be something that could encourage more 

parents to get involved. " 

Some General Reflections on Avesha's Initial PSP Meeting 

Overall, there was a fair amount of agreement between all the participants about how 

Ayesha's PSP meeting went. The professionals, in general, showed a good 
understanding of many of the issues for Ayesha and her father. 

In the meeting, I felt there was a particularly good "fif' between Ayesha's behaviour 

(thoughtfifl, respectfiil, articulate, taking responsibility for her behaviour, keen to 
improve etc) and how teachers like pupils to behave. This may have encouraged the 

staff to respond positively to Ayesha in the meeting and also, perhaps, enhanced their 

understanding of how she felt. 
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Mr Ahmed was much more of an unknown quantity to the staff and the little he spoke 
in the meeting could not have helped them to feel they knew him much better. 

However, in some ways, he too may have been a fairly good "fit"with the kind of 

parents that teachers find easiest to work with. In the meeting, like his daughter, he 

was polite, respectful and keen to do the right thing. Many of the professionals were 

able to empathise with the difficult situation he was in. 

Perhaps the main way in which the perceptions of Ayesha and her father differed from 

those of the professionals was the extent to which they participated in the meeting. 
Both Ayesha and her father rated themselves as being less involved than the 

professional rated them. Moreover, both Ayesha and her father would like to have 

been more involved, particularly over the setting of the targets. 

There was also the issue of the PE teacher. While Mr Ahmed had felt dissatisfied that 

this had not been dealt with, none of the professional referred to it in their interviews. 

In the week after my interview with Mr Ahmed, I tried informally asking those 

members of staff who had been at the meeting whether they thought there were any 
issues that did not get resolved. No one could think of anything. They seemed 
unaware of the importance of this issue for Ayesha and her father, just as I had been. 
By this time, the "P. E. teacher issue" had become symbolic in my mind of how easily 

we can overestimate the ability of parents to express their views in formal meetings. 

Aveshals Reflections Six Weeks after her Initial PSP Meetine 

When I met informally with Ayesha six weeks after her initial PSP meeting, she 
seemed relaxed and positive. She told me enthusiastically that the PSP was going well 
and that she hoped that she'd be kept in school: 

"I'm trying my hardest. I got 86% in History... before, once, I only got 9%. " 

"How about the PET' I asked, curiously 

"Oh, that's better too. I'm with the same teacher but we've both made an effort. I used 
to try and get out of the lessons, but now I'm bringing my kit and doing them. " 
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Ayesha had been pleased to find that she had been referred to afemale Connexions, 

Adviser - "I feet more comfortable talking to a woman" - and was finding the sessions 

helpful: 

"She's been giving me loads of help and advice - like tips on calming down. " 

Ayesha, clearly viewed this support and that from her teachers as important in helping 

her to improve her behaviour: 

"I used to disrupt the lessons on purpose to get attention. Now, I feel the teachers are 

trying to understand me and trying to help. I like that. " 

As in her interview, Ayesha stated that the PSP meeting had helped to firm up her 

resolve to "get somewhere in life. " She added, however, that she still found it difficult 

trying to balance out different parts of her life: 

"It's hard trying to keep up with everything... with schoolwork, with religion - my 

Dad's become very pious - and with my parents divorce and all the difficulties at 
home. " 

Ayesha talked openly and at some length about her family difficulties so that I became 

much more aware of how complex her home life was. She felt that the many 

arguments at home and the unsettled period before and during her parents divorce had 

contributed to her difficulties at her original City secondary school where she had 

"argued with the teachers all the time. " She reported that later, at her school in the 

North of England, she had experienced racism from the other pupils and eventually 

stopped attending school altogether. 

Since the PSP meeting, Ayesha! s mother had moved to London to find a job and 
Ayesha and her sister were currently staying with a maternal aunt. Ayesha made light 

of this, explaining that they were well used to living with other family members and 
that in view of the circumstances, she respected her mother's need to have her own 
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life. She did feel upset, however, by criticism of her mother from her father's side of 

the family: 

"The family talk. They say, 'Oh look. She left her kids'. " 

Ayesha, while showing a mature tolerance towards her mother, seemed resentful 

towards her father. She said that they had never got on well and continued to have 

many arguments. She viewed him as "too strict" over religious issues and too 

demanding towards her in terms of housework. Interestingly, however, his advice to 

Ayesha about school and her PSP meeting may well have been welcomed by the 

school staff: 

"He'll push me and say, 'You have to get a good education'. " 

And, "Dad said, 'Make sure you show some manners in your PSP meeting'. " 

Aveshals 'Half-Wavl PSP Meetint! 

By the time of Ayesha's half-way PSP meeting, she had reluctantly moved back from 

her auntie's to her father's house. Her auntie had apparently wanted to attend the 

meeting, but had been prevented by work commitments. Mr Ahmed had telephoned 

the school just before the meeting to say he would be a little late because his bus 

hadn't turned up. When he arrived and sat down next to Ayesha, she grimaced and 
leaned away a little. 

Paul bcgan by saying how much bcttcr Ayesha was doing. Her attcndancc had 

improved to 98%, she was working well in most lessons and getting better reports 
from most teachers, including her PE teacher. 

There had been just three referrals, all from her Science teacher. Kim, the Teaching 

Assistant from the Inclusion Centre, had encouraged Ayesha to greet her Science 

teacher with a smile and say 'hello', politely, at the start of each lesson. For a while 
this seemed to improve the relationship, but recently things had deteriorated again. 
Ayesha had also discussed the fact that she found the work in her Science set too easy. 
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It was agreed at the meeting that Paul would look into the situation to see whether, in 

view of the improvements in other areas, Ayesha could be allowed to move into a 

higher Science set. 

Discussion also focussed on Ayesha's smoking between lessons, which was affecting 

punctuality to lessons. Ayesha was reluctant to admit how many cigarettes she was 

smoking a day, but Mr Ahmed agreed that this was a problem. Possible strategies 

were discussed with Mr Ahmed and Ayesha and Ayesha agreed to think through 

whether she wanted help on this issue. 

The meeting ended very positively, with Paul reassuring Ayesha, "What we have to 

say is that overall we're very pleased - you're an important part of the school. " 

Aveshals Final PSP Meetine 

Ayesha's final meeting was to be chaired by Teresa, new to the school's Senior 

Management and to PSP meetings. Ayesha, when asked, stated that her father 

couldn't attend. This surprised me as he had seemed very committed to making the 

PSP a success. It struck me that there was an unfortunate lack of continuity in those of 

us attending the meeting; apart from Mr Ahmed's absence, and a change in Chair, both 

the Education officer and the LSW for the Inclusion Department had left and been 

replaced since Ayesha's half-way PSP meeting. 2 

Ayesha was looking tense and solemn and, as I began glancing through her report, I 

could understand why. Despite some further improvements since her half-way PSP, 

there were also continuing difficulties, particularly lateness to lessons. 

Recently, she had failed to turn up to a Head of Department's detention and now had a 
Head Teacher's detention. Comments from teachers included: 

"arrives late and does hair and make-up" 

21 have not included attendance lists for the halfway and subsequent PSPs in order to avoid 
complicating the narrative unnecessarily. Where the changes in attendees seemed significant - as here, 
in the Ayesha's case -I have referred to this in the text. 
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"pleasant and polite, but becoming disorganised" 

"sometimes shows silly behaviour, e. g. throwing marbles at window" 

Teresa pointed out that there was a pattern to Aycsha's lateness to lessons, with some 
lessons being unaffected. The cause of the difficulty continued to be her habit of 

smoking between lessons. 

Encouraged by Helen, her Connexions PA, Ayesha had seen the doctor and had 

received a supply of nicotine patches. However, she was ambivalent about how 

helpful these were, and didn't gain new supplies when they ran out. 

Ayesha was asked whether she wanted further help to try to stop smoking but, as at the 
last meeting, was non-committal. The whole issue of the smoking seemed to be bound 

up with her friendship group - who smoked with her between lessons - and was 
clearly not going to be easy to resolve. 

"We've tried punctuality reporte', explained Nikki. Unfortunately, they've not been 

too successful. You've tended to lose them, haven't you, Ayesha? " 

"Yes", agreed Ayesha, with sheepish honesty, "a bit like my planner. I've lost that. " 

A new planner was promised and other difficulties were discussed. 

"You're clearly a bright girl", said the new Education Officer. "Where would you like 
to be in three years time? " 

"Well, University, or maybe running my own fashion design business" said Ayesha, 

hesitantly, sounding far less certain than she had when she had described her 

ambitions to me after her first PSP meeting. Was she intimidated by the large meeting 

or was she feeling less confident about where she hoped her life was going? I 

wondered about the situation at home and how this might be affecting her mood. 

Teresa summarised the main areas of improvement, which included Science, where 
Ayesha's behaviour had settled down after she had been moved to a new set. 
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"So, " Teresa concluded, "we're all agreed that Ayesha will come off her PSP, but we 

need a post PSP monitoring system. " 

I was slightly taken aback by the suddenness of this conclusion. To me, the case for 

ending the PSP wasn't at all clear-cut and I felt concerned about the message Ayesha 

might be receiving, in view of her ongoing behaviour difficulties. 

It was agreed that Ayesha would continue to see her Connexions PA and would also 

meet with Maddie, the Deputy SENCo, to agree an appropriate form of follow up 

support and monitoring. 

Ayesha was congratulated by those at the meeting, but I felt that the quiet, formal 

"well dones" lacked conviction. Ayesha herself appeared more embarrassed than 

pleased as the meeting broke up and I wondered if she herself felt that the decision to 

end the PSP was not wholly deserved. 

Two issues left me feeling rather uncomfortable and dissatisfied. Firstly, I wished that 

the meeting had been better stage-managed, so that the impact of the decision hadn't 

been all but thrown away. If the decision had been made before the meeting, then the 

rationale needed to have been spelled out much more clearly to Ayesha. I felt that this 

was partly due to Teresa's newness to PSPs and her need to feel her way in to the 

process. 

Secondly, I was concerned about Ayesha's remaining difficulties, her seemingly 

entrenched habits of unhelpful behaviour. I wondered how these would be resolved 

now that the threat of exclusion had been removed, particularly with Ayesha seeming 
in lower spirits and without the commitment I had seen in her on previous meetings. 

I also found Mr Ahmed's absence disconcerting. Had he become complacent? Or had 

his late arrival at the very first meeting meant that we never managed to fully engage 
him in the process? 

Unusually, this meeting ended with most of the professionals leaving while Ayesha 

and Maddie remained in the room to discuss the support that she would now be 
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receiving. This meant that there was no opportunity for any kind ofjoint reflection on 

the meeting, although, interestingly, it was probably a far more pleasant and 

comfortable way for the meeting to end for Ayesha. 

Three days later I rang Maddie to ask about the outcome of her discussion with 
Ayesha. I was reassured to learn that Ayesha had been proactive about suggesting 
strategies and systems to keep herself on track. Even better, so far she had shown 
some commitment to these. 

Maddie was philosophical about the outcome of the PSP meeting. Some members of 

staff were convinced that Ayesha had made a huge improvement since the end of Year 

9. She was no longer at serious risk of exclusion, so a PSP no longer seemed the 

appropriate procedure. Talking the situation through, I felt more confident that the 

decision to end Ayesha's PSP, although maybe not communicated in the best way, had 

been the right one. 

"Besides", Maddie added, raising an issue which I hadn't really considered before, 
"We have never had more than eleven or twelve PSPs n=ing at once; we don't have 

the staffing to manage any more and we don't want to gain a reputation as a school 

with lots of PSPs running. " 

Ayesha coming off her PSP meant that another pupil at risk of exclusion could start 

one. I found this a helpful reminder of the need to bear in mind the bigger picture. 

Avesha's Final Reflections on her PSP 

In an informal interview I had with Ayesha two weeks after her final PSP, she told me 
that she didift understand why the PSP had ended: 

I wasn't expecting it. I was surprised. On the week before my PSP meeting I was 
feeling very down. I was having family problems that week. And I felt that I didn't 

really care much about my PSP. So I was surprised. " 
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I explained to Ayesha that the staff felt that she had made an effort and had progressed 

enough in a number of areas to justify the PSP finishing, even though there were still 

areas left to work on. Ayesha agreed and pointed out that she was still trying hard to 

improve: 

"I'm trying hard with my work and my behaviour. I've started wearing my tie now too. 

I give my report to Mrs White at the end of each day. I know that I have to get to 

lessons on time because it all goes down on my report. " 

She impulsively pulled her current report out of her pocket to show me how good it 

was. 

"How about the smoking? " I asked her. She smiled, a little sheepishly, 

"I'm having a quick puff on someone else's cigarette now, then running off to lessons, 

because I can't be late. " 

Ayesha considered that her habit of smoking between lessons was more connected to 

social factors - the fact that she did this with friends - rather than a desperate craving 
for nicotine. She reflected that she had been able to stop smoking altogether during 

the time she attended a strictly Muslim school. 

It struck me how much easier Ayesha seemed to find it to talk about the smoking on a 

one-to-one basis rather than in a formal meeting. This seemed further confirmation - if 

any were needed - of the importance of someone meeting with the pupil before the 
PSP meeting to discuss their difficulties in the more relaxed setting. 

Looking back over the whole PSP process, Ayesha perceived it is an opportunity to 

take stock and decide to change things: 

"I think I've calmed down a lot. Before, my problems at home were affecting me. I 

was planning to drop out of school. I just couldnt be bothered any more really. But 

the PSP - it made me stop and think. The PSP gave me another chance. " 
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Having been given the chance, I wondered, what had helped Ayesha make the most of 
it. Ayesha cited three different factors. Firstly, she wanted to avoid permanent 

exclusion. Secondly, she felt very much supported by the staff in school: 

"All the teachers and the people I've started to see - like my Connexions Adviser - 
have made me more confident. I used to think that some of the teachers didift like me, 
but as soon as I came on the PSP, I realised that teachers do care about you. It helps 

when they say good things about you and iVs nice to have teachers who would like to 

see you get somewhere in life. " 

Thirdly, she referred to the fact that when she was on her PSP, her Dad put a lot of 
pressure on her. 

"Do you mean good pressure or bad pressure? " I asked, aware that previously Ayesha 

had seemed resentful about her father's involvement. 

"Well, I think it helped. He didn't want me to get excluded. " 

At the end of our meeting, I asked Ayesha how she thought things would be going in a 
year's time. Her answer was encouragingly upbeat; 

"I think I'll be doing okay. I want to finish my GCSEs now. I'll be studying - trying 
to achieve grades A-C and I'll be top of the class in my behaviour. I still really want 
to be a fashion designer in the future. " 

Some General Reflections on A-veshals PSP 

It seemed to me that Aycsha, a girl who had been made vulnerable through 

circumstances, was coping commendably well. There were clear signs - even in her 
decision not to smoke a whole cigarette - that she was beginning to take control of her 
life. What Ayesha seemed to have gained most from her PSP was a strong sense of 
support from the school staff, from their expressions of praise and approval, their 

offers of help and their questions about her future, Ayesha had come to realise that 
they "do care". 
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The PSP had been a positive experience for Ayesha and, maybe, a turning point. I 

hoped that with the follow-up support, it would be enough to keep her in the school 

and so give her the opportimity to achieve the GCSE grades she wanted and was 

capable of And, for a girl who had previously managed to build up a fairly damning 

reputation in two different secondary schools, this would be a significant achievement. 

For me, Ayesha! s PSP had also been helpfiil in bringing the school's position into 

sharp focus. Maddie's explanation of the need to limit the number of PSPs running 

concurrently made me reflect on the broader systems operating within the school. For 

PSPs to be the most beneficial for pupils, they need to be run effectively and this can 

only happen when the system is manageable. 
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Chapter 6 

Tiffany's Story 

"They didn'tjust shut me out and bark orders at me, saying, 'You're going to do this 

andyou're going to do that' They let me have my say andparticipate in the meeting. 
Tiffany's conunent on her initial PSP meeting 

Tiffany, the Puvil 

Tiffany was a tall, confident Year 10 pupil. Staff reported that she had matured, 

physically, much earlier than her peers. Now, at fifteen years old, she looked more 

like a young woman of eighteen or nineteen. She wore her long dark hour sleekly 

pulled back and was strikingly attractive. 

Emotionally, as well as physically, she was "older than her years", and "a domineering 

influence in the group". One teacher commented that, "others look up to her and she 

rules the roost' '. She was also "headstrong", volatile and liable at times to "explode". 

Academically, she was viewed as the brightest of the three pupils, and had gained 

solid scores - two level 5s and a level 6- in her Key Stage 3 SATs. 

The paperwork for Tiffany's PSP meeting contained the following introductory 

paragraph: 

Reason for placing pupil on Pastoral Support Plan: 

Tiffany is an able pupil, but her behaviour has raised concern. She has received several 

referrals for disruptive and unco-operative behaviour and on occasions she has become 

confrontational when speaking to members of staff, choosing to ignore their requests and using 
inappropriate language. Punctuality for certain lessons has also been an issue, with some 
truancy and smoking in the toilets. 
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When placed on report, Tiffany has demonstrated that she is capable of arriving on time to 
lessons and behaving well. However, she has struggled to sustain improved patterns of 
behaviour and her attitude towards authority has continued to be challenging. She also has 
difficulty in controlling her temper, which can result in aggressive behaviour and towards the 

end of last term Tiffany was excluded for a serious assault on another pupil. Tiffany has the 
ability to achieve to a high standard, but behavioural issues are increasingly disrupting her own 
leaming process and that of others. 

The "serious assault on another pupil" had occurred with such ferocity that the staff 
had felt genuinely alarmed, "She just went for her! " one teacher had told me, with the 
sense of fear and bewilderment still apparent in her voice. 

Tiffanv in Context 

I knew little of Tiffany's background when I rang her mother, Mrs Miller, but my first 

attempt to discuss the study did not go well: 

"Hello. Is that Mrs Miller? " 
"No. You must have the wrong number. " 

"Oh. I'm sorry. Which number is this? "' 
"You must have the wrong number. " 

"Yes, I'm sorry. Can I just check which 
"You must have the wrong number. Goodbye. " 

I felt instinctively that I had been talking to Mrs Miller and wondered, if this was the 

case, why she felt the need to protect her identity in that way. Was she avoiding 
someone? I tried again, a few hours later. This time I didn't check it was her, but 
launched quickly into an explanation of who I was and why I was ringing. I felt 

relieved and grateful when she agreed to be interviewed after the meeting. As we tried 
to make an arrangement for me to go and see her at home, I gained the impression of a 
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woman worn down with life. Eventually, we settled on a morning when her two 

youngest daughters would be at school and playgroup. 

When I met with Tiffany two days before her PSP meeting, she appeared thoughtful 

and solemn. She responded to my explanation about the study with a quiet 
intelligence, quickly grasping the issues. Like Ayesha, she agreed readily to the idea 

of being interviewed. Unlike Ayesha, though, I felt that this was more than a good- 

natured desire to be helpful. This was a girl who appeared to want to talk to someone; 

a girl who seemed troubled and saddened. She had a tendency to hold my gaze very 

steadily and it seemed to me that her eyes betrayed a mind full of anxieties. 

Settine the Scene for Tiffany's Initial PSP Meetine 

As those of us already in place around the table (from Ayesha's meeting), were joined 

by new staff for Tiffany's meeting, it became apparent that there was some doubt over 
Mrs Miller's attendance. Tiffany was waiting at the office, with Beth Wood, her 
kindly Head of Year, but, so far, there was no sign of Mrs Miller. Ten to fifteen 

minutes after the meeting was due to start, Beth brought over a subdued and anxious- 
looking Tiffany. It was decided that the meeting would, unfortunately, have to go 

ahead without Mrs Miller. 

I could see that Tiffany's eyes were glistening and felt glad that we had left a place 
beside her for Beth, who was treating her in a particularly gentle, almost motherly, 

way. I was aware that, like Beth, 1, too, was feeling protective towards Tiffany, 

without her mother beside her, this large, formal meeting could seem to her quite an 
ordeal. 

Tiffany's Initial PSP Meetine 

Present: Tiffany - Pupil 

Anne - Deputy Head Teacher (Curriculum) - Chair 

Beth Wood - Head of Year 

Rachel - Special Needs Teacher 

Kim Barber - Teaching Assistant, Inclusion Department 
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Carol - Education Officer 

Gill - Educational Psychologist 

The meeting was to be chaired by Anne, Deputy Head Teacher (Curriculum). Anne 

had a reputation for daunting efficiency and strict discipline. Immaculately dressed 

and straight talking, her approach was business-like rather than motherly. One of her 

real strengths was her clarity and I felt that in the simplicity of her introduction, she 

somehow managed to emphasise the seriousness of the situation, while at the same 
time, making it clear that we were all there to try to help make things better: 

'TSPs are for pupils that we're really concerned about - pupils that we feel may get 

excluded. The idea of a PSP is to work together to turn things around. " 

Tiffany listened in subdued silence as Anne went on to explain the process, including 

the monitoring arrangements and the possible outcomes. Anne then read out the report 
of Tiffany's behaviour from the paperwork prepared for the meeting by Rachel, the 
Special Needs Teacher. Tiffany nodded occasionally when asked if she agreed with 
what had been written. Curiously, while many of the subject teacher reports mentioned 
problems with, for instance, confrontational behaviour, lateness and lack of homework 

and equipment, many were also very positive. This was particularly so in the case of 
the History Teacher, who had written, "Works and behaves superbly on all occasions - 
a bright young lady. " These positive comments were ftilly acknowledged by the staff 
at the meeting, and I hoped that Tiffany's' spirits would be lifted by hearing such 
glowing commendations. However, the level of staff concern about her difficult 
behaviour - and particularly her violent outbursts - remained clear. 

Tiffany continued to look anxious and uncomfortable. Her only real contribution to the 
meeting had still only been a few nods. 

"We all feel concerned, " urged Beth softly, "Do you feel that you want to stay at 
Greenacre? " 

"Yes, " whispered Tiffany. 
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"What can Greenacre do to help you out, Tiffany? " asked Anne. Tiffany kept her eyes 

averted and seemed too overcome to answer. After a short silence, Beth moved a little 

nearer to Tiffany and seemed to be metaphorically holding her hand without actually 
touching her. "Is there anyone you'd like to talk to? " she asked in a kind voice. 

There was, again, a silence in the room, as everyone present seemed to feel Tiffany's 

distress and be willing her to talk. Finally, she took a deep breath and the tears started 

rolling down her cheeks as she began to tell her story in her own words: 

"I'm worried about my mum - she's got cancer. She's having treatment and it's made 

all her hair fall out. I look after my two little sisters. Kirsty's only three. I have to get 
them up and take them to school. I hardly get any time to myself. Sometimes it's 

been hard to get time to do homework. I've been at my Nan's to have a little break, 

but I'm going back today. " 

Tiffany's succinct but distressed and heartfelt account had an immediate impact on 

everyone in the room. The focus of the meeting shifted from her challenging 
behaviour in school to the difficulties she was experiencing at home. Tissues were 

passed. Voices were softened. It seemed as if Tiffany was surrounded by a little circle 

of empathetic understanding. The caring competence of the staff made it easy for me 

to remain in my observer role rather than be drawn back to my more active role as 
Educational Psychologist. When Tiffany cried, it felt safe, not uncomfortable. The 

staff had created, through their compassion, a safe, secure environment where Tiffany 

could express her sadness. 

"Have you had a chance to talk to anyone? " asked Anne in a gentle voice I had not 
heard her use before. 

"No, " Tiffany sniffed. 

Anne suggested a referral to the Behaviour Support Team for an anger management 
course. Tiffany agreed tearfully. Carol suggested to Tiffany that Young Carers might 
be a good source of support, enabling her to talk through her worries. Tiffany was 
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looking more relaxed now and seemed reassured by the recognition of the pressure she 

was under. However, she said politely that she didn't want Young Carers; she was ok. 

"Well, " offered Kim, "If you change your mind, I can ring them for you in the 

morning. " 

Carol asked about the kinds of things that Tiffany was doing at home to help out and 
Tiffany began to answer with a little more confidence. The homework problem was 

also discussed. 

"Is there anything else we can do in school to help? " asked Sarah. Tiffany became 

more vocal, explaining that while her options were going ok, she was thinking of 

switching from French to Spanish. This was discussed for a while before Anne said 

reassuringly: 

'I promise we'll look into this. We'll talk to Miss Singleton (Key Stage 4 Co- 

ordinator) and see if anything can be done". 

There was further discussion about Tiffany's difficulties in school; this time it was 

much more of a dialogue between the staff and Tiffany. Anne then asked Tiffany 

what she thought her commitments might be. Tiffany thought for a few moments 
before replying, "Get to lessons on time and improve my behaviour. " "Improve 

punctuality to lessons". was noted down as one of Tiffany's commitments. She was 

asked to think more about what she meant by 'improve my behaviour'. This 

commitment finally became, 'Get on with work and not distract others. ' 

Carol, the Education Officer, reminded Tiffany that a further violent incident could 
lead to a permanent exclusion. With Tiffany's agreement, she added a third 

commitment: 'To avoid any form of violence towards other members of the school. ' 

School commitments were also noted down. These included contacting 'Young 

Carers', if Tiffany so wished, and arranging an anger management course for her. 

Staff also agreed to provide information on further education through the 'Excellence 
in Cities' programme and to seek careers guidance from the Connexions Advisor. 
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Anne asked Tiffany whether she was happy with the school's commitments and her 

own. 

"Yes, " she answered, looking much more at ease. 

"I know it's been awkward for you without Mum here, " said Anne, "Maybe we can 

arrange to bring her in next time if that would make it easier. " 

"Or Nan? " suggested Beth, "If your Mum can't make it, maybe we could bring your 
Nan in? So that you have someone here. " 

Tiffany's face reverted to its worried expression. "I don't know. She's not well - 
she's had an operation. And my Dad's had an accident so it would be difficult for him 

too. " 

"Oh dear, " said Beth sympathetically, "Well, when it's your next PSP meeting, we'll 
talk to you and work something out. " 

When Tiffany left the room, there was a shared understanding amongst those of us left 

at the table, that despite Mrs Miller's absence and Tiffany's initial tears, this had 

actually been a very positive meeting. Tiffany would hopefully have felt supported 

and we all felt that we were more aware of her problems. 

As we shuffled our papers together, ready to head for the staff room for a coffee break, 

Carol asked, "Does Dad live separately? Tiffany only mentioned him at the end" 

"Yes, " replied Beth, resignedly, "she does see him at the moment, but he's been in 

and out of prisorf'. 

Little had I suspected, on my first meeting with Tiffany, just how deep her sorrows 

went. A young woman in crisis - trying to keep it all together, but having the 

occasional violent outburst. Not waving, but drowning. 
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Tiffanv's Views on her Initial PSP Meetin 

When Tiffany arrived for her interview, a couple of hours after the PSP meeting, she 

still appeared a little subdued but more composed. She gave me a friendly smile as she 

came in through the door and seemed to welcome the chance to talk about her 

meeting. I felt that I was beginning to understand this young woman who combined a 

proud protectiveness of her family with a straightforward honesty. There was an 

earnestness about her which at times seemed almost noble. Her answers, throughout 

the interview, were serious, considered and fair. 

General views on the meeting 

Tiffany felt that the meeting went "a lot better than I thought it would go". Initially, 

she was: 

"nervous, because my mum wasn't there. But after a while my nervesjust all went and 
Igot a bit upset. But I was all right after that. " 

Interestingly, despite Tiffany having to cope without her mother, she indicated in the 

rating scale questions that she felt "very" well supported (Appendix 12, Table 4). She 

also considered that the meeting was "very" fair and that it would help her "a lof' to 

change her behaviour. Her view on how it would help was based on the 

supportiveness of her teachers: 

"It will help me 'cos... I know that the teachers are there, ifI need to talk or ifI've got 

anyproblems in school, so they are there to help me, to stop me doing bad things. " 

Her understanding of a what a PSP was, was based on a similar premise: 

" The teachers are there to help you stay in school, to help you stop what you're doing 

that is wrong and not, like, being kicked out then not being able to get into another 

school and everything. " 
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Preparation 

Tiffany felt only "a little " prepared for her meeting (Appendix 12, Table 4). She said 

that she had not spoken beforehand to anyone in school except for me. However, she 

had talked to her mother and to friends, one of whom had been through a PSP herself 

and had told her "what goes on in the meetings ". Tiffany also gained moral support 

from her friends: 

"they were saying... they're behind me the whole way, as long as I'm good and not 

getting them into trouble. " 

She said that this helped her to feel more secure in the meeting: 

"It makes me.. have confidence actually coming here and speakfreely of what I want 

to say. " 

Tiffany stated that while it would have been helpful to talk to someone in school 
beforehand about her behaviour and about the meeting, she would not have wanted to 

talk about her family situation because, 

"I don't think I would have wanted to repeat it again... Id get more emotional. " 

This comment underlines just how difficult Tiffany found it to give such private and 

painftil details. It reminds us as professionals just how sensitive we need to be to the 

feelings of children and young people. Ideally, pupils should have the opportunity to 

talk on a one-to-one basis to a trusted adult, who can ask their permission to pass on 

the information that he or she feels that others need to know. This would avoid the 

need for difficult disclosures in formal meetings. 

Participation 

Tiffany considered that she played a "very" important part in the meeting and that 

people listened "very" much to her views and ideas (Appendix 12, Table 4). She was 
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able to tell me all three of her targets, stating that she had felt very involved in setting 

them and felt happy with them: 

"Isettwoofthem. I couldn't think ofanother one, so the ladyfrom Shire Hall set one 

and asked ifId agree to it and I said yes. " 

Tiffany cited two aspects of the meeting that made it easier for her to participate. 

Firstly, it involved more of a two - way dialogue than she was expecting. 
She was pleased, for instance, that they checked her view of the situation: 

"Like, in the meeting theypicked up my badpoints... Ijust thought they'd tell me what 
I did... but they let me say what I had to say and agree whether I did that or whether 

they got it mixed up. " 

She also appreciated being included in the discussion on how to change things. 

Secondly, she found the collaborative nature of the meeting very helpful: 

"Me and the teachers made an arrangement, like they said they would do thingsfor me 

and Id do things, like a bit ofnegotiating - how to make things easier. " 

Suggestions for improvements 

Tiffany stated that there was nothing that she would like to see change in the PSP 

process because it was "a good one as it is". When I asked her to imagine being a 
head teacher designing PSP meetings, she laughed - the only time her serious mood 

momentarily lifted - and replied confidently. 

"They'd bejust like the one today ... you getfair opportunities to speak and ifyoufelt 

something what the teachers were saying weren't true, then, like, you saidyourpiece 

and didn't getjust shoved back in the cornerfor them to shout at you, saying, 'You did 

this andyou did that, so you're going to do this and that' " 
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Views on taking part in the study 

Tiffany viewed the study - and her role in it - as important in raising people's 

awareness of how pupils feel: 

"Ifeel that my meeting and anything I say in this interview counts towards something. 
Iget my say and... people understand how kidsfeel when they have all these meetings 

and... to learn that ifyou're not good then you have the 16 week trial, then you're 

going to be kicked out ofschool... people get to hear what [the kids] are actually like 

instead ofjust assuming that 'Oh, he's this, and oh, he's that. " 

Tiffany clearly felt very strongly about the need for understanding. The question "Do 

you think it's important that we should look at the way PSP meetings are carried out? " 

elicited one of the most heartfelt responses of all the interviews: 

"Yes, because when people, like Shire Hall and everything, read about it and some of 
them are not there and they want to know what's going on. Some peoplejust write it 

down and they actually don't care. And they need to understand " 

The Professionals' Views on Tiffany's Initial PSP Meetin2 

General views of the meeting 

The professionals had a good understanding of Tiffany's feelings in the meeting. For 
instance: 

"She was quite emotional... and obviously very nervous. " (Beth, Head of Year) 

"It went better as things went on... once she got upset, you know... towards the end I 

think she started to relax a little" (Kim, Inclusion Centre Teaching Assistant) 

There was also a general feeling that, despite this, the meeting had had a positive 
outcome. For instance: 
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"Shefound it upsetting, didn't she? She didn't really know quite how to take it. I think 

she was quitefrightened by it, but I do think what came out of the meeting at the end 

probably made herfeel better about things. " (Carol, Education Officer) 

"Obviously, her breaking down and getting really upset about things, especially with 

the domestic circumstances at home with her mum... I think it wasn't the most pleasant 

meeting, but it was very constructive and I think she should have got a lot out of it. 

And she did go away quite positive, I think, at the end, which was good. " 

(Beth) 

Rachel, the Special Needs teacher who prepared Tiffany's paperwork, gave a 

particularly insightful and analytical account which seemed to encapsulate the mood 

of the meeting and the way it turned around. She began by explaining her concerns at 
the start of the meeting: 

"To begin with, I mean when I actually put together the paperwork, my instincts had 

been very negative... I had been used to doing... the annual reviews. They always 
tended to be more positive and reassuring whereas the PSP struck me as being very 

sort ofdown on the child. Yhey were read a list oftheir offences, as though beingput 

through a court, almost. And initially, I did think, 'Oh dear, it's very negative... This 

can't be verypleasantfor her, especially ifher mother wasn't there, which I know 

wasn't planned. And she started to get upset. But then, I wasjust so impressed with 
the way that Anne turned it round, because she seemed to really have an 
understanding of thefact ... her home background was affecting her behaviour at the 

school and it didn't seem that she was getting any help in how to manage problems at 
home. And I could see that as soon as that was addressed in the meeting and that 
Tffanyperhapsfelt thatpeople were on her side and that it wasn't an 'us against 
them'situation, she started to talk Because, I know initially when Anne said to her, 

'How can we help you, Tiffany? 'she didn't say anything. And once this issue of the 

counselling was brought up, she did start to open up then. Andfrom then onward.... 

she started to talk about problems at home and then she actually started to think of 
ways that she could improve her behaviour. So, I thought it was really good. It turned 

around ...... 
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Anne, who chaired the meeting, also felt that this was a particularly positive meeting. 

She attributed this to the empathy felt towards Tiffany, on account partly of her home 

difficulties and partly her acceptance of responsibility: 

... it was a hit more emotional than others, because obvious y there was all the 

concern about home coming out and Tiffany's tears, and so on. I really came out of it 

feelingfor her. Now, you don't always, obviously. And I think thefact that she was 
being honest helped that. You're more likely tofeel somethingfor them if they accept 

the need to change in a way, rather than you have to battle against them to get them to 

see that. " 

All the professionals expressed disappointment, on Tiffanys account, that her mother 

didn't turn up, feeling that this had a big impact on the meeting: 

"I think she was thrown a bit though that mum hadn't turned up and I think she was 

worrying about mum whilst she was there. You know, that mum should have turned 

up. Had she got the bus? Or was it because she wasn't well ... ? "' (Anne) 

For Beth, Tiffany mother's non-attendance highlighted the school's lack of knowledge 

about Tiffany's situation at home: 

"I was very disappointed that she'd no support there. Klich reflects on, you know, is 

Tiffany getting support at home? Or is it a reflection that mum is not really happy 

with the school? Hat is happening there? I really didjeel very, very sonyfor her 

going into the meeting. " 

Views on how prepared Tiffany seemed 

The overall view of the professionals was that while Tiffany had a basic understanding 

of what the meeting was about, she could not have felt fully prepared. out of the three 

PSP meetings, the professionals seemed more aware of the preparation issue in this 

meeting, possibly because of its emotional tone and Tiffany's initial difficulty in 

contributing. 
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Two professionals felt that it would have been better to have had a prior meeting with 
Tiffany to discuss issues such as targets. Rachel also raised the question of when 

pupils should see the paperwork: 

"I know [Tiffany] hadn't actually seen the paperwork ... So, I imagine it probably 

came as quite a shock when it was all actually laid before her, dating back, perhaps, 

almost a year's worth of offences. So I would say that perhaps, she wasn't aware of 

the picture being drawn up to explain how she got hersetfon to the PSP. " 

Rachel had a fin-ther idea on how Tiffany could have been better prepared, based on 

the idea that she was probably "wat)ý'of Anne as a senior manager: 

"Maybe ifsenior management had actually spoken to her before the meeting, just 

made a little slot to say, Tin going to be meeting you in that meeting... I don't want 

you to wor? y about it, we are actually trying to help you here. 'And I think... she 

would have then come in thinking, 'I'm not going to get a telling of. " 

Views on Tiffany's participation In the meeting 

The professionals were very aware that in addition to Tiffany having to attend the 

meeting without a parent present, there were other factors which made it difficult for 

her to participate. All the professionals referred to the potentially daunting size of the 

meeting. Carol also referred to the 'fiormal atmospheri", 'commenting, 

"I think it was good ofher to manage under the circumstances, being there on her 

own with sLx adults around the table and to talk about issues that are very personal 

and hard. " 

Beth, pointing out that some of those present were unfamiliar to Tiffany, voiced a 

similar view: 

"You know, for somebody to sit there and actually volunteer information, I think is to 
be commended, really, in that situation. I mean, Ifound it intimidating. I don Itfind it 

easy to talk in PSP s (laughing), never mind how they mustfeel. " 
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Rachel referred to the power imbalance between the Tiffany and the professionals: 

"It could have been, must have been very daunting the her coming into that room, 

especially when shefelt as though she was at such a disadvantage to start with, 
because she was the one that was guilty ofall this bad behaviour. 

There was general agreement that the key factor in helping Tiffany to overcome her 

initial nervousness and participate in the meeting was the supportiveness of the staff 
in general and, of Beth Wood, Tiffany's Head of Year, in particular: 

"Mrs Wood being awfully nice to her. Just very caring staff that really wanted to get 
to the bottom of what was wrong. " (Carol) 

"Mrs Wood was sitting next to her... she obviously gets on quite well with Mrs Wood 

and I think that helped, instead ofheing on one side ofthe desk and everybody else on 
the other. " (Kim) 

Rachel showed an accurate understanding of the kind of support that had made a 
difference to Tiffany: 

"I think it was definitely thefeeling that people were aware ofher situation at home. I 

think it could well be, that she thinks that's all separatefrom school. But when she 
became clear that people were aware of her difficulties and that we were willing to 
help, that we didn't want her to leave, I think that was the thing... that we want to work 
together with her to make things right. " 

Rachel considered that as a result, "as the meeting unfolded, she actually became 

more and more involved. She was drawn into it. " 

Both Anne and Beth commented that while they had known something of Tiffany's 

mother's illness, they had not been aware of the extent of the difficulties at home. 
As Anne reflected, "I think we understood Tiffany better after. 
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A conflict of roles for the Head of Year 

The importance of Beth's role as Tiffany's supporter was mentioned above. 
Beth herself explained that because Tiffany was there on her own, she felt that she 
"had to be sort ofon her side. " However, she did experience some unease over her 

role: 

"It's quite a threatening environment... And often, I thinkyoufeel. - Are you being 

positive? Areyou being negative? Shouldyou be taking sides with the child? Or 

shouldyou be more on the side ofwhoever is chairing the meeting? It's very 
difricult... I dofeel a conflict, a conflict of roles, but... at the end of the day, as a Head 

of Year, I am there to help kids get things right. And that's the most important thing. " 

Anne also referred to the difficulty for Beth in having a dual role as both disciplinarian 

and supporter, adding, 

"But I think she handled it very well and supported Tiffany very well. " 

Some General Reflections on Tiffany's Initial PSP Meet-ing 

In Tiffany's PSP meeting, the thoughts and feelings of Tiffany and of the professionals 

were very much in tune. The professionals had a good understanding of Tiffany's 

nervousness, her unease over her mother's non attendance and the difficulty she 
experienced in talking about her situation. In the end, Tiffany was able to convey her 

sadness very powerfully; the staff felt they understood her better and, in turn, 

conveyed their compassion and their desire to try and help. 

This sense of harmony was very apparent in the interviews. Despite Tiffany's history 

of challenging behaviour, by the end of her PSP meeting all the professionals were 
completely on her side. Tiffany recognised this, as was clear from her understanding 

of what the PSP was about and from her answers to the rating scale questions (easily 

the most positive out of the three pupils - see Appendix 12, Table 4) 
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It is difficult to know, but interesting to speculate, how the meeting might have gone if 

Tiffany's mother had turned up. My own feeling is that Tiffany would have been 

unlikely to express her distress so openly. Yet it was Tiffany's distress that gave the 

meeting its poignancy and ultimately won the staff over. Ironically, therefore, this 

might have been an example of a meeting where the lack of a parental presence may in 

some ways have led to a better understanding between the pupil and the staff. 

16.1.01. An umuctelsdul aftm2t to me4t with I-iffanýs mothtr and an unot2eAtA Melting 

vith Tiffan 

Although mrs Millor WO boon able. to maict Tiffaný6 me4tina, I 6till vanteA to o4p mi 

Mointmont to visit her at homo fivo daI6 btor. As a rwarchtr, I vianteA to a6t her how 

sho had felt about hor daughtor going on a P5P, what sho undor6tood tj it and vhgthtr 

sho thought it would holp. A6 an education P61chologim and a mothor, I vantod to tAl hor 

how bravo and impr"sive, Tiffanj had boon at tho me4ting, how vigil 6ho had g-tprmod 
htrsolf and how proud sho could fogi of hgr. 

I had tried unsucces6fuill to contact Mrs miller in the meantimo, to remind her of ml vifiit. 
Finaill, I had loft a mos6ago on her an6wor phone. A6 I wont over ml note. 6 the night 
before and thought through ml quo6tion6 again, I had a 6u6pidon that t4 Interview might 

ve, 11 ntvtr happen. 

Tho noM morning I drovo to tho rathor do6obto cul do sat Agro tho Will livtd. At 10 
dclodc on a ve4wal morning, thorg WMM to bo no Ono about, although I could boar loud 

music. plaling in one, noarbl hou6o. N broon shopping trollol had be4n abandoneA bj tho 

sidt of tho road a littlo furthtr along. 

Mrs MillWe, house, at the far end of the cut do 6ac, apptarM mors, neglocto4 than anj of 

the noighbouring hou6o6. Thort W36 3 6mall holo and largo cratu in one of the pang6 of 

gla66 in the front door. The cover of a utilitj boy. hung tooo, 6o that numorou6 Vim 
tumbled out. 1% dripping pipe. wa6 malcing a wet, mu441 patch In the overgrown, litter 
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strewn front gardtn. Altbough ono of tho downstairs windows was opon, I wasnýt particularil 

surpriuA when no-ono amwerod the door. 

Tho ouisido of tho houso gavo the, impro6sion of things boing out of control. I wondored 

whothor tho intido was gqualll as grim and Ai6ordomd. I fAt 63ddt-neA to thint of fAr6 

Millor coping with 4r canct-r and famill lift iftidt this hOust. And I fOlt 63ddt-nM to thint 

of Tiffanj, such a proud joung woman, struggling against this bactdrop to taict fart of btr 

6istm, her mother and he-r6olf. 

After ml unwccos6ful vi6it to Mr6 MAW6 hou6o, I drove to 6reonacro to continue ml 

intorviow6 vith 6taff. At lunchtimt., a6 I walad round the outsi4o of the 64hool to the 

Special N"d6 Department, loolOng for Ponni, the SeNr-o, I isuddonll became avaro of 

Tiffanj 6tanding vith a group of friend6. She va6 loo4nq ml val and gave me a friondli, 

but concornM-loolging 6milo, vhon I noticed her. I alwaJ6 let the pupil6 decide V110ther 

thol vant to ac*nowledge me when I bump Into them around the s(hool, 60me feel 6elf - 

con6ciou6, in front of friend6, at having to ovýpbin who I am. I wa6 ploa6m that Tiffanj 

6eemed to vant contact. 

Ne-Ito Tiffanj, how aro lou? - 

Tine, she replied, turning to follow me, up the 6tairs to the 5podal Needs room. 1 w36 

strudc bj how muchjc-wAlt-rj 6ho was wearing - stveral earrin96, a no6estud, rin96 on 

practicalll overl finger 
... 

Had she, deliberatoll toned thi6 down for the M meeting? Or 

bad I been 60 focuRA on her 0motion6 and the pro"66 of the meeting that I JUM ba4dt 

notiaA? I duided not to mention that I had Ju6t called at her how, I va6dt sure If thi6 

would ombarra66 her in anj val. 

aI, v6 got to 90 3nd 6" MWO Powore., from Connvy-ionC, At told mt. *Do jou tnow him? 

What's ho liver 

Net, Vind, heApful. 0 I rgassureA her. Ne can heAp lou thinr about lour options and what 

jou might want to do aftor Yoar ll. ' 
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'Oh, o1c ... I n"A to 90 to 6eographl -carA be. lato. Se4 jou. ' 6ho calleA ch"rill. 

disap"aring quic. 41 off down tho corridor. it wmM that sho roaIll was Irling hard with 

hor punctualitl to I"sons. 

IS. 1.0-3. N "Cond unsuatfisful home. Visit 

I ma& a furthor impromptu vi6it to Tiffaný6 homo, but vhon that, too, failt-4 to ro6ult in a 

meeting with Mrs Miller, I felt that I had to leave it. Mrs Miller, I d"IdeA, had enoUgh 

difficultios to bo Afaling with, I di4rA want to bo anotbor burden. 

Tiffanv's Reflections Six Weeks after her Initial PS-PMeetin 

Six weeks afier Tiffany's initial PSP meeting, I met with her in school. She reiterated 

that she had expected her PSP meeting to be much worse, with the teachers just 

ordering her to do better. She also revealed that she had had another reason for 

dreading the PSP meeting and also, for wanting to do well: 

"My friend had a PSP, then got kicked out, so I've learnt from her mistakes. " 

She explained that she had spoken to her mother the evening before the meeting and 
had been fully expecting her to attend. In the end, however, the practical difficulties 

for her mother of getting the middle daughter to school, looking after her younger 
daughter and getting over to Greenacre had proved too much. 

At home, Tiffany explained, her family had experienced some hassle locally and on 

one occasion, had had to call out the police. Otherwise, things were much as before 

with Tiffany cooking, cleaning the house, playing a big role in looking after her sisters 

and generally doing what she could to help her Mum. 

"We do get some help"t commented Tiffany with commendable cheerfulness. "My 

friends come round to take my little sisters to the park so that I can concentrate on 
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looking after my mum. And sometimes Mum's friend takes us shopping so that I don't 

need to walk to Asda. " 

Thinking about the huge burden Tiffany was carrying, I asked her if she tried to keep 

her feelings in, as she had seemed to suggest in her interview: 

"Yes, " she replied, "because I don't like to let it affect my little sisters. They doWt 

understand that much. It's difficult thougW' 

Tiffany explained, with obvious pleasure, that her PSP was going well. She had been 

getting to lessons on time and had not been sent out of any lessons or been given any 

detentions. She felt hopeful that she would be able to come off the PSP after 16 

weeks. 

I asked her what had helped her to make the changes. Firstly, she said, she had started 

seeing Mike, the Connexions Adviser, and really liked having someone she could go 

and talk to regularly. 

Secondly, she had been very affected by the conflicting messages she had received at 

the PSP meeting: 

"They said I was bright and they said I could be kicked out. Those two things together 

don't sound good! It's like 'You've got this, but you could waste it. ' It made me 

realise. " 

Tiffany's 'Half-Way' PSP MeetinE 

Although the school staff had arranged for Tiffany's mother to be brought in by the 

Education Welfare Officer, it turned out that Mrs Miller had to take her youngest daughter 

to the doctors on that morning. This time, however, Tiffany appeared far less perturbed 
by her mother's absence. She arrived looking relaxed and sat down with a shy smile at 

everyone. Her uniform was immaculate and the fact that she was wearing no jewellery at 

all convinced me that she had also removed it for her first meeting, as I had suspected. 
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Clearly, Tiffany - or maybe her mother - was taking this PSP seriously and wanting to 

make the right impression. 

Miss Singleton, chairing the meeting, began by congratulating Tiffany, saying that the 

staff had noticed a marked improvement in her behaviour. On the report prepared for the 

meeting it was noted that she had been "more co-operative and less confrontational. " She 

had received one referral for rudeness to a teacher, but this had been dealt with and was 

seen very much as a one-off. She was settling to work better in lessons and completing 

tasks more quickly. No incidents of smoking or truancy had been reported, and she had 

increased her attendance to 89%. 

There had been no incidents of violence to other pupils, although Tiffany herself had been 

assaulted by another pupil and managed not to retaliate. Mike, the Connexions Adviser, 

reported that he had talked to both girls in his office to try to resolve the conflict and that 

Tiffany had shown a lot of initiative in this process. 

Tiffany listened careffilly, nodding. When asked about the future she smiled and replied 

that she would like to be a forensic scientist, which brought approving laughs and good- 
humoured comments from the adults at the meeting. 

"How do you feel things are going, Tiffany? " asked Miss Singleton. 

"Very well, " she replied. 

"And you're still happy to be on the waiting list for anger management? " 

"Yes. " 

"But not Young Carers? " 

"No. " 

I was reminded how difficult it can be - even for this confident girl in this very positive 

meeting - for pupils to express their view; some kind of preparation beforehand, some 

written notes - could really help to give them a voice. 
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Miss Singleton read through the list of teachers' comments - "fantastic! " she concluded at 
the end "I'd be pleased to read these comments from a pupil who wasn't on a PSP! " 

"I'm absolutely delighted with how it's going" added Beth, smiling at Tiffany as the 

meeting broke up. "It's wonderful to set up a PSP and hear so many positive comments. 
Well done! " 

Tiffany's Final PSP Meetine 

By the time of Tiffany's final PSP meeting, her mother was in remission from cancer. 
Her father had been expected to attend her meeting and we were all disappointed to 
learn that he had telephoned the school earlier that morning to say that he had to take 

his younger daughter to the doctors for an injection. The similarity of this apology to 

the one given last time by Mrs Miller strengthened my feeling that Tiffany's parents, 
for whatever reason, might be avoiding the meetings. 

At Greenacre the status of PSP meetings is so well established that it is rare for a 
single meeting to take place without a parent present. For all three of Tiffany's 

meetings to have taken place without a parent stood out, in my experience, as unique. 

Tiffany looked immaculate and relatively composed though alert with anticipation. 
She smiled respectfully at everyone as we came in. Paul, Deputy Head Teacher 
(Pastoral) chaired the meeting, beginning by stating how pleased he had been to read 
the very positive report prepared on Tiffany for the meeting: 

"I always felt, when I taught you in Year 9, that you were a pupil with lots of potential 

- and you've proved me right. " 

The report made it clear that Tiffany had had no referrals for poor behaviour and no 
reported incidents of aggression. Furthermore, there had been a "sustained 
improvement both in her attitude to work and willingness to co-operate in lessons. " 
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Paul then turned to the reports of the subject teachers. Apart from a recent problem 

with behaviour and lateness in Maths, the staff were glowing in their commendations. 
These included phrases such as "excellent behaviour" and "superb" and constituted by 

far the most positive set of staff reports I had heard at a PSP meeting. Tiffany sat 
listening quietly with a shy smile that seemed to indicate a mixture of pride and 

embarrassment. 

The mood of this meeting was optimistic and light hearted, a huge contrast to the 
hushed sadness of Tiffany's first PSP meeting. There was humour, which seemed 

entirely appropriate and reflected the sense of relief which we all fclt at the way things 
had turned out. One particular instance, which typified the way that Tiffany was 
included in the humour, arose when Paul had asked Sylvia, Tiffany's tutor, for her 

comments: 

"She's got such potential", Sylvia replied, smiling enthusiastically at Tiffany. "She's 

,a grammar school pupil, if we were to talk about her in those terms. " 

Paul clutched at his papers with mock indignation: 

"We certainly will not talk about her in those terms, if you don't mind! Tiffany, 

you're a very high achieving comprehensive school pupil! " 

Mike Powers, the Connexions Adviser, cited a recent incident when, provoked by 

another pupil, Tiffany had deliberately restrained herself from retaliating, in order to 

avoid spoiling her good record. 

Tiffany was asked about her recent poor behaviour in Maths. She reported having 

some difficulties with the two boys she had been placed next to; they had been hitting 

her with rulers and generally trying to 'wind her up. ' Paul agreed to talk to her Maths 

teacher to see if this situation could be resolved. 

"Well" 
, concluded Paul, 'overall, you've made a huge improvement. I feel you've got 

the makings of a really top class pupil. It's clear that you deserve to come off your 
PSP. Well done! " 
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"Tbank you", Tiffany beamed, clearly relieved. 

"We will offer you some continued support". explained Maddie, the Deputy SENCO. 

"Under our new system, someone from the Special Needs Department will talk to you 

about once a month to see how things are going. " 

Mike explained that Tiffany could also continue to come and see him whenever she 

wished, adding that she was going to take part in a tcam building exercise at a local 

outdoor pursuits centre, "because she's earned it". 

It was agreed that the referral to the Behaviour Support Team would be cancelled, as it 

was now inappropriate. The meeting ended with an agreement to try to get Tiffany a 

place on the 'Aim Higher' scheme, which targeted pupils with the potential to take a 

university course, but with obstacles (family difficulties in Tiffany's case) in the way. 
She had not been considered previously because of her poor behaviour. Now, 

however, her commitment to doing well at school made her an ideal candidate. 

The meeting ended in smiles, congratulations and a general sense of well-being. 

Tiffany's Final Reflections on her PSP 

I met Tiffany two weeks after her final PSP meeting. She told me that she had felt 

nervous in the meeting, although "not as much as in the first meeting". She had been 

relieved, she said, when she came off her PSP, 

"because when I was on the PSP I felt like I had the teachers watching me all the time. 
It felt pressured. " 

"Did that help or not? " I asked, genuinely interested to try and understand the impact 

of the pressure. 

"I didn't like it, but it probably helped. " she replied reasonably. 
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Interestingly, she explained that attending the meeting on her own, without her 

parents, had had one particular advantage: 

"In a way, I was pleased that no one could come. I showed them that I could do it on 

my own... my Mum was really proud - she bought me loads of clothes. My Dad was 

pleased too. He was more shocked. He couldn't believe how much I'd changed. " 

Tiffany said that she still didn't really talk to her teachers about her Mum and what had 

happened, because she's not the kind of person who finds it easy to talk about these 

things. I could see now why she had been so adamantly against the idea of receiving 

counselling support through Young Carers. Sometimes, she said, she talked to her 

friends, but they don't always understand. One friend had accused her of using her 

Mum as an excuse and Tiffany still felt very hurt by this. 

Tiffany reassured me that she was continuing to work hard and behavc well. I asked 
her to rcflcct again on what had helped her to make these changes. The response she 

gave was very similar to her response six weeks after her initial PSP meeting: 

"I was quite shocked by all the positive comments that the teachers made. It made me 
feel that - what I was like before; there was no need to be like that. It gave me more 

confidence... and I was putting my mind to it. I realised I could be kicked out of 
school. " 

She referred again to her friend, saying that since she had got "kicked out" she was at 
home all day, not learning anything: 

"I don't want to be like that. I want to get good grades. " 

Tiffany also gave an additional, very poignant reason for wanting to do well: 

"I wanted to do it for my mum too. When she was really ill, I just thought, if she 
passes away, I don't want her last memories of me to be like the way I was. " 
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Tiffany explained that under the new monitoring system Mrs White was giving her 

slips which she could get signed by teachers when she had been good in lessons. 

"Every time I get ten, " she told me enthusiastically, "a good news postcard is going to 

go home to my Mum. " 

Then she added, somewhat surprisingly, 

"In a way, I would have liked to have been kept on the PSP, because it would have 
helped to keep me on track. " 

"Do you think the new system should help you? " I asked. 

"Yes, " she mused thoughtfully. Then she gave me a shy smile that seemed to 

encapsulate the contradictions in this too grown-up yet still young and vulnerable girl. 
"And my Mum will really like getting the postcards! " 

Some General Reflections on Tiffany's PSP 

Shortly after Tiffany's final PSP meeting, Mike Powers, the Connexions Advisor had 

confided to me his concern about the lack of boundaries being set for Tiffany at home: 

"It seems that both her parents have difficulties staying on the right side of the law. 

Tiffany's really motivated to get to university; she sees it as her means of escape. " 

I thought about that dilapidated house with the broken glass in the front door. 

I thought about Mrs Miller's caginess on the phone. 

And I though about an incident that Rachel, one of the Special Needs Teachers, had 

recalled in her interview. Some time ago, before her PSP, she had come across 
Tiffany stuffing a thick wad of paper into her school bag and challenged her about it: 
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'She was very stroppy. She didput it back, butshe was sort of "Hat's itgot to do 

with you anyway? "... I didn't report it, but Ijust thought, you know, she was capable 

ofdoing that and maybe, why? " 

Maybe, now, we all understood a little bit more about the 'why? ' of Tiffany's 
behaviour. And this was what Tiffany herself had implied that she wanted when she 

stated that, "Some peoplejust write it down and they actually don't care. And they 

need to understand. " Maybe, five months on, Tiffany felt rather more understood 
and, hopefully more accepted and supported. 

Maybe, too, the practical and emotional support Tiffany had experienced, as a result of 
her PSP, might have more far reaching effects than we could initially have anticipated. 
I felt that it had certainly given her the confidence to believe in herself and what she 

could achieve. Maybe it had also helped her to reflect on her life and gain a new 
perspective. And, maybe, it would affect her life choices and lead, ultimately - if that 
was what she wanted - to her escape. 
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Chapter 7 

Jivan's Story 

"Idon't think he needs to be on this PSP or whatever it is. That's my opinion. 

But if it helps him get through school... 'cos at the end of the day, I don't want him to 

be expelled.... So I'm doing everything I can to keep him on that track " 

Jivan's Father 

Jivan. the PUDil 

Jivan was a confident, sporty Year 10 boy, with high street credibility among the other 

pupils. Tall and athletic-looking, he had a natural grace and a relaxed approach to life. 

Teachers who liked him, like Kathy, the Special Needs Teacher who worked with him, 

commented on his "wicked sense of humoue' and his "amazing rugby talent", while 

others were wary of his verbal attacks and considered him to be "arrogant" and "unco- 

opemtive. " 

Jivan was proud of the Jamaican part of his identity and had only recently had his 

dreadlocks cut off after developing a problem with them. Less academically able than 

the two girls, he had gained two level 4s and a level 5 in his Key Stage 3 SATs and 

was several years behind in his literacy skills. Despite this, he was able to express his 

views readily and confidently, "particularly ifhefeels aggrieved", as Alistair, the 

Head commented. 

Jivan had a reputation for confrontational behaviour towards staff and aggression 
towards other pupils. He had received eleven Head Teacher's detentions and two 
fixed-terin exclusions: one for an assault on another pupil and one for threatening 
behaviour to a Geography teacher. 

The reasons given for placing Jivan on a PSP were stated as follows on the report 

prepared for the meeting: 
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Reason for placing pupil on Pastoral Support Plan: 

Jivan is a personable young man, but there has been a marked deterioration in his behavlo& 
during Year 9. He has received 24 referrals, most of which document his rudeness towards 

members of staff, his refusal to co-operate and reluctance to work. Homework is rarely 
completed and his punctuality is very poor. 

Jivan is reluctant to take responsibility for his actions and can be argumentative and 
confrontational when challenged about his behaviour. He has frequently sworn at members of 
staff. Jivan's behaviour can be erratic, as he has demonstrated he can work well in subjects 
where he is motivated. 

Jivan has difficulty controlling his temper and this has led him to behaving in an aggressive 
manner towards other pupils. His behaviour is affecting his learning and that of other students 
and he is underachieving as a result. 

Jivan in COntext 

Jivan lived with his father, older brother and younger sister. Things had been very 
difficult, recently, within the family, as Alistair explained in his interview: 

"We had a bad time with Jivan, when Mum and Dadsplit up roundabout this time last 

year. And he ended up having a very tearful afternoon in my room, where it all came 
out .. Mum had gone offwith another man and Dadfound out. Dad got very depressed, 

started drinking badly, got into afight at work - he was a delivery man - and was 
sacked. And then he had tofind a new house too. And I think Mum made a decision 

that she didn't want to take Jivan with her to the new relationship, because, to be 
honest, I think Jivan would have wrecked it. " 
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Jivares older brother had had similar difficulties at Greenacre and over the years there 

had been "a number ofdijftcult meetings with Mr Summers ", the boys' father. 

I had already heard, from Paul, the Deputy, about one of these "difficult" meetings. It 

had happened after the options evening for parents of Year 9 pupils. Among the 250 

or so people attending were Mr Summers and also Jivan, who sat at the side of the 

room with a group of friends. Miss Singleton, the teacher in charge, had asked Jivan to 

leave his mobile phone alone, as the audible tones were causing a distraction. When he 

continued to use it, he had been asked to leave the hall. Mr Summers had subsequently 

complained to the Head about Miss Singleton "speaking disrespectfully" to his son. 

Although the complaint had been responded to seriously at the time, the Senior 

Management Team had considered it an over-reaction on Mr Summers' part. Miss 

Singleton, an even-tempered teacher with good relationships with the pupils, was 

considered to have acted appropriately. To Mr Summers, however, it had been an 

unsatisfactory incident and one that he had returned to on more than one occasion. 

On the telephone, Mr Summers had listened to my initial explanation about the study 
before interrupting to ask if I could ring back in the evening. When I did so, he agreed 
fairly readily to take part in the study. 

I met with Jivan in school two days before his first PSP meeting. He sauntered 

casually into the room and listened good naturedly while I explained about the study. 

"Yeah", he agreed. "Ok. That's cool. " 

I liked his confident and easy-going charm and was pleased with his ready co- 

operation. However, I didn't feel - as I had with the two girls - that he was fully 

engaged with the process. Generally, I find that I am able to build quite good 

relationships with the teenagers I work with individually. With Jivan, it seemed that it 

might be a little trickier; there was a certain distance. I wondered how much this was 

connected to cultural issues and how Jivan would relate to the staff at the PSP 

meetings. 
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SettinL7 the Scene for Jivan's Initial PSP Meetin2 

I came across Mr Summers sprawled across several chairs in the school reception area. 
He wore a baseball cap pulled down low over his eyes, had his arms tightly folded and 
was clutching a mobile phone in one hand and a bunch of keys in the other. He was 
leaning the upper half of his body right over onto the next chair in a posture that was 
perhaps intended to appear casual, but looked quite uncomfortable. 

I introduced myself to him. He nodded an acknowledgement without making eye 
contact and I could see he was extremely distracted and agitated. He strode 

purposefully over to the meeting room with me, clearly unwilling, or maybe unable, to 

make conversation and seeming impatient for things to get going. 

Alistair, the Head, arrived, reporting pleasantly that attempts were being made to find 

Jivan, who hadn't turned up. "I suspect", he added, light heartedly, "that he may have 

gone to his Rugby lesson - he'd probably much rather be out there than in here! " 

Some members of staff attempted informal chit-chat to fill in the gap as we waited, but 
Mr Summers, with his hunched, tense posture and tight-lipped expression, was giving 
off strong messages that he was here for business. 

Alistair's suspicion turned out to be correct and it was a rather a disgruntled looking 
Jivan who was retrieved from the rugby pitch a few minutes later. He sat down next to 
his father, who continued to grasp his mobile phone and keys, as though his security 
depended on them. 

Jivan's Initial PSP Meetin2 

Present: Jivan Pupil 

Mr Summers Father 

Alistair Rushton - Head Teacher - Chair 

Beth Wood Head of Year 10 

Kim Barber Teaching Assistant, Inclusion Centre 
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Kathy Special Needs Teacher 

Carol Education Officer 

Gill Educational Psychologist 

In view of Mr Summers' high level of nervous tension, I felt relieved that this meeting 

was to be chaired by the Head. With a gift for appearing relaxed and in control, I had 

seen him deal unfalteringly with a whole range of parents - from the anxious and 
upset to the blazingly angry. 

His warmth and straightforwardness, along with his ability to find humour in most 

situations, made him popular with pupils, parents and staff alike. The school's Link 

Advisor, particularly impressed by the way Alistair would walk around the school 

exchanging friendly words with the pupils and staff, regarded him as a truly 

charismatic leader. 

Alistair began the meeting by addressing Jivan directly with a clear and positive 

message: 

"rhis is a meeting to help you and we don't want to talk about you; we would rather 
talk with you. It's important that you tell us your views. " 

Once we had all introduced ourselves, Alistair - looking more at Mr Summers now - 
gave an explanation about the PSP meeting: 

"So the purpose of this meeting is to say, 'We're worried that things seem to be 

getting worse. ' We all want to avoid exclusion, so we're meeting so that we can all 

plan together to work out how we can stop that happening. " 

The reports were handed out and Alistair began to read out the first section, the 
'Reasons for placing pupil on Pastoral Support Plan". Before he had finished, Mr 
Summers' pent up emotion suddenly erupted into a furious tirade: 
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"Yes, but I've got a point here! I've already complained to you about how Miss 

Singleton talked rudely to Jivan when he was checking his text messages! You can't 

expect respect if you talk to pupils like that! And that's what teachers do! They put 

pupils down! She said it in front of the whole school! If he'd been on his own, he 

could have said, 'Don't talk to me disrespectfully. ' And I'd have backed him all the 

way! " 

I began to understand that the crux of the matter was probably that this had happened 

"in front of the whole school. " Both Jivan and Mr Summers had lost face in the 

incident and Mr Summers wasn't going to forget it in a hurry. I wondered how Alistair 

would respond to his anger and also prevent the meeting from being sidetracked onto 

this past incident. I noted that he wasn't attempting to interrupt or defend his staff, 

while Mr Summers continued to express his views with considerable passion and 

indignation: 

66 4 cos teachers need to show respect to the pupils! I'm not having Jivan picked on by 

his teachers! They're there to help him learn! I know Jivan's not one of the brightest 

pupils, but I want him to do as well as he can at school! " 

At this point, spotting a potential point of agreement, Alistair intervened quickly: 

"Yes, that's an important point. We want Jivan to get good grades too ... Jivan, we're 
here to help ensure you get as good grades as you can next year. " 

Up until now, Jivan had been slouched in his chair with his head down, turned slightly 
away from everyone and appearing disinterested, although I suspected otherwise. At 

this point, he gave a barely perceptible nod. 

Alistair turned to the sheet of comments written by Jivan's subject teachers. These 

were quite variable. 

"Do you think your teachers are being fair here, Jivan? " asked Alistair, speaking as 
though there were just the two of them in the room. 
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"Yes, " replied Jivan, making his first contribution to the meeting. 

"Why is your behaviour good in some lessons and a problem in others? " Alistair 

questioned, reflectively, trying to shift the meeting onto a more problem-solving focus. 

"In some lessons, I used to mess around. But in Mr Hatton's class, when I turned up 
late with about six other people, it's only me who had to stay outside. The others got 
let in. " 

"Why did that happen? " demanded Mr Summers with irritation. 

"Let's explore this, " Alistair said calmly, "Why were you late, Jivan? " 

"Smoking, mainly. " 

"He's sometimes late in the morning, " inteýected Mr Summers, "because I'm a lone 

parent and he needs to get my little daughter to school sometimes, perhaps once or 
twice a week. " 

"Yes, " replied Alistair, choosing his words carefully, "The difficulty with arriving late 

though, is that it can get the whole day off to a bad start. " 

"I've told you the reason! " Mr Summers snapped impatiently. "rhere's a logical 

explanation! There's nothing I can do about it! So why are you still picking on him? 

Why don't you educate your teachers? " 

"'I feel that teachers in this school are generally very tolerant of Jivan" replied Alistair 

levelly, pushed to defend himself and his staff for the first time. 

"I disagree! I've seen teachers flip in this school. Why are the teachers picking on him 
if he's late, if there's a logical explanation? " 
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For a moment the two protagonists seemed locked in combat over an issue that went 

right to the core of the cultural differences between home and school. Unexpectedly, 

Kathy, who had prepared the paperwork, provided a way out, 

"Actually, the view of Jivan's teachers is that the punctuality problem is worse 

through the day rather than in the morning. " 

Alistair wisely took this helpful opportunity to move the meeting on. He suggested 
that they should focus at this stage on punctuality for lessons and afternoon school. It 

was agreed that this could be one of Evan's targets. 

"I know that you're often late with a group of friends, Jivan, " came in Beth, his Head 

of Year, "but you could be a role model. You're very popular in your year group and 
you could encourage the others to get to lessons on time. " 

Carol, the Education Officer, aware that the issue of morning lateness remained 

unresolved, attempted to offer a constructive way forwards: 

"Would it help if the school asked the Education Welfare Officer to come and visit 

you? " she asked Mr Summers gently. 

"No, we're OK! I don't want that. No! " he replied quickly and with a degree of 
finality that made it clear that the family would deal with their own problems without 
outside help. 

Alistair moved on swiftly to Jivan's argumentativeness with staff. 

"What leads you to losing your temper with teachers? " he asked Jivan. 

"Sometimes they shout right near my face. " 

After further discussion on this issue, a second target was added for Jivan: 6 7o speak 
to teachers politely and respectfidly. " 
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Beth then talked to Jivan about his tendency to get involved in other people's 

problems. Jivan shrugged, "It's 'cos teachers give stupid reasons for giving 
detentions. " 

His father turned to him, "Yeah, but that's not your problem, is it? " This comment 
implied Mr Summers' agreement with Jivan's negative view of teachers, but was also 
the first indication that Mr Summers was backing up the school over something - i. e. 
that Jivan should keep out of other's problems. This was added as a finther 

commitment for Jivan; although Jivan himself had shown no indication that he saw the 

point of this. 

Mr Summers agreed to the two parental commitments he was given: 

* Monitor homework and encourage Jivan to complete it. 

* Contact the school if there are any problems. 

School commitments included contacting Mr Summers over any problems and 
monitoring Jivan's progress on a fortnightly basis. In addition, Jivan and Mr Summers 

were offered, and agreed to, the opportunity of Jivan seeing Mike Powers, the 
Connexions Advisor. Alistair explained this service to Mr Summers, emphasising its 

independence from the school: 

"Jivan can talk to Mike about anything. For instance, if he feels a teacher hasn't 

treated him fairly, he can talk to him, as someone who is in an independent position. 
And that might address some of your concerns, Mr Summers. " 

This struck me as a skilful way of returning to Mr Summers' complaints and worries. 
Throughout the meeting I had felt that Alistair deliberately avoided responding to his 

attacks on specific teachers, letting him have his say, while all the time looking for 

points of agreement and opportunities to move the meeting on. Now, in rounding up 
the meeting, I felt that he was reassuring Jivan's father that he had noted his concerns. 
Moreover, he was suggesting a potential mechanism for dealing with them. 
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Having reached this note of agreement, Alistair took the oppommity to stress the 

importance of working together: 

"If Jivan can play each of us off against each other, he's going to fail. The only way 

we're going to bring the best out in him, is to work together. " 

Mr Summers nodded. He seemed more comfortable now, no longer the tightly coiled 

spring. He had got things off his chest and was perhaps beginning to feel that the 

school staff really wanted to help Jivan. 

"Thanks for coming, Mr Summers". continued Alistair, "I hope you feel it's been 

worthwhile. I know we've had our disagreements. That's life. But, I hope you feel 

we're here to help Jivan. " 

This was a powerfully direct and positive message to end what had been, at times, a 
difficult meeting. In terms of Jivan's participation, it had been less than satisfactory. I 

felt that this was largely because his father had played such a dominant role in the 

meeting and had often spoken for Jivan. At various points, the meeting had become a 

two-way dialogue between Mr Summers and Alistair, with Mr Summers making 

accusations and Alistair trying to move things forward. Despite this, Alistair and his 

staff had found opportunities to speak directly to Jivan and Jivan had played a role in 

the meeting. 

As in Tiffany's meeting, the emotional levels had been high. However, whereas the 

sadness of Tiffany's meeting had united everyone in compassion, the anger of Jivan's 

meeting had been divisive, acting as an invisible barrier to collaboration and seeming 
to force us to take sides. For my part, while I had tried to view the meeting as neutrally 

as possible and understand the issues from Mr Summer's viewpoint, I was aware that 

my main sympathies lay with the school. And with Jivan, a young man caught in the 

middle of two different worlds, each with their own value systems. 
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I hoped that the glimpses of agreement and collaboration achieved towards the end of 

the meeting would be enough to secure Jivan's commitment to his PSP. 

Jivan's Views on his Initial PSP Meetin 

Whereas Tiffany and Ayesha both took a reflective, serious approach to their 
interviews, Jivan, at least initially, gave mostly brief, impulsive and often dismissive 

answers. Only at the very end of his interview did he begin to engage more 
thoughtflilly with the questions. Until then, I felt that his responses communicated - or 

were intended to communicate - his feelings of indifference towards both his PSP and 
the interview. Perhaps this wasift surprising; he had just taken part in a PSP meeting 
dominated by his father's criticisms of the school. He would presumably, therefore, 
have felt uncomfortable expressing any kind of real commitment to a process set up by 

the school. I also sensed that the fact that I was present at the contentious PSP 

meeting added an unwelcome barrier to our communication during the interview. 

General views on the meeting 

Jivan's initial responses clearly indicate his dismissive attitude towards his PSP 

meeting and also my difficulties in trying to engage him in the interview: 

"How do youfeel the meeting went? " 

"It was horing ". 

"How was it boring? " 

"Itiust was. I don't like meetings. " 

"How didyoufeel when you were in the meeting? " 

"Bored. " 

"And wereyou nervous? Anxious? " 
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"No. " 

"Justbored. You would rather have been in Games? " 

"Yeah. - 

"What didyoufInd helpful about the meeting? " 

"Nothing. " 

Jivan initially portrayed himself as having little control over the process: 

"They werejust talking about my behaviour, so I had to talk about that. " 

Later, with prompting, he revised his views a little, declaring that "we all got to talk 

together, hadn't we? " 

Despite referring to talking together, Jivan did not seem to pick up any messages about 
the willingness of the school staff to work together with him. Like Tiffany and 
Ayesha, he referred to the threat of exclusion as being a motivating factor: "I don't 

want to get kicked out ofthe school. " Unlike them, however, he seemed to feel that the 

required improvement in his behaviour would depend on him alone. He stated that the 

meeting would help him "not a lof 'to change his behaviour "'cos really it's down to 

me, innit. " 

Interestingly, Jivan reported that he felt the meeting was " very" fair and that he felt 

supported "a little". but only by his father (Appendix 12, Table 4). 

Preparation 

When I asked Jivan to rate how prepared and ready he felt for the meeting, he 

responded with a "I" i. e. "not at all" (Appendix 12, Table 4). This was the lowest 

rating given by any of the pupils to any of the questions. However, he later reported 
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that his preparatory meeting with Mrs Barber, the Teaching Assistant from the 

Inclusion Department, was "a little" helpful, "'cos I knew what we were going to talk 

about and everything". Interestingly, he seemed genuinely surprised when I referred 

to Mrs Barber's presence at the meeting, even though he had been present for the 

initial introductions: 

"She was there, was she? I didn't know that! I didn't know she was there. " 

Did this reflect Jivan's disengagement from the meeting or a more general difficulty 

for pupils in taking in information during, and particularly at the start of, potentially 

stressful meetings? 

Like Tiffany, Jivan had also talked to his fhends before the meeting. However, 

whereas Tiffany's friends encouraged her to be "good", Jivan's seem to have 

collaborated in his negative views about the process: 

" We wasjust moaning how stupid it is. My other mate that had one was telling me 
how boring they are. " 

How difficult for Jivan, I reflected, when the school culture clashed so much not only 

with his home culture but also that of his peer group. 

Participation in the meeting 

Jivan reported that he did not speak much in the meeting and did not play a very 
important part. Despite this, however, he felt that he gave his views - and, perhaps 
suiprisingly, that people listened to these "very much" (Appendix 12, Table 4). 

Jivan could not recall any of the targets set at the meeting and claimed that Mr. 

Rushton had set them all himself- 

"I didn't really set any of them, innit? He was there, flapping his gums about the 

targets, wasn't he? " 
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This disrespectful comment about the Head Teacher epitomised Jivans critical attitude 
towards the school, which in turn, reflected his father's critical attitude. I felt 

concerned that from Jivan I was not picking up the idea of collaboration so much as 

confrontation. 

Suggestions for improvements 

Jivan told me that if he were a head teacher of a school, designing PSP meetings, he 

would 

"let the kid have more say in it... 'cos then he can set his own targets and he can say 

what he thinks ofit. " 

He stated that he would have been helped to participate by the Head Teacher, Mr 
Rushton "shutting upfor a bit and letting someone else speak " 

It had seemed to me that it had been Jivaifs father's critical contributions to the 

meeting that had, at times, led indirectly to Jivan! s exclusion from the main discussion. 
Ironically, it had been the Head who had persisted in leading the focus back to Jivan 

and asking him for his views. The important issue here, however, was that Jivan 

would have welcomed the opportunity to be more actively involved in the meeting. 

Views on taking part in the study 

Jivan returned to the theme of pupil participation at the end of his interview where he 

gave his most thoughtful responses. Since they seemed to reflect most accurately his 

genuine perceptions and views, I feel that it is worth reporting this section in fiill: 

"Do you think it's important that we should look at the way that PSP meetings are 

carried out? " 

"Yeah. 'Cos the kids should get more say and the parents, because like, you and your 
dad and yourparents know what you are like. Teachers don't really know. . 411 they 

see is what you're like in school. " 
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"And is there anythingyou would like to see changed as a result of this study? " 

"Yeah, give the kid more say in the PSP, 'cos the meeting "s about him, but this 

morning I didn't say a lot. It was all Mr Rushton that said everything. " 

"How do you feel about taking part in this study? " 

7 reckon it's good, because, you know, I didn't get much say, but kids later on should 

get more say in their meetings. " 

Mr Summers' Views on Jivan's Initial PSP Meeting 

Since Jivads PSP meeting had been moved to the final slot of the morning, I took the 

opportunity of asking Mr Summers if I could interview him immediately afterwards. 
He agreed, accompanying me, in sombre silence, to another room. Once the tape 

recorder was switched on and the interview began, he spoke quickly, easily and 
decisively, returning to certain key themes again and again. He sat facing slightly 

away from me and avoided eye contact, continuing to hold his keys and his mobile 

phone and frequently unfolding his arms to use agitated gestures as he talked. I was 

aware that the jangling of his keys could be detrimental to the tape recording, but 

resisted asking him to put them down in case it impeded the flow of his ideas or 

perhaps even offended him. At one stage he did put his keys down, only to scoop 
them up again seconds later. 

Given Mr Summers' critical views in the meeting and his still serious expression as we 

prepared for the interview, I anticipated that his responses to my questions might be 

equally negative and critical. As with Mr Ahmed, however, I was surprised by the 

answers I received. Whereas Mr Ahmed, so seemingly compliant in the meeting, had 

been more critical than I expected, Mr Summers, so critical in the meeting, was now 

relatively upbeat. 
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General views on the meeting 

Unlike his son, Mr Summers had clearly picked up the message that the purpose of 

PSP meetings is to help pupils. In his first words in the interview, he gave this 

suiprisingly positive assessment of how the meeting had gone: 

"I think it was A you know, because I think they're a good thing. Like they said, 

they're there to help Jivan... that's what we're trying to do. " 

When I asked Mr Summers what he found helpful about the meeting, he referred to 

two aspects also referred to by Mr Ahmed: 

"Basically, they're all there trying to help and, you know, positive things were said 

about him. " 

Later, Mr Summers' views on the importance of positive comments were confirmed 

when I was questioning him about the importance of different aspects of PSP meetings 

(Appendix 12, Table 5); he gave the highest rating (4) to the item "hearing some 

positive things about your child to start off with ", adding decisively, "that's good". 

Whereas Mr Ahmed, however, felt "very mucW'that the meeting would help his child 

change her behaviour, Mr Summers felt so only to "a little" extent (Appendix 12, 

Table 5). His explanation of why he couldn't feel totally optimistic reveals the extent 

of his mistrust of teachers as well as the uncomfortable clash of cultures between 

home and school: 

"There'll be a teacher somewhere along the line who will have a go at him and he will 

react like he was brought up to do and I'll support him 100% Hewillbedowninthe 

office, yet that teacher don't get sent down to the office. So it will happen again. It 

might not be asfrequent, but it will happen again. " 

Mr Summers stated that he thought the meeting was fair to "a little" extent, but that he 

did not feel very well supported. Perhaps this latter comment reflects the differences of 

opinion expressed during the meeting. 
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Preparation 

In contrast to Mr Ahmed who felt "not at all" prepared for his meeting, Mr Summers 

felt "very much" prepared (Appendix 12, Table 5) and stated that he was "well 

informed'by the school. He received an "informative, very good' letter which 

"explained everything" and had also had a helpful meeting with Mrs Wood, Jivan's 

Head of Year: 

"It let me know the steps they were going to take, or the best wayforward, she 

thought, for Jivan, to keep him in schooL " 

Participation 

Mr Summers felt "very" involved in the meeting, considered that he played a "very" 

important part and that people listened to his views "a little" (Appendix 12, Table 5). 

He explained that he didnt feel nervous "at aff', and was able to give his views 

fi-ankly and fully: 

"IfI did disagree with what they said, I told them. That's the way I am. There were 
things I didn't like, which I told them about. And its what happens in schooL I never 

feel threatened; I speak my mind, which is the way I told my kids to be. Getitacross, 

but there's a way to do it. As long as people are respectful to you, you do it back " 

Whereas Jivan perceived the targets to have been set by Mr Rushton alone, Mr 

Summers stated 

" We agreed them together, didn't we? " 

Disagreement with the school 

Although Mr Summers was relatively positive about the PSP meeting, he continued to 

be critical of the way that the teachers deal with pupils: 
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"Teachers need to be educated. I know they got a tough job, they're there and they get 

agitated, they get annoyed and theyflip and when the student responds, then they tell 

them they're nide. " 

On seven separate occasions in his interview, Mr Summers stated that he disagreed 

with the school over, variously, their view of Jivan! s behaviour, the way they dealt 

with him or their decision to place him on the PSP. For instance, 

"I disagree with all the times he has been referred, because sometimes he's been 

suspended and sent home and it was pathetic. " 

In one of his comments, it is possible to see the internal struggle Mr Summers seemed 
to be having in accepting the school's view of his son: 

"I really don't think there is a problem with Jivan, I really don't. And that's my view. 
And when they say he's swearing and ejfIng and all that, Ijust can't see him being like 

that. But I know he must do. It might be a release, because he doesn't do it - he's not 
like that home at all, he's nothing like the child they say he is here. " 

On three of the seven occasions when Mr Summers stated his disagreement with the 

school, he then went on to add that he would support the PSP because " ifthey think 
that's what it takes to help him, I'll do it ". The following comment reveals just how 

closely Mr Summers' and the school staff s aims for Jivan converged: 

"I don't want him to be expelled. 'Cos he's not bright, but he can get by at school and 
Ijust want him to stay in school, enjoy school and come out with some qualifications 
at the end ofit. " 

The importance of respect and feelings of responsibility for Jivan's behaviour 

Like Mr Ahmed, Mr Summers raised the issue of how he had brought his child up. 
For Mr Summers, however, this issue was so central to his concerns that he returned to 
it on five separate occasions. He made it clear that he had his own standards and 
expectations for his son, although sometimes these clashed with those of the school: 
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"Ifsomeone's shouting in hisface, I don't expect him to be nice back I don't. Ifa 

guy shouts atyou, shout at him -that's the way I brought him up. That's myproblem. 
He's only doing what I taught him over the years, which is a bigpoint, you know. And 

I don't think he's doing nothing wrong. " 

Mr Summers' strong views on how he, as a father, had brought Jivan up were closely 
interlinked with his equally strong views on the importance of respect. I asked him 

whether he felt that people were respectftil to him in the meeting. Somewhat 

surprisingly, he replied, "yes, very. " Given that this was a man who spoke his views, 
as he himself told me, openly and plainly, I believed him; he was clearly able to accept 
that the differences in views expressed in the meeting did not mean any lack of respect 

on the school's part. I reflected on how incompletely I would have understood Mr 

Summers and his views had I not followed up my observations of him in the meeting 

with this interview. 

I was interested to see, when I questioned Mr Summers about the importance of 
different aspects of PSP meetings, how he would respond to the issue of blame, i. e. 
ed people at the meeting being clear that they are not blaming youfor your child's 
difficult behaviour". In fact, whereas Mr Ahmed had rated this item as a"I" (not at all 

important), Mr Summers gave it a very emphatic "4" (very important). I attempted to 

question him further: 

"That was a definite 4. You seem tojeel that that's important. Caniffeel, 

sometimes, as a parent, thatyou are being blamed? " 

"No, not at all. Jivan is exactly the same as me. It's how I brought him up. And I told 

all the teachers. Ifyou bad mouth me, I'm going to bad mouth you. That's the way I 

talk... I have no problems with that at all. " 

Like Mr Ahmed, Mr Summers seemed much less comfortable talking about the issue 

of blame and much more comfortable talking positively about the way he had brought 

up his child. 
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Suggestions for improvements 

Mr Summers did not have any suggestions for improving PSP meetings, since: 

"It's donefairly well, 'cos it hits all the issues that need to be looked at. It covers all 
thepoints. " 

Views on taking part in the study 

Although Mr Summers had little to say about taking part in the study, he raised a 

pertinent point about the need to be given more information on PSPs: 

"... it'd be nice to know how many of these really work... Hat is the percentage of the 

people turning it around and getting better grades or doing better at school? Does it 

really help the child? That's the bottom line. " 

The Professionals' Views on Jivan's Initial PSP Meeting 

General Views of the Meeting 

The professionals varied in their views on how the meeting had gone. Beth, Jivan's 

Head of Year, expressed a frustration and despondency that clearly arose not just from 

the meeting, but also from prior experience with the family: 

"I thought there was a terrible atmosphere going in, because I knew that Dad was not 
going to be very supportive ... I've obviously had a lot ofilealings with him in the past 

and it's always the same situation. It's 'Nat are you doingfor Jivan? ' It's never 
Jivan'sfault 

... I knew we were going to hit that brick wall ... " 

Later, Beth reiterated her concern and pessimism over the meeting and its possible 
outcome: 
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"I don't think it went Particularly well at all. AndIthink his dad has... got him onto 
his way ofthinking that, 'You are in the right and everyone is in the wrong'... I don't 

know how we're going to moveforward - .. " 

By contrast, Kathy, the Special Needs Teacher who supported Jivan in school, 

considered it 

"a very positive meeting. I think Alistair has the ability to bring out the best in all 

pupils and certainly the best in all situations and Ifelt that ... Mr Summers ... would 
leave this meeting thinking everyone was doing the best possiblefor Jivan'sfuture. " 

Alistair, the Head, was also optimistic, stating: 

"I think we got to where we wanted to at the end ofthe meeting. " 

Like Kathy, Alistair detected Mr Summers' change of heart during the meeting: 

"I wonder whether, at the end, he went awa quite pleased with it, because he made y 
his point in being able to get things offhis chest. And at the end ofit, Isensed that he 

actuallyfelt we were trying to do somethingfor Jivan. And when we got to the targets, 
he was quite amenable at that stage and quitepositive about what we were saying. As 

though he may have come to his senses during the meeting and realised it wasn'tjust 

an opportunity to beat Jivan with a big stick " 

Most of the professionals referred to two factors as making the meeting particularly 
difficult: firstly, Mr Summers' attitude and anger (which I will discuss in the next 

section) and secondly, the difficulty in engaging Jivan in the process. Beth considered 
that Jivan didn't "care about his schooling", adding later: 

"I don't even think it'sjust a schooling thing with Jivan. I think its accepting 

responsibility... " 

Carol, the Education Officer, gained a similar impression: 
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'Y don't think Jivan is too bothered about what anybody says to him about anything, 

quitefrankly. He's his own man, has his own agenda. " 

Alistair acknowledged Jivan as "quite a dijficult young man to get through to ... a bit 

'chip offthe old block. " He was empathetic towards him, however, perhaps partly 
because he knew Jivan and his family relatively well. He had also, at one stage, been 

Jives teacher and seemed to have approached his relationship with Jivan in the same 
level way he approached his relationship with Mr Summers: 

'7 actually taught himfor a year and although he and I didn't agree, we actually got 

on reasonably well. " 

I referred earlier to Alistair's account of the "tear ul afternoon" Jiv had spent in his fi an 
office, telling him about his difficulties at home, including his parents splitting up and 
his father losing his job. Alistair had commented sympathetically: 

"It all happened around the same time. I think; hasically, home life hecame even 
worsefor Jivan. " 

Perhaps the rest of the staff might have been able to empathise more with Jivan if they 

had seen more of this vulnerable side to him. 

One particular difficulty with this meeting was the last minute request to change times. 
Alistair explained the dilemma as follows: 

"It was Mr Summers who turned up at the offlice at 8 o'clock in the morning, suddenly 

saying he couldn't come at the original time ... I wanted some thinking time ... ft rs t ly, 

I wanted to talk to Paul about it ... And also, we didn't know whether the otherparent 
would agree to a swap. But, I didn't really want a PSP without Mr Summers being 

there, because [he] needed to hear what was said. And ifhe hadn't been there, he 

certainly wouldn't beparty to anything that was agreed. " 

It is understandable that Alistair decided to accommodate Mr Summers, especially as 
everything was already set up and the overstretched Education Officer booked in for 
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the morning. This decision, however, had a knock on effect on Mr Ahmed, as we saw 

earlier, and also on Jivan, as we shall see shortly. 

Dealing with Mr Summers' anger and confrontational approach 

Beth described Mr Summers as a volatile man generally: 

am always very wary when I'm speaking with him, because I think there's an 

explosive side to him. " 

Similarly, Alistair explained that: 

"He can be a lot worse... He got heated, but he can actually be extremely threatening. 
I mean, he's one of thefew parents I've dealt with, who Ifelt could have attacked me, 

on previous times on which I've had to deal with him. " 

Alistair felt that the 'fonnal structure ofthe PSP " helped: 

"It means that he realises how important it is. You've also got a lot of otherpeople in 

the sameplace, at the same time, who you can call uponfor evidence ... you've got a 

structure and an agenda to get through. " 

He added, 

"I think the commitments help because you know you want a specific outcome at the 

end ofthe meeting and'you've got something tofocus on... " 

He contrasted this with a less satisfactory meeting he had recently had 

"with a parent and someonefrom Shire Hall ... which wasn't a PSP meeting and there 
wasn't that structure and wejust went round in circlesfor an hour. " 

He explained that while he can sometimes "get quite annoyed" when parents are 
confrontational, the formal structure of the PSP "helps you manage yourself better and 
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feel calmer" and is "a real bonus ... for dealing with potentially difficult parents and 

situations. " 

I was interested in Alistair's approach of letting Mr Summers make his criticisms 

without appearing at all defensive. His reply reveals the importance of experience and 

self awareness: 

"I thinkyoujust learn it. I think I'm better than I was at it... I was prone to interrupt 

and try to put the opposite case too quickly. And I've learned that in some ways, you 
let them get it out oftheir system a bit. And also, once they've got it out oftheir 

system, you don't necessarily need to argue, answer them back. You canjust move on 

... because ifyou actually argue back with them, you go back to square one again. " 

Alistair also explained that criticisms by parents do affect him: 

"I do take them personally sometimes. It's one of the most stressfulparts of thejob, to 
be honest with you, when you or your school get criticised. But, I've got better at 
dealing with it. " 

Beth also referred to the hurtful effect of criticisms and the need to let them go and 
move on: 

"It's very dijficult when you have to sit there and listen to people belittling your 

colleagues and things like that, when you know that isn't the case. But, then you have 

to sort ofthink, 'Right, that's not what we're herefor. " 

Views on how prepared Jivan seemed 

Again, the professionals varied in their views on this issue. For instance, Kim, the 
Teaching Assistant who met briefly with Jivan beforehand, considered Jivan - as she 
had considered Ayesha and Tiffany - to be "very prepared ", while Beth considered 
him to be "totally unprepared". Carol, who also thought Jivan unprepared, added: 
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"He'd rather be out on the PEfield ... And I don't think he would have paid any 

attention to anybody saying what the meeting was about beforehand anyway. " 

To Beth, Jivan's initial failure to arrive at the meeting was an indication both of his 

lack of preparation and also his lack of commitment: 

"He didn't even turn up! But that's the way Jivan is. And I don't think it would have 

mattered what situation it wasfor Jivan. I think he'sjust very easy going. " 

Alistair reflected that the change of time made the situation more difficult for Jivan: 

"The one lesson he wouldn't want to miss in the whole week was Rugby. And I 

wouldn't be at all surprised that he almost deliberately went to Rugby because he was 

aggrieved that he was probably going to miss Maths or English with the original 

time... And that, in a way, set an unfortunate tone to the meeting. I think that Jivan 

arrived not happy about that. Andyet it was oftis dad's making, not the schools. " 

Views on Jivan's participation in the meeting 

Once again, there were varying views on Jivan's participation. Beth, fiustrated in her 

attempts to work with Jivan and his father, commented, ruefully: 

"I don't think Jivan had an awful lot to say. But, I don't think Jivan, to be really 
honest with you, really cares. " 

Kathy was more prepared to give him the benefit of the doubt: 

"He seemed a little bit anxious. Certainly he came in with a more Positive attitude 
than he normally does into lessons ... He was listening, he was answering and he was 

certainly notfiddling around at all like he normally does and he was very responsive 

to everybody, particularly hisfather, who told him to stop doing this and that a couple 

oftimes. Yes, I think he was very involved. " 
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Kathy felt that Jivan was helped to take part by the "the veryfriendly atmosphere " 

and the fact that Alistair talked positively about the things Jivan had done and how he 

could overcome his problems. Carol also referred to Alistair's skill in this respect, 

considering that this helped to draw Jivan back into the meeting after he had "switched 

oj . 
r,.. 

"I do think he began to be engaged by what Alistair was saying, because Alistair was 

verypersuasive and convincing. Towards the end [Jivan] was more involved with it. 

Both Beth and Alistair commented how confident Jivan normally was in giving his 

views. Beth interpreted Jivan's relative reticence in the meeting as a sign that he 

didn't care. Carol and Alistair, however, questioned whether it was partly as a result 

of his father's influence on the meeting. 

"I don't think that Dad helped him. Because his Dad was quite negative about afew 
things at the beginning that weren't particularly relevant ... A positive attitudefrom 
his Dad might have led him into doing and saying the right thing. " (Carol) 

'7 don't know whether it's because ofDad's performance earlier on, or whetherjust 

actually infront of dad in general, he's much quieter. Ironically, I think that Jivan 

would have been more setf-confildent on his own... And certainly, maybe he didn't 

want to sa something that contradicted what Dad had said earlier... And he was... y 

not going to be seen to be too co-operative as well. " (Alistair) 

Views on how prepared Mr Summers seemed 

The general view of staff was that Mr Summers had thought about issues he wished to 

raise and came in with a particular mind set. As Kathy put it, 

"Ifeel he came in with some aggression and ... he certainly had a bee in his bonnet 

about one particular incident and that had to be raised and he didn't waitfor the 

opportune moment. He kind ofbutted in at the beginning... " 
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Views of Mr Summers' participation in the meeting 

Everyone was in agreement that Mr Summers participated fully in the meeting, with 
Alistairjoking, "I don't think he needed any encouragement to be involved! " 

Carol, like Alistair and Kathy, felt that the meeting ultimately went well for Mr 

Summers, who "had the chance to say his bit and ... became engaged with what Jivan 

was saying. I# 

Kim considered that Mr Summers' strong reaction could be explained by the way he 

was feeling in the meeting, especially when he read the report on Jivan: 

"I think... the outburst was a reaction to him feeling intimidated. Hedidn'tfeel 

comfortable at all and when he was reading the thing at the beginning ... I think he 

was on the defence the moment he read it ... and then he wouldn't listen to what 

people were trying to say. " 

Carol, Beth and Kathy all referred to Alistair's skill in chairing the meeting. For 

instance: 

"Alistair was ... allowing him to give vent to hisfeelings about Problems and then 

bringing the whole thing around and ... being able to offer him -I won't say help and 

support, because he would have taken offence at that sort of offer, but that is infact 

whatAlistair was doing. " (Carol) 

"Atone point I almostfelt as if[Mr Summers] was taking over the meeting. Andthen 

Alistair tends to intervene and bring it back again, which he did. But, I think, if we 
hadn't had the Chair that we had, he could have taken over the meeting. " (Beth) 

Carol commented that had Alistair responded differently to Mr Summers' initial anger 

and engaged with the issues, "things could have got quite out of hand. " Similarly, 

Kathy recognised the importance of reticence when dealing with sensitive issues: 

"I think ifMr Rushton ... had talked about the assault on the Geography teacher in 

moredetail, that might have made it more difficultfor Mr Summers. " 
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The issue of punctuality 

Finally, an unresolved issue in the meeting was Jivan's lateness in arriving at school. I 

asked Alistair if he had deliberately let this go: 

"Yes, because it was going to be an obstacle to getting other things. I think Beth was 

annoyed with me at the end ofthe meetingfor not tackling it. And she saw me 

afterwa rds andsa id " We 've go t to do a referra I to th e Edu ca tio n Wetra re Offt cer 
And I said, "No, just hold on it. " Because it was interesting, I went to talk to Hetty 

Key, who is Jivan's newform tutor this year. And she said that Jivan hasn't been late 

in the morning once this term ... So in that sense, afterwards, Ifelt a bit vindicatedfor 

not pushing it ... And the reality of it is, where he's playing the system, ... is where 
he's being deliberately late to lessons and deliberately late in afternoon schooL And 

let's get that sorted and then let's move on to the next problem. " 

Alistair went on to explain that since becoming a single parent, Mr Summers had been 

wary of outside interference: 

"... he's a man known to the police and has a reputation and I can easily imagine 

that ifsomeone were to make a phone call to Social Services, he'd really worry about 
what would happen. " 

Beth clearly felt that, having spoken to Alistair, she understood Mr Summers better 

and also Alistair's thinking: 

"It was really good to speak to Alistair because he was saying, 'This is the situation... 
he 's frigh ten ed of los ing h is ch ildren ' ... andI th in k [A lis ta ir] han died it rea Ily, rea My 

well because it wouldn't have got anywhere and it would have ended up getting 
bigger, bigger and bigger 

... it was a 'no win " situation and we had no other option but 

to move onfrom that. " 
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Some General Reflections on Jivan's Initial PSP Meetin 

Analysing the interviews on Jivan's meeting confirmed to me just how different in 

tone it was from Ayesha's and Tiffany's. The professionals involved in the latter two 

meetings had, on the whole, expressed much more positive and supportive views about 
the meetings and towards the pupils. There had also been a good deal of agreement in 

how they had perceived the meetings. 

By contrast, the professionals involved in Jivan's meeting had varying perceptions on, 
for instance, how positive the meeting was, how successful the PSP would be and how 

committed to the process Jivan was. I felt that this was partly because of the clash of 

cultures between home and school, which made it more difficult for the staff to 

understand Jivan and relate to his viewpoint. Furthermore, Jivan's behaviour in the 

PSP meeting, in contrast to that of Ayesha and Tiffany, did not confonn to the staff s 

expectations of the ideal pupil. In fact he seemed to be almost the opposite: difficult 

to communicate with, distrustful and critical towards teachers and seemingly 
disengaged from the PSP process. 

The effect of this could be seen most vividly in the interview with Beth, the Head of 
Year. In Tiffany's meeting, she had shown a deep level of empathy and understanding 

and had offered herself in a motherly, supportive role -a role that Tiffany had both 

needed and accepted. In Jivan! s meeting, her past experience of defensive and 
blaming attitudes from Jivan and his father, made it much more difficult for her to 

empathise with either of them. 

The meeting was illustrative of Miller's (1999, p75) "culture of blame", with Mr 
Summers openly blaming the staff for handling Jivan badly and the staff privately 
blaming Mr Summers for influencing Jivan negatively. 

Jivan considered that an improvement in his behaviour was all down to him; unlike 
Ayesha and Tiffany, he didn't pick up the messages about working together. I suspect 
that this was partly because of his distrust of teachers and partly because the staff 
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weren't giving off such positive and supportive vibes as they had towards Ayesha and 
Tiffany - factors which would, of course, continually impact upon each other. 

Finally, I was surprised just how involved and lengthy my analysis of Mr Summers' 

and Jivan's interviews turned out to be. During their interviews, I had felt frustrated 

that Mr Summers was so repetitive and digressive, while Jivan said so little. Later, 

when I came to study the transcripts in detail, I realised that in Mr Summers' 

digressiveness and Jivan's reticence laid a richness and reality that shed a powerful 
light on the experience of the meeting for this father and son. 

Jivan's Reflections Six Weeks after his Initial PSP Meetina 

Six weeks after his initial meeting, I met again with Jivan who now had a broken and 

strapped up right index finger. Initially, he resumed his cavalier attitude towards his 
PSP, claiming with the kind of cool insouciance I felt he liked to convey, 

"If I'm messing around, teachers say, "I'll put it on your PST. It doesn't bother me. 
They can write what they want. " 

When I questioned him further, he explained that he only really messed around in DT, 

which he didn't like, and that PE, IT and "most of my lessons really" were going well. 
Despite this, he was not going to admit to finding his PSP meeting helpful: 

"All they told me is that I was on a PSP, gave me targets. There was no point to it. " 

We talked about Jivarfs targets and, once again, his comments suggested a passive 
indifference. For instance: 

"I don't know why I'm normally late for lessons. I just sit outside talking to my 
mates" 

I take my little sister to school 'cos it gets me out of school for a lesson" 
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He told me that he had met with Mike, the Connexions Adviser, who had seemed "ok" 

and would be discussing career options with him next time. Following his cue, I asked 
him what he would like to do in the future: 

"Something with computers - like making kids' computer games. My dad reckons I 

could do something with rugby, but I'd rather do something with computers. I'd enjoy 
it more. " 

Frustratingly, I felt once again that he was beginning to relax and open up just as we 

were reaching the end of our session. His most genuine comment was probably the 

one he made as we were leaving the room: 

"Dad asks me, when I come in, how things are going. He wants what's best for me. " 

Jivan's 'Half-Wav'PSP Meetina 

Everyone knew, in advance of Jivan's 'follow up' meeting, that things were going 
much better and this seemed to help get the meeting off to a good start. As 
Mr Summers entered the room he caught my eye and gave me a nod of 
acknowledgement. I could see that the tense defensiveness of the last meeting had 
been replaced by a more relaxed approach. Jivan, too, seemed different this time - 
more respectful and focused, almost business-like. 

Alistair began by emphasising Jivan's excellent progress: 

"Let's say, Jivan, before we get into any detail - well done! I was really worried 
about you at the first meeting, but you've made a tremendous improvement. In all the 
PSP meetings I've done, very few pupils have made as much progress at this stage as 
you have. Well done! " 

In contrast to his slouched posture at the last meeting, Jivan was sitting upright, 
listening carefully and giving eye contact to those speaking to him. 
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Jivan's progress was discussed in some detail; he was arriving on time in the mornings, 
had moved up a set in PE, was working particularly well in IT and RE and had even 
been given an achievement award for the improvement in his behaviour; the staff had 

been particularly impressed that - after some encouragement - he had agreed to 

receive this in assembly. 

He had established an excellent relationship with his new tutor, Hetty, a wonderfully 

warm grandmotherly figure, much loved by the pupils. Alistair had deliberately placed 
Jivan with Hetty with high hopes that she would be able to work her magic on him. I 

had once expressed surprise that she seemed to have so many challenging pupils in her 

tutor group. "I know! " she had chuckled, "Alistair seems to think I'm Superwoman! " 

Hetty explained in the meeting that she and Jivan would chat on a daily basis about 
how things were going and that Jivan would also sometimes pop up at lunch times to 

sit in her comfy chair and talk to her. Hetty spoke about the maturity Jivan showed 
within the tutor group and how much she valued him. 

"Well done Jivan, " said Alistair again. "You're really trying to meet those 

commitments. I feel that you're a more mature young man than you were eight weeks 

ago. 99 

Interestingly, despite his progress, Jivan had been heard to say that he "didn't give a 

stuff' about his PSP. I felt that this represented his own and his father's ambivalence 
towards the school and the PSP, and the tension Jivan must feel in wanting to do well 

and remain at the school while not disregarding his father's views and values. 

Alistair told Jivan that although there were areas that still needed to be worked on, if 

he continued to make progress in this way, he could "walk away from his PSP" at the 

next meeting. He then turned to Mr Summers and asked if the account he'd heard 
fitted with his perception. 

"Yes", replied Mr Summers, with an edge back to his voice, "bue'- stabbing angrily 

at the form - "I didn't know that there had been a couple of referrals from teachers! I 
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thought I was supposed to be kept informed! If you let me know on the day, I could 
discuss it with him. I'm involved in this too! " 

Jivan, previously so engaged in the process, looked down at the table. This return to 

the tension between home and school was difficult for him. Hetty explained that one 

of the referrals had only occurred the previous day, while Jivan had resolved the other 

situation by taking the initiative and going to see the teacher himself. The staff had 

decided to take the incident no ftu-ther, "in view of the maturity Jivan had shown. " 

Mr Summers did not seem totally reassured and returned to the theme of respect; 

"I've brought him up to be respectful. If a teacher shouts at him, I've taught him to 

shout back. I'll support him. If someone whacks him, he should whack them back. I 

know that's not your way, but I've brought them up that way. " 

Still Jivan looked down, and was only coaxed back into participating when Alistair 

began to focus in more detail on the targets. The meeting ended on a more positive 

note; Mr Summers commented that he was getting Jivan to bed earlier, which 

prompted tension-breaking laughter and comments such as, "We fully support you in 

that! " The Head thanked everyone, reminded Jivan of his excellent progress and 

urged him to "keep up the good work. " 

Jivan's Final PSP Meetin2 

Before Jivan's meeting, I had spoken briefly with Alistair. It was the first time I had 

seen him since hearing the disturbing news of his wife's brain tumour, but I was not 

entirely surprised to find him still upbeat and focused in his school role. 

He had mentioned that although Jivan still had areas to address, he considered that he 

should come off the PSP in recognition of the good progress he had made: 

"Otherwise, we'd have one completely de-motivated student and one disillusioned and 
antagonised Dad. We'd lose their trust. Anyway, I think we have other ways that we 
can tackle the remaining areas. " 
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Jivan strolled nonchalantly into the meeting room looking taller than ever. His hair 

was now braided into dozens of tiny plaits, each around I Ocrn long, sticking out 
dramatically from his head in all directions. Mr Summers, wearing his familiar 

baseball cap pulled down low over his eyes, came in behind Jivan, and sat down at the 

table with his arms folded. 

Alistair began by clarifying the situation: 

"Jivan, your PSP has now run for 16 weeks and we need to make a decision. I'll say 

straight away, we've made progress, but there's still more to do, especially 

considering the huge improvement at your last meeting. But, we are still in a much 

stronger situation than when we set out on this. In the main, you are a much more 

polite and respectfid student. " 

I was interested in Alistair's reference to Jivan as a 'respectful' student, possibly a 
deliberate attempt to make a connection with his father. 

Jivan's report was, indeed, rather patchy. He had resolved many of his problems 

outside lessons, but still had difficulties in terms of lateness to lessons and 
disruptiveness. Jivan listened with relaxed amusement to the account of his behaviour, 

laughing slightly when Alistair described him as previously being a "barrack room 
lawyer" for his friends. 

Hetty, Jivan's twinkly-eyed and empathetic tutor, gave a glowing report of the work 
he was doing in her rr class and his positive role within the tutor group: 

"He's now a leader and very well respected in the tutor group. It's a delight to have 
him in there. And if anyone disrespects me, he will tell them! " 

I knew that there had been a lot of work behind the scenes. Hetty was continuing to 
have daily chats with Jivan. She had mentioned previously that one approach she had 

taken was to talk to him about her visit to Jamaica. She had emphasised how 
impressed she had been with the respectful attitude of the Jamaican men towards the 
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women. It had also been Hetty who had talked things through with Jivan after some of 

the girls complained about his sexualised. language towards them; there had been no 

repeat of such incidents. 

'He just thrives on interest and attention from women. ' Hetty had enthused to me. 

'Yes, " I had laughed, "and thank goodness that you're so ready and able to give UP 

In the meeting, Hetty now turned to Jivan: 

"We've talked about the problem of smoking between lessons, haven't we? It's not 
just you. There are about five other pupils, aren't there? But we talked yesterday of 

you going onto a punctuality report to me. " 

The comers of Jivan's mouth tumed up. 

"You decided. I didn't, " he drawled with good-humoured irony. 

Mr Summers, who had not taken part in the meeting up until now, suddenly turned to 
his son: 

"You shouldn't be smoking anyway! " he told him curtly. 

"I hope that it will really help Jivan to be on a punctuality report to someone he really 

respects, " Alistair explained to Mr Summers, who was rocking backwards on his chair 

with his arms folded. Again - this word "respect"'. I now felt sure that Alistair was 
following this theme deliberately. 

Mike, the Connexions PA, said that he was making use of Jivan's skills as a natural 
leader: 

"A couple of times he has led other people away from trouble. I'm very impressed. " 
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Jivan had been interested in Mike's idea of a future place at a local college 

specialising in outdoor pursuits; they were going to follow this up and Jivan was keen 

to continue seeing Mike. 

"Is there anything you want to say, Jivan? " asked Alistair. 

"Yeah", he frowned. "On this report, it says I shouted obscenities out of the window 

to a member of staff. I didn't! It was to a pupil! " Jivan clearly felt wrongly accused. 

"Yes, I really can't see him being abusive to a member Of staff now, " Hetty came in 

supportively. 

"Mr Summers", asked Alistair, "how do you feel things have gone? " 

"I'm a bit disappointed with some of it", he replied, still looking down at the report, 
"but it's ok. He's still a great kid. It's like I've said before, it comes down to the way 

some teachers approach things. I've brought him up to respect people who respect 
him. 99 

"Academically, things are going much better too, " said Alistair. "Jivan, I know your 

teachers are pleased. In fact you might even be one of our pupils who achieve five 
GCSEs at grades A-C. " 

Jivan and his father both looked a little surprised at this, and Hetty offered 

reassurance, explaining that the IT course, where Jivan was doing so well, counted for 

five GCSEs. 

"Well, " Alistair smiled at Jivan, "The PSP has been a success overall. Things have 

really moved on. I feel that you should come off the PSP because that's for pupils that 

we have really serious concerns about. "' 

Jivan nodded. 
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"You will still receive some support from Mike and also from the Special Needs 

Department, to check how you're getting on. And you will be working on your 

smoking and lateness with Mrs Key, your Tutor, using the punctuality reports. " 

"Will he bring those home? I'd like to keep track of thený', said Mr Summers. 

The staff seized enthusiastically on this suggestion, probably the most supportive and 

constructive contribution Mr Summers had made in all three meetings. I was 
interested in the timing of it. Mr Summers had spent most of the meeting with his 

arms folded and head down, often rocking back on his chair as though playing the role 

of a disaffected schoolboy. Suddenly, now, at the end of the meeting, he seemed to 

revert to being the father again. Was he perhaps feeling less defensive and more 

relaxed now that Jivan was "off the hook"? Did he feel that he now had evidence of 

the school's good intent toward his son? 

"Thank you for your support, Mr Summers, and congratulations Jivan! " beamed 

Alistair as he stood up and shook hands with both of them. 

The conclusion of this meeting felt much more satisfactory than Ayesha's, even 
though, like Ayesha, Jivan still had a number of areas to work on. Alistair had 

explained clearly to Jivan and his father why the PSP should finish. And Jivan was 

now under the very positive influence of an exceptional tutor who seemed to embody 
the spirit of "pastoral supporf'. 

He was clearly still not the most conforming or committed pupil in the school, but 

perhaps he was now a little more "on board. " And how interesting, I reflected, that for 

all his initial antagonism, Mr Summers had been the one parent in the study who had 

demonstrated his level of support by attending all three meetings. When Hetty 

mentioned how relaxed and chatty Mr Summers had been as they had walked over to 

the meeting room together from the reception, I couldn't help remembering the tense 

walk across for Jivan's first PSP meeting. Clearly, the PSP process had led to benefits 

that went beyond Jivan's behaviour. 
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Jivan's Final Reflections on his PSP 

Two weeks after Jivan's final PSP meeting and just before I was going to meet with 
him for the last time, I bumped into Hefty in the staff room. 

"Jivan is doing great, " she announced, cheerily, "and I think we've finally won Dad's 

trust. He has just written me a very nice letter explaining why Jivan will need to miss 

a day's school; it's the first time he's ever written to me! Some black parents believe 

we want to throw their children out, but I feel now that Mr Summers is convinced that 

we don't. " 

Jivan, too, when I met with him, seemed more relaxed, although he began 

characteristically by conveying his indifference: 

"What did you expect to happen at the meeting? " 

"I felt I would get kicked out. " 

"So how did you feel when you heard you were coming off your PSP? " 

"It didn't bother me. " 

"Did you feel relieved? " 

"Not really. I've been on every kind of report at this school. The PSP was just like 

another report. " 

We discussed the measures put in place to help keep Jivan on the right track and I 

asked if he thought they would help. He replied with a shrug, 

"It all depends on me really, on my behaviour. I don't really think about that. I just 

take life as it comes. " 
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Neither was he impressed by Mr Rushton's optimistic predictions about his GCSEs, 

claiming, 

"He was just talking rubbish - to make me try harder. " 

Gradually, as on the other occasions I had talked with Jivan, his defensive front and 

nonchalant attitude became less apparent. He admitted that he himself had changed: 

"My behaviour's changed a little bit - you've got to try harder in year 10, haven't you? 
My tempers gone down a little bit -I don't flip so easily. Most of the lessons I'm 

doing now are ones I've picked. I get on with most of my teachers this year. " 

What had helped him, I wondered, to make the change? 

"'Meeting with that Mike Powers bloke from Connexions. I talk to him and he gives 
me advice and stuff. My tutor helps me too. We have a talk in registration after lunch. 
She asks me how I am and if I'm okay. " 

"Yes, " I smiled, "I've just seen Mrs Key in the staff room and she told me how well 
You're doing. She's got a lot of faith in you, hasn't she? " 

"Yeah, she has, " replied Jivan solemnly. 

For the first time, he began to talk at some length about his previous behaviour 
explaining that he was always swearing at teachers. When his Geography teacher tried 
tO give him a detention he told him that if he didn't stop shouting in his face he would 
Push him down the stairs. "That's probably one of the reasons I was put on a PSP, " he 
]reflected. 

'-ý"Icouraged by Jivan's openness, I broached the subject of whether he found it 
difficult that his father and the school staff sometimes had different views. Jivan 
Ilodded, 
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"Yeah, 'cos no one is going disrespect me. If someone hits me, I'm going to hit them 

back. But then I'd be the one to get in trouble with the teachers. " 

Right at the end of my time spent following Jivans progress I felt that I had got to 
know him a little better. 

Some General Reflections on Jivan's PSP 

Ironically, considering the differences of opinion that still existed between Mr 

Summers and the school staff and considering the explosive initial meeting, this was a 
PSP where all the very best elements of the system were evident; it was pastoral, it 

was supportive and it did lead to home and school working together much more 

effectively. 

For Jivan, the task of steering a careful path through school life while remaining loyal 

to family values was still going to be challenging. I hoped that the support and trust of 
key people, particularly Hetty and Mike, and the improved relations between home 

and school might be enough to keep Jivan on track and at Greenacre. 
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Chapter 8 

Providing Feedback to the School Staff and to the Participants 

"Formality with humanity - thafs what we should aimfoe, 
A Head of the Yees comment on PSP meetings 

Feeding Back the Results of the Studv to the School Staff 

Early in the spring term of 2004 1 had completed a report for the school surnmarising 

the results of my analysis of the interview data and my observations of the three PSP 

meetings (Appendix 11). 1 later sent flyers (Appendix 13) advertising the twilight 

feedback session, which had to be fitted in around Ofsted preparation and other 

training needs within the school. My research diary gives a condensed account of the 

session. 

2-9.4.04: Pasmiation of f4sults to-&mnacrt lataff 

At the end of a 9ml dal of persistent hmi rain, a group of ton 6iroonacre staff (Senior 

Managers, Pastoral Heads and Special Needs Teachers) turned up In one of the French 

room. 'rhem was a pleasant atmosphere of good-humoureA camaradtrit as we, helped 

ourselves to mu96 of tea and slices of home made cau6 brought in tj two of the, 6pocial 

Needs Teachers. 

ThO 6t3ff SuMM inte-ro6tod as I pro6onted the, rmh, particularli, I folt, in the. ommpW 

and anetdotm It ozzurrod to mo that a narrativo actount - had it not bw be4ot vith 

confidembalitl difficultie4 - would havo bm tvrm moro ongaging. Thtir commonh re-min4eA 

mo of tho tucher peýmpeztivr, thol comidmd that tho formalitl of the me4tingfi wa6 verl 

appropriato and that tho pupiI6 didift do6orvo too gontlo an approach. Ont. gone-raill 

61mpathe4ic IUM of Yur oncapsulatod manj tuchtri' frustratiom with tho commont: 

'What ometil art thm pupiI6 ap"ting? Thefvo con6i6tentli pu6hed at all tht boundarim 

Thol n"A wiom mmures at thi6 6tagC. 
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It wme4 to como 4own again to tho porception that thm pupils W chow to 4have, In 
thi6 wal and 6hould therefore, be, prepareA to tan the, cowquenew 

I Savo out 6lip6 containing a range, of po6sible, 6trat"W for improving tho P$? mr4ti"96 - 

all ari6ing from the, 6tudl. I felt heartened (and a little, 6urpri6M givtn tho fact that their 

wor4ng dal had starteA nino hours ago) tj the. focusM and profmional wal tho staff 

taddeA the. tast of prioritising thtm. each group quityll becamo ongros"d in animateA 
discussion as thq picreA t4 slips up and movo thom around. 

Whon we. collatod thoir choicos, on a flipchart, thm va6 a high dogm of a9mmont bttwe4n 

group6. Some, toachem wort promptod to mart additional tiuqgt6tiom Iwo having column6 

for po6itivt. and negativo commonts on tht 6heet pinned up on the. wall btfore, Ps? 

M"tin96. Thi6 vorl con6tructivo Idoa had originalll be4n raiuA in tho O-Aploratorl 

Intorviows. 

As ve completed the session the staff vore, alroadl talicing of possible vals of Implementing 

"me of the strategies. Thol voro particularil talcon vith the Idea of providing Arinting 

vattr as thol alroadl did this for partnte evenings. Providing a leaflet about P5? s for 

pupils and parents w6 also responded to vorl po6itiveAl bj all the groups. Ooth these 

strategies came from Ajesha. I smiled, to ml6olf later as I loaded ml equipment and 

materials Into ml ear boot. For all her difficultios Wth smolang and latonew Njesh3 

cloarll had some straightforward and appealing ideas, malbo she roalll did have the 

potential to be the, businesswoman she would Iwo to bocomo. 

A summary of the outcome of this session is given in Appendix 14. 

Concludint! and Continuini! 

In June 2004 1 sent a summary of the results of the study to all the participants with a 

covering letter (Appendices 15 and 16). This marked the official end of the inquiry 

phase of my study. However, the Greenacre staff and I still had future work to do on 
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the PSP system. And the storied lives of Ayesha, Tiffany, Jivan and their families 

would, of course, continue. 

In Part 3 of this thesis I will reflect on what I learned about PSPs and the research 
process and look briefly at how all our stories are continuing. 
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Part 3: 

Conclusions 

In this section I reflect on what I have learned about PSPs and the research process. 
Finally, I look briefly at the continuation of the various stories in this study. 
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Chapter 9 

Reflecting on the Study 

"... a core task ofeducation should be to help pupils to learn how to live with others, 

preserving their own sense ofsetf-worth andjeelings of competence and, 

at the same time, maintaining the setf-esteem and competence ofothers... 

the usefulness ofall aspects ofschooling, including academic attainment, 

pales into insignificance ifpupils are not taught the values and attitudes and 

competencies ofcreating and maintaining a sense of community. " 

Faupel, 2002, p 124 

In this study, I have attempted to fill a gap in the research by gaining knowledge about 

a littlc-known area. I have considered the sensitivities, subtleties and complexities of 

PSPs and the role of human interaction in the process by: 

9 observing three Year 10 pupils" initial PSP meetings 

* interviewing all the participants after the meetings in order to consider a range 

of perspectives, and 

* following up the three pupils through their PSPs in order to understand their 

experiences and gain their views. 

I have found the voices of the young people to be particularly powerful and moving. 
These are the pupil voices least likely to be heard on more prestigious occasions like 

school council meetings, open evenings and prize days. Yet each of the pupils 

underwent a unique experience and we have much to learn from their accounts. 

I cannot claim that the three PSP meetings are representative of all such meetings. 
However, conducting this study has given me an insight into the kinds of processes, 

relationships, thoughts and feelings that can be involved. In this chapter I will 

summarise my reflections on what I have learned about PSPs and, more generally, 

about the research process. I will then evaluate my study, consider what I could have 

done differently and reflect on ideas for future research. 
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Learnine about PSPs 

PSPs can be ethical and effective 

For me, the most unexpected and encouraging finding - given my initial concerns - 
has been just how ethical and effective PSP meetings can be when carried out 

collaboratively, supportively and in a genuine spirit of inclusion. While the three 

pupils varied in their degree of behavioural improvement, each one avoided exclusion 

and came off their PSP at the end of the 16 weeks. Even Jivan, so influenced by his 

social circle that he claimed not to "give a stuff' about his PSP, was nevertheless able 
to respond positively to the challenge and support it offered. Similarly, Jivan's father, 

so openly critical of the school staff, viewed his PSP as a genuine attempt to help 

Jivan and so was prepared to come on board. 

In terms of outcomes, the 100% success rate compares favourably to the previous 

year's cohort of pupils placed on PSPs, where only 70% remained at Grecnacrc at the 

end of the year (Appendix 6, Table 2). It may be that as a group the three pupils in this 

study had less entrcnchcd difficulties than some other pupils facing exclusion. 

Certainly, I can recall pupils who found it much harder to respond positively to the 

support offered. There were also personal factors relating to Ayesha, Tiffany and 

Jivan which - as I discussed in Chapter 4- seemed to help in achieving positive 

outcomes; for instance, their relative maturity, intelligence, honesty and confidence. 

Like so many other pupils on PSPs, however, all three had faced family difficulties 

and loss - factors which can make children particularly vulnerable (e. g. Khan, 2003). 
Ayesha and Jivan had both lost their mothers' presence in their homes and daily lives. 

Tiffany had temporarily lost her mother as she knew her (in terms of her health, 

appearance and maternal role) and feared that she might lose her altogether. In the 
light of these adverse circumstances, I could not fail to be moved by their resilience. 

I feel that the constructive and collaborative approach of the school staff, aided by the 

recent improvements in procedures, played a large part in the effectiveness of these 

meetings. The staff were empathetic and respectful, emphasising the pupils' strengths, 
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giving clear messages to the pupils and parents that they wanted to work together to 

turn things around and offering practical and emotional support to the pupils. 

When considering the effectiveness of PSPs, the avoidance of exclusion on its own, 
tells only half the story. Coles (2000) criticises evaluations of many projects 
addressing social exclusion for focusing only on measurable outcomes while 
neglecting to record views and attitude changes, so vital for long-term, sustainable 
success. I would agree that the subjective experience of the participants, especially the 

pupils as I followed them through the process, are essential in helping us to understand 
PSPs and their impact. While qualitative judgements are always more problematic, it 
does indeed seem that the PSP process had been a positive influence on the pupils' 
attitudes and continued to be so even after the formal procedure had ended. 

Following up Ayesha, Tiffany and Jivan over several months also confirmed how 

much we need to understand the pupils' progress on PSPs in terms of shades of grey 
rather than black and white. However well-intentioned staff might be, life outside 
school can continue to be challenging and unpredictable. Ayesha exemplified most 
vividly how an unsettled home life resulted in inconsistent progress and behaviour at 
school. Realistically, the PSP is not a vehicle for transforming pupils into angels. 
Rather, it represents a potential life raft to help keep pupils afloat and on course 
through the swirling currents of life. 

The pupils' perspectives 

While Ayesha, Tiffany and Jivan had different perspectives on their PSPs, there were 
some common themes that arose for all of them. All three felt that their initial 

meetings were very fair, although they did not feel particularly well prepared. Tiffany 

gained some moral support by talking to her friends beforehand, whereas Jivan's 
friends had talked about how "boring" and "stupid" PSPs were. This is another reason 

- and one I had previously overlooked - for good preparation: to counterbalance any 

negative peer influence. 

The theme of participation seemed to resonate with the pupils and I felt that they may 
have been influenced by the current political importance of children's rights as well as 
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my line of questioning. Ayesha and Tiffany appreciated being asked for their opinions 
in the meetings and although Tiffany and Jivan would have liked more input on their 

targets, all three pupils felt very much listened to. Hopefully, this respectful treatment 

may have helped the pupils to feel that they had moved a little way up the school's 
hierarchy of worth (Pomeroy, 1999). 

Although my initial research interest was on preparation and participation, I found that 

these issues were part of much broader themes concerning the way in which the PSPs 

were approached by school staff and parents. The factors which seemed most salient 
for the pupils in terms of helping them to improve their behaviour can be surnmarised 

as two main themes: pressure and support. 

Pressure 

* The risk of exclusion 
The seriousness and formality of the meetings with straightforward messages 

setting clear boundaries seemed to be very powerful for the pupils. They 

understood that if they didn't improve their behaviour they would be excluded, an 

outcome none of them wanted. Ayesha was shocked by the summary of her poor 
behaviour in the past and both she and Tiffany talked of the impact of being told 

what they could achieve at school and, conversely, what they could lose: "it's like, 

ý, ou've got this, but you could waste it. It made me realise " (Tiffany). 

e Monitoring from teachers and parents 
The pupils described receiving extra pressure and close monitoring from their 

parents and teachers while they were on their PSPs. Although, generally, they 
didn! t feel very comfortable with this, they recognised that it was in their best 

interests. Tiffany, who felt "pressured" by the teachers watching her all the time, 

actually suggested that it might have been helpful to continue on her PSP in order 

to keep "on track". This wasn't the kind of negative, critical pressure that Ayesha 

had expected in her first PSP meeting. Rather, it was a supportive, constructive 

pressure that gave the pupils helpful messages of care and concern. 
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Support 

Affirming and encouraging comments from staff 
The PSP meetings - and the follow-up support - provided opportunities for the 

pupils to receive compliments, rather than the criticisms they were perhaps more 

used to hearing. As Ayesha stated, "it helps when they say good things about you 

and it's nice to have teachers who would like to see you get somewhere in life. " 

Tiffany was "quite shocked" by all the positive comments and felt that they made 
her more confident about doing well on her PSP. While Jivan was less prepared to 

admit it - certainly to start with whcn he had the most to lose - his rcflections at the 

end suggested that the affirming comments from staff were just as important to 
him as to the two girls. For all the pupils, they helped to convey the all-important 

message that their teachers valued them. 

Support and understanding from school staff and Connexions Advisors 

All three pupils referred to the importance of being understood. They appreciated 
the staff being understanding and helpful both in the meetings and afterwards. 
They also valued the support of their Connexions Advisers. For Ayesha, it was the 

unexpectedly supportive attitude of the teachers in her initial PSP meeting that 

made her take the process seriously and want to do well; it made her realise that 
"the teachers do care". Tiffany appreciated that "the teachers are there, ifI need to 

talk". to help her stop "doing bad things" and stay in school. While Jivan initially 

claimed that the improvement required was all down to him, at the end he 

acknowledged the importance of the support from his tutor and Connexions 
Adviser. 

I was not surprised that the pupils responded so well to teachers who valued them, 
listened to them and tried to understand and help them. This was consistent with my 
own experience and the research (e. g. Pomeroy, 1999; Wise, 1999; Hamill and Boyd, 
2002). 1 did not expect, however, that the element of pressure in PSPs would also 
prove to be so important. It links back to a viewpoint from the exploratory interviews 

about the need for the meetings to be relatively formal and have official status. 
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Clearly when PSPs combine constructive pressure with genuine support, they can 

prove a potent experience for the pupils that can motivate and enable them to make the 

required changes in their behaviour. All three pupils saw themselves as having 

improved, particularly Tiffany, who stated that her Dad "couldn! t believe how much I 

changed. " Both the girls indicated that the PSP had been a chance to take stock. As 

Ayesha put it, "it made me stop and think. The PSP gave me another chance". 

The parents' perspectives 

Mr Ahmed and Mr Summers were both clear that they wanted their children to do well 

at school and would do what they could to support their PSPs. While Tiffany's parents 
did not attend the meetings, it seems that her mother gave her some good advice about 

removing jewellery and looking smart. When she finally came off her PSP, she 

reported that her dad was pleased and her mum so proud that she bought her "loads of 

clothes". This supports previous findings that parents - even those from disadvantaged 

groups - are committed to their children achieving success (Kinder and Wilkins, 1998; 

Crozier, 1999; Martin, 1999). 

Despite the confidence of the two fathers who attended the meetings, they both 

expressed a feeling that the school staff were largely controlling the situation. Mr 

Ahmed regretted that he had not been involved in setting the targets, regarding the 

agenda and points made as "down to the school anyway ". Mr Summers was concerned 
that "there'll be a teacher somewhere along the line who will have a go " at Jivan, 

provoking him to react and end up in trouble. As in previous research, parents can feel 
helpless and powerless in the face of school decisions (Cohen et al, 1994; Crozier, 
1999; Vulliamy and Webb, 2003). 

On the positive side, there were two factors which seemed helpful to both parents in 

the initial PSP meetings: 

The message that the aim of the meeting was to help thepupil 

Mr Summers gained a particularly strong impression that the staff really wanted to 
help Jivan, perhaps partly because of the Head Teacher's clear focus on this. Mr 
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Ahmed, unfortunately, missed the important introduction to the meeting, but did feel 

that the meeting would "very mucW' help Ayesha to change her behaviour. 

Thepositive comments made by the school staff 

Both fathers felt that hearing positive connnents about their child was helpful. Since 

the whole context of, and reason for, PSP meetings is so negative, it seems especially 
important to reassure parents that their child is valued. 

It is worth commenting on the way the three case studies illustrated the complexities 

of parental involvement. Tiffany's was perhaps the most successful PSP, despite 

having no parental attendance at any of the three meetings. Had her mother attended, 

as planned, it is doubtfid whether Tiffany would have spoken so openly and movingly 

about her home difficulties. This may, in turn, have resulted in less understanding 

attitudes from the staff. However, Tiffany found it very difficult to attend the meeting 

on her own. Perhaps the ideal situation would have been an initial meeting between 

Tiffany and a trusted member of staff to discuss sensitive issues, followed by the PSP 

meeting with Tiffany and her mother, this could have led to both Tiffany and her 

mother feeling more supported. 

Aycsha had flinched when her father sat down next to her and later explained how 

difficult she had found it to talk in front of him, as they were getting on so badly. At 

the end of the process, however, she acknowledged that the pressure her father had put 
on her had been helpful. 

Finally, there is the question of how Jivan may have been affected by witnessing his 

father's angry criticisms of the school; some members of staff felt that Jivan could not 
be seen to be too co-operative after that. On the other hand, if he was aware of his 

father's views (as seems likely), it may have been best for him to be present while his 

father and the staff discussed, and tried to resolve, some of their differences. And in 

the end, the PSP meetings seemed to bring about a significant improvement in the 

relationship between Mr Summers and the school. 
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In aiming for partnership with parents, we need to be fully aware of the potential 

sensitivities of the parent - child relationship, perhaps particularly so in the case of a 

young person. 

4. The professionals' perspective 

The professionals viewed PSPs as a generally positive strategy, with the Head Teacher 

particularly valuing the formal structure as helpful when dealing with angry parents. 

As a group, the professionals were particularly in tune with the feelings of Ayesha and 
Tiffany, understanding how difficult the situation must be for them. This might be 

explained partly by the respectful and responsive attitudes of the two girls; as Anne 

commented, "you're more likely to feel something for them if they accept the need to 

change". In addition, Tiffany's tearfid account of her home life elicited compassion 

and understanding from the staff. This is consistent with previous research suggesting 
that teachers given background information on challenging pupils feel more tolerant of 

their behaviour (Lloyd, Stead and Kendrick, 2001; Vulliamy and Webb, 2003). 

In Jivan! s case, most of the staff seemed unaware of his difficult home life. Moreover, 

he didn! t conform to a stereotypically ideal pupil. Generally, the staff found it more 
difficult to tune in to his feelings and there was disagreement over his commitment to 

the process. Luckily for Jivan, there were those who were willing to look beyond his 

resistant exterior, get to know him and win his trust. Many other pupils are not so 
lucky, as the exclusion figures testify. 

Similarly, the staff generally related more easily to respectful Mr Ahmed than to 

antagonistic Mr Summers. As Lasky (2000) found, teachers can find it less 

comfortable talking to parents who seem unsupportive or hold different values. Yet, 

as was confirmed in the interviews, Mr Summers shared the staffs wish that Jivan 

should do well at school. 
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ImDlications for Practice 

I am pleased to be able to address this section feeling much more encouraged than 

when I first set out on my study. My research has demonstrated that PSPs, at best, can 

be an effective way of focusing positive attention on pupils. They can provide an 

arena for making pupils feel valued and galvanising emotional and practical support to 

help them. 

In considering the best way to approach PSPs, the case studies have highlighted the 

importance of a number of themes and issues, many of which were originally raised in 

the exploratory interviews. 

Pupils 

In PSP meetings, pupils appreciate being treated honestly and asked for their views. 
They respond well to positive affirmations, understanding and expressions of help and 

support. They feel valued when teachers take an interest in them. In line with the 

views of Cooper and Upton (1991)which I cited in Chapter 2, pupils want to be 

respected and consulted, rather than controlled. All this can improve their confidence 

and their motivation to succeed on their PSPs. 

It is vital for pupils to attend PSP meetings, certainly at the secondary level. They 

need to hear the concerns and the positive messages and be part of the discussion 

about how to move forwards. At the start of my study, I had considered only the level 

of participation of pupils rather than their actual attendance, since the schools in which 
I worked involved the pupils automatically. Worryingly, however, in a recent study of 
PSPs by Bradbury (2004), the pupils did not attend in six out of twelve PSP meetings 
(see Epilogue). 

During their PSPs, pupils appreciate ongoing help and support from school staff and 

outside agencies, such as Connexions. They acknowledge that, while close supervision 

and monitoring from staff and parents can feel uncomfortable, it can help to keep them 

on track. Furthermore, because, in reality, success or failure on PSPs rarely occurs in 

such black and white terms, pupils who come off their PSPs benefit from follow-up 
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support and monitoring; those placed on PSPs are generally vulnerable and are likely 

still to be vulnerable even when the PSP has been completed successfully. 

Perhaps more than anything, this study has underlined the importance of pastoral care 
in the traditional sense. Marland (2001, p33) laments that, with the current focus on 

performance management, "one key aspect of pupil care has been almost suppressed - 
that is the value of empathetic, sensitive, personal caring relationships. " In the drive 

for standards, this is not an aspect of education that receives much priority or 

publicity. It is the aspect, however, that ultimately seemed to make the biggest 

difference to Ayesha, Tiffany and Jivan. 

Parents 

Parents value receiving information beforehand about the meeting and their child's 
difficulties. In the meetings, they appreciate hearing positive comments about their 

child and being reassured that the school staff are trying to help them. Like their 

children, they want to be treated honestly and respectfully and asked for their views. 

Parents may have different cultural values from the school, but there does not need to 
be agreement on every issue in order to work collaboratively to help the pupil. Parents 

generally share the same aim as the school staff for their child to do well at school and 
this can be a helpful starting point. 

This study suggests that even when there is conflict between parent and child or 
between parent and school, it can still be very beneficial for the parents to attend PSP 

meetings and be part of the process. In Bradbury's (2004) research, however, onlyjust 
over half the PSP meetings were attended by parents. Clearly, facilitating the 

attendance rates of both pupils and parents at PSP meetings is of key importance to 
their effectiveness. 
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In General 

In PSP meetings, it is important to give direct, straightforward information to pupils 

and parents right from the start and at every stage in the process. At the initial 

meeting, the Chair needs to be clear about: 

e The pupil's genuine risk of exclusion and the reasons for this 

The school staff s wish to work with the pupil and parents to keep the pupil in 

school 

At the final meeting, when a decision is made to conclude or extend the PSP, this also 

needs to be explained clearly along with any further arrangements to be made. 

When the formality of the meetings and the risk of exclusion are balanced by a 
genuinely supportive, constructive and caring approach from staff, this can provide a 

powerful impetus to pupils to try to change for the better. 

Concludin Thou2hts on PSPs 

As in Bibby's (2002) study of PSPs, there is clearly much to be gained by taking a 
humanistic approach aimed at understanding the pupil's perspective and working 
together with them and their parents in a collaborative way. 

Abdlenoor (1999, p8) states that the first task, in working with pupils and parents to 

prevent exclusions, is to "build trust, mutual confidence and understandine' and that 
this is communicated by style. The observations and interviews I carried out 
completely confirmed this for me; it was the warmth, resourcefulness and personal 
qualities of the school staff that ultimately convinced the pupils and parents that they 

were on their side. It was perhaps for this reason that the inherent tension in PSPs - 
their dual role in both preventing and achieving exclusions - did not seem particularly 

apparent. The Greenacre staff were focused on inclusion, not exclusion. 
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Parsons (I 999b, p 18 1) described PSPs as "hurdles" that the school must get over 
before pupils can be excluded. I referred earlier to PSPs as potential life rafts to help 

carry pupils through the sometimes turbulent currents of life. Thankfidly, for Ayesha, 

Tiffany and Jivan, it was the latter analogy which was more appropriate. 

I began with an ethical concern about PSPs and am ending with an ethical conviction: 

we have a duty to hold out these life rafts to the children and young people who 

need them; not because of children's rights, but because it is the right thing to do. 

Learning about the Research Process 

1. The value of narrative inquiry 

Initially, I felt unsettled by having to rethink my approach so radically from action 

research to narrative inquiry. I found, however, that by focusing on the stories of 
individuals I could gain a richer picture and more revealing insights than by analysing 
amalgamated case study information. As Connelly and Clandinin (1990, pIO) suggest, 
the great strength of narrative as a method is its "capacity to render life experiences, 
both personal and social, in relevant and meaningful ways. "' Emotion, they point out, 
is triggered by the particular and not the general. Certainly I feel that I could have 

missed a lot of the power and potential that was revealed by a narrative approach. 
This was perhaps most evident in the case of Jivan and his father. It seems strange to 

recall my flustration during the interviews when Jivan dismissed his PSP meeting as 
"borine' and Mr Summers continually digressed. I felt that these responses didn't fit 

with what I was looking for and would make the analyses of my chosen themes 

unnecessarily complicated. From the perspective of a narrative inquiry, however, 

these responses had their own validity and meaning, which added to, rather than 
detracted from, the findings. 

2. The value of developing a more honest and flexible approach 

I found the honesty of narrative inquiry refreshing. There was no pressure to aim for a 
perfect, airbrushed study, the problems and dilemmas which I encountered were not 
embarrassments to be covered over but valid aspects of the research process. Clough 
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(2002, p83) who looks forward to a time when ... messiness' of method" might 
66 emerge as a 'respectable' form of understanding", urges us to embrace more ethical, 

aesthetic and truthful methodologies: 

"The essential point is that educational researchers should assemble, within the research craft, an 
honesty and integrity of language with which to express the moral positions (as well as the 
methodological justifications) of their inquiry. This must inevitably call for new ways of seeing. " 

(Clough, 2002, p86) 

Over the course of this study, I feel that I have found a new way of seeing. 

I have also learned to be more flexible and open in my research approach, to "be 

prepared to follow [my] nose" (Connelly and Clandinin, 1990, p7). To begin with, 
having to throw away my carefully written plan made me feel unnerved and 
disoriented. In time, I felt liberated. The research journey became fresher and more 
interesting and led me unexpectedly back to my initial idea of studying good practice. 

3. The value of being more aware of the needs of research participants 

I believe that through carrying out this study I learned to take more account of the 

needs and perceptions of the other participants. The world does not stand still while 

we carry out our research. Just as in Tom Stoppard's (1967) play, Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern have a life beyond Hamlet, so too the Greenacre staff, pupils and their 

parents had a life beyond my research project. In this context, it is easier to understand 
how the staff came to make their own changes in their PSP system; a narrative inquiry 

made it easier to explain. Following this turning point in my research, I began to take 

more account of the school staffs needs and agendas. I became aware, for instance, 

that while they might share some of my concerns about the ethics and effectiveness of 
PSP meetings, they were more focused on issues of accountability and practicality. 

I also initially approached the interviews with pupils and parents from my own 

agenda, as a researcher, about what was relevant and important. I mentioned above 
how Mr Summers had concerns that did not fit well with my initial narrow focus on 
preparation and participation. Similarly, Mr Ahmed and each of the three pupils had 
their own concerns and perspectives. As I followed Ayesha, Tiffany and Jivan 
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through their PSPs, it seemed more natural and more revealing to try to discover what 

was important and helpful for them. By broadening my focus and paying more 

attention to issues raised by the participants, I hope that I have moved a small way 

towards balancing our different needs within the research. 

Evaluatinj! the study 

I will evaluate the study by referring back to my use of Clough and Nutbrown's (2002) 

criteria at the end of Chapter 4: 

1. Is it persuasive? 

Through the background information in Part One and the case studies in Part Two I 

have shown that PSPs represent an important issue in terms of the impact of the 

meetings on pupils, parents, schools and society in general. I feel that using a 

narrative approach focussed on just three pupils conveys the reality of PSPs and 

exclusions more powerfully than a large scale statistical study. It also highlights the 

often neglected role of human interaction in policy. From these perspectives, I hope 

that the reader is persuaded that my research is worthwhile. 

2. Is it purposive? 

I consider that I have been clear in my research aims andfuYllIed my statedpurposes. 
In my first research aim I asked a series of specific questions, which I have answered 
in the three case studies. In addition, the report written for the school about the initial 

PSP meetings (Appendix 11) summarises the issues relating to aims Ia ("What 
happens in the three initial PSP meetings? ') and Ib ("How do the participants 
experience the meetings? '). 

I have fulfilled my second aim by using a narrative approach to convey my 

understanding of the three initial meetings and the three complete PSPs. 
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3. Is it positional? 

In Part One I placed my study in context as follows: 

41 In Chapter 1,1 clarified my own starting position, both professionally and 

personally, in terms of my views about PSP meetings and the best ways of helping 

pupils to change. 

9 In Chapter 2,1 clarified the political context ofthe research, describing a national 

government agenda focused on social inclusion, with legislation aimed at driving 

down school exclusions. 

9 In Chapter 4,1 clarified the social context ofthe research, giving an account of 
Greenacre as an inclusive city centre comprehensive. 

4. Is it political? 

I feel that this research is effective in achieving change in thefollowing ways: 

Helping me to develop my own understanding and professional practice: The 

knowledge and awareness I have gained through carrying out this study will the 

undoubtedly inform me in future work with schools, pupils and parents. 

Helping the staff at Greenacre to evaluate their PSP system and find ways to 
further improve it: Feedback was given to the Greenacre staff about their PSP 

system, as outlined in Chapter 8, and further improvements were subsequently 

made. This aspect is not the main focus of my thesis, but a brief summary is given 
in the Epilogue. 

Potentially enabling other professionals to develop their own understanding and 

practice: Valuable insights have been gained about achieving positive 
collaboration between schools, young people and their parents. I would hope that I 
have given enough background information on the school and pupils for other 
professionals to make judgements about what might be useful for their own 
situation. 
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0 Adding to the public knowledge in this still relatively new and under-researched 

area: I consider that this in-depth inquiry contributes to our knowledge of PSPs, 

particularly in terms of the human processes involved, in a direct and accessible 

way. Although there is currently some uncertainty about the political future of 
PSPs (see Epilogue), there will always be a need for schools, pupils and parents to 

work together to avoid exclusions. I am convinced that any insights we can gain 
into this process are both relevant and beneficial. If the government's new agenda, 
"Every Child Matters" (DfES, 2003a), is to become a political reality, we need 

more than just impersonal statistics, but a genuine effort to understand the views, 
feelings and everyday lives of vulnerable children and their families. I hope that 

my study contributes, in a small way, to that process. 

What I Could have Done Differentiv 

In retrospect, it would have been much more straightforward ethically and practically 
if I had planned a narrative inquiry from the start. This would have allowed me to be 

clearer with the participants about the purpose of the research and offered a more 

coherent focus for planning, conducting and writing up the study. Personally, it has 

sometimes proved difficult to accept that the many months I spent developing an 

action research study are barely reflected in the finished thesis. I have needed to 

remind myself that the doctoral experience is not just about the final product, but the 

whole learning process complete with its challenges and opportunities. Fortunately, 

too, the enjoyment of writing narratively has proved an unexpected bonus. 

Had I planned a narrative inquiry from the beginning I would have approached the 
interviews in a more flexible way. I feel that in my efforts to keep to the format of the 

semi-structured questionnaire I sometimes failed to follow up interesting points made 
by the participants. As I progressed through the interviews, and began to be influenced 

by my change in direction, I began to use a slightly freer, more conversational and 
instinctive style. This seemed more natural, more successful at putting my 
interviewees and myself at ease and more productive of meaningful insights. I regret 
that not all the interviews were carried out in this way. In particular, I feel that it could 
have proved a much more successful way to engage Jivan. 
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Thinking Ahead: Ideas for Future Research 

Since PSPs have received so little attention from the research world, there are almost 
inexhaustible possibilities for future research. Here, I will concentrate only on ideas 

stemming directly from my own research. 

The experience of following up pupils through their PSPs and asking them to reflect 
back on the process has been fascinating. It would be valuable to take this further and 
talk to the pupils at a future stage - perhaps at school leaving - about how they now 

viewed the experience. What aspects do they regard as helpful, difficult and 

significant? The voices of pupils who were excluded following their PSPs should also 
be heard. 

It would be useful to seek parents' views at the end of the process. Although time 

prevented this in the current study, I would have been interested to know how they 

ultimately perceived their child's PSP and what they felt was important in helping their 

child. Again, seeking the views of parents of children who were excluded following 

PSPs would be equally valuable. 

One personal regret I have about my study is that I did not have the opportunity to 
interview any mothers. Moreover, as a white female, I may not have been in the best 

position to establish a rapport with a Black Caribbean and an Asian father, although 
both men approached the interviews with gratifying directness and their views 

constitute a unique and integral part of this study. In my professional role, I have 

found that mothers are more likely to talk to me on a very personal and emotional 
level. It is also mothers who generally have more contact with their child's school, as 
is reflected by their prominence in previous studies using parental interviews (e. g. 
Crozier, 1999; Vulliamy and Webb, 2003). 1 would have valued this perspective and in 

any future research in this area, would wish the voices of mothers to be included. 
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Epilogue 

"As researchers, we come to each new inquiryfield living our stories. 
Participants also enter the inquiryfield in the midst of living their stories. 

Yheir lives do not begin the day we arrive nor do they end as we leave. 

77ieir lives continue ... and their institutions and their communities, 

their landscapes in the broadest sense, are also in the midst ofstories. 
Clandinin and Connelly 2000, pp. 63-64 

In writing about human experience, the researcher not only selects and edits the 

content, but also determines "the starting and stopping points" (Clandinin and 
Connelly, 1994 p416). In reality, the narratives I have presented are forever 

continuing. While Ayesha, Tiffany and Jivan were all successful on their PSPs, to 

varying degrees, I would not want to suggest that theirjourneys were now over. 
Neither would I want to succumb to the dangers of a ... Hollywood plot'... where 
everything works out well in the end" (Connelly and Clandinin, 1990, p 10). 

I write this Epilogue as I conclude the writing process in January 2006. My aim is to 

acknowledge the ongoing stories, the messiness and uncertainties of real life. 

The Punils 

Following her PSP, Ayesha continued to show improved behaviour, attendance and 
motivation. Ile seven GCSEs she gained were at lower grades than she had hoped, 
but sufficient to get her onto a fashion design course at a local college. I happened to 
bump into Mr Ahmed in the city centre a few months ago. He was eager to tell me of 
his pleasure that Ayesha was doing what she wanted to do and to pass on his praise 

and thanks to everyone at the school who had helped her through a difficult time. 

Tiffany also continued to be much more settled at school, attending, working and 
behaving well, although still needing reminders to remove herjewellery. She gained 
an impressive bunch of ten GCSEs, including six at grades A-C. She is currently at 
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Greenacre Sixth Form. taking AS levels including Politics and Law, with the ambition 

of becoming a lawyer. 

Jivan, sadly, never got the chance to take his GCSEs. Tbroughout Year 10, he 

remained somewhat disengaged and gained several fiirther fixed term exclusions. A 

transfer to a full-time pre- 16 college course on sport and leisure lasted less than four 

weeks on account of his challenging behaviour. He is currently trying out various 
trades on a county training course at a different college. His younger sister, now at 
Greenacre herself, reports that this is going reasonably well for Jivan. 

The School 

The SEN staff at Greenacre have continued to make improvements to their PSP 

procedures. Some of the ideas we discussed were implemented almost straight away - 
like providing drinking water and adapting the forms pinned on the staffroorn wall 

prior to PSP meetings to invite both positive and negative comments. Others were 

worked on over time. We produced clearer, more sensitive letters for parents, which 

now offer the chance to bring a friend or supporter and are sent along with information 

leaflets on PSPs. Recently, the staff have introduced less formal "Pre-PSP" meetings 
for pupils not quite considered to be at risk of Permanent exclusion - something that 

Ayesha said she had wanted. 

Alistair, the Head Teacher, coped resiliently with the great sadness of his wife's death 

at the end of the summer term of 2004. That October, he calmly steered his school 
through a hugely successful OFSTED inspection. Greenacre was described as a "very 

good". "inclusive" school and praised for its leadership and management and the 

attitudes, behaviour and attainment of the pupils - an impressive turnaround from 

1999/2000 when the school was labelled as "underperforming". 

The Special Educational Needs department, led by Penny, received a particularly 
glowing commendation. The inspectors, who took away the PSP paperwork to show to 

other schools, stated that "the quality of information provided to teachers through 
individual education plans or pastoral support programmes is exemplary". 
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One bright, chilly morning several months after the inspection, I turned up at the 

school to find the car park full of security guards awaiting the arrival of the Foreign 

Secretary, Jack Straw. Greenacre, it seemed, had gained the government seal of 

approval. 

Research on PSPs 

Since beginning my own research, I am aware of two ftuther studies that have been 

carried out into PSPs. The first is by Suzanne Bradbury (2004), one of the EPs who 
had responded to my original internet request for information and views. Bradbury 

surveyed 14 EPs from 12 different LEAs to explore different aspects of PSPs, 

including conceptualisations of the process. I referred earlier to her worrying findings 

about the numbers of PSPs occurring without parents and/or pupils present. She also 

found EP attendance to be very variable (as in my own county - Carrington and 

Kearney, 2003) and suggests that EPs could help to promote inclusion by becoming 

more involved in the process. 

Secondly, Rennie Thompson (2005), an Education Officer, explored PSPs through 

interviewing head teachers, teachers, Teaching Assistants and parents at three primary 

schools. Thompsons study was in some ways complementary to mine by focusing on 

policy rather than practice, primary rather than secondary schools and staff and parents 

rather than pupils. It highlighted the inter-professional tensions in primary school 
PSPs; for instance, teachers could feel threatened when Teaching Assistants managed 

children better. By contrast, at Greenacre, there was a sense of shared responsibility 

and united effort, perhaps partly because of the very different system within a 

secondary school. Like me, Thompson completed her research with a favourable view 

of the PSP as a mechanism for preventing exclusions: 

"It forces accountability and raises problems in a public form... it offers a cathartic support 

mechanism to parents and is a means of identifying needs outside the education system and integrating 

a response to those nee&" (Thompson, 2005, p 18 8) 
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Government Policy and the future of PSPs 

In October 2005, the WES withdrew Circulars 10/99 and 11/99, replacing them with a 

suite of seven separate wcb-based guides on managing behaviour and attendance 
(DfES, 2005). PSPs are barely mentioned, although in part 1, section 4 of "Promoting 

positive behaviour and early intervention" there is a reference to "many schools" 
finding PSPs "useful to help pupils better manage their behaviour". 

In personal correspondence from the Public Communications Unit of the WES in 

2006,1 was informed that it had been clarified in January 2000 (i. e. only weeks after 
Circular 10/99) that "PSPs were not a requirement prior to exclusiow' (Appendix 17). 

Furthermore the DMS had "never intended PSPs to be a legal requirement" and "do 

not wish to be too prescriptive about interventions to prevent exclusions7' (Appendix 

18). 

This seems at odds with the general understanding of the status of PSPs. For instance, 

Bradbury (2004) reports that David Moor, one of Her Majesty's Inspectors involved in 

drafting Circular 10/99, described to her, in September 2002, how some school 

governing bodies had been prohibited from permanently excluding pupils because they 
had failed to instigate a PSP. The Advisory Centre for Education (ACE, 2005 p9), 

which views the dropping of PSPs as "a step backwarde', highlights a recent 
Ombudsman case where Greenwich Council were asked to pay E6,000 compensation 
to a teenage boy as a result of their failure to put a PSP in place. 

The WES (2006a) reports having no information on the outcome of PSPs. It seems 
difficult to understand how such a key initiative, proposed in such a spirit of inclusion, 

should seemingly be left to fade away, without even any evaluation. 

Whatever the current status of PSPs, or the govenunent's reasons for apparently 
downgrading their importance, it is clear that services for children are currently in a 

period of major reorganisation and change. Centre stage has been taken by the Green 
Paper, "Every Child Matters" (WES, 2003a), which places a renewed emphasis on 
prevention, early intervention and multi-agency working. Underpinned by the 
Children Act (DfES, 2004), it aims to improve outcomes for children in five key areas: 
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being healthy, staying safe, enjoying and achieving, making a positive contribution 

and achieving economic well-being. It can easily be argued that when a child is 

permanently excluded from school any or all of these areas risk being jeopardised. 

At the current time, new initiatives are proliferating. In my own county Restorative 

Justice is being promoted to tackle behaviour difficulties and exclusions. Some of the 
larger schools are starting to replace the PSP paperwork with the paperwork from the 
Common Assessment Framework, the new standardised approach to assessing 

children's need for services. Meanwhile, it is planned that groups of schools will work 
together in Educational Improvement Partnerships (EIPs) to eliminate permanent 

exclusions. 

However services and approaches develop over the next ten years, my hope is that the 

valuable aspects of PSPs - the collaboration between pupil, parents and school, the 

clear boundaries and the balance between pressure and support - can be retained and 
built upon. 

Mvself 

For my part, I can reflect back on a research experience full of surprises - both in the 

execution and the outcome. I learned that writing narratively about my professional 

practice is unexpectedly satisfying and deepens my level of understanding. I learned 
that PSPs, an approach I initially held real professional concerns over, could actually 
have tremendous power and potential. I learned that studying a process where adults 
can make such a difference to young people's lives is uplifting and inspirational. I 
gained a conviction that we have an ethical duty to try to help and support children and 
young people at risk of exclusion from school, not because of children's rights, but 
because it is the right thing to do. 

These insights I will take with me on my learning journey. In the words of Eraut 
(1994, p 116): 

6tprofessional performance involves learning 

and there is always more to be learned. " 
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Appendix 1 

Circular No. 10/99: Social Inclusion: Pupil Support, pages 27-30 

Chapter 5: Pupils who do not respond to action to combat disaffection 

Pupils who do not respond to school actions to combat disaffection may be at serious 
risk of permanent exclusion or criminal activity and may need a longer term 
intervention to keep them from dropping out of school altogether. Teachers should 
actively identify such young people. Each one will need a Pastoral Support 
Programme worked up with external services. 

Main principles of a Pastoral Support Programme 

5.1 The Pastoral Support Programme (PSP) is a school-based intervention to help 
individual pupils better to manage their behaviour. It will in particular be needed 
for those whose behaviour is deteriorating rapidly. The PSP should identify 
precise and realistic behavioural outcomes for the child to work towards. A 
nominated staff member should oversee the PSP. It should be short and practical 
and administration should be kept to a minimum. 

5.2 A PSP should be automatically set up for a pupil who has several fixed period 
exclusions that may lead to a permanent exclusion or who has been otherwise 
identified as being at risk of failure at school through disaffection. 

5.3 A PSP should not be used to replace the special educational needs assessment 
process. Rather than set up a PSP for pupils with an Individual Education Plan 
(IEP), schools should ensure that IEPs for pupils at serious risk of exclusion or 
disaffection reflect appropriate strategies to meet their additional needs, 
including the approaches in this Section. There will be some pupils, however, 
who need a PSP but do not have particular special educational needs. 

Setting up the Programme 

5.4 The programme needs to be agreed with parents, who should be regularly 
informed about their child's progress. To set up a PSP, the school should invite 
the parents and an LEA representative to discuss the causes of concern and what 
is reasonably required of the pupil to put right the situation, both academically 
and socially. The LEA should agree with the school what monitoring and help 
it will offer. LEM may either offer support free to the school, or, if that is its 
policy, supplement the school's budget to enable it to buy the extra support 
outlined in the PSP. The LEA may, alternatively, offer support to a different 
school to receive and educate the child (see below). 

5.5 Other agencies should also be involved, as appropriate: 

Social Services Departments may be able to resolve home problems that 
contribute to irregular attendance or behavioural difficulties at school. Such 
links will be essential for pupils who are looked-after, who are young carers 
or are on the child protection register. For looked-after children, the PSP 
should form an integral part of the Care Plan and be included in the 
education section of the Plan so that the targets and outcomes are known to 
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the social worker. Social Services are responsible for reviewing all aspects 
of the care of the child regularly (at least six monthly and more often when 
necessary). This should include changes to the education targets in the Care 
Plan. Schools should inform Social Services when a looked-after child is 
failing to meet their PSP; 

Housing Departments can help to resolve accommodation difficulties or 
uncertainties that may be contributing to problems at school. A stable home 
environment is particularly important if a young person is to progress. The 
Housing Department also has an important role in helping to track 
children's whereabouts; 

Voluntary organisations and the Youth Service, both statutory and 
voluntary, can help to support young people both in and out of school. 
Youth workers might, for example, carry out intensive support work with 
an identified group of non-attenders; 

Careers Services can help young people make informed decisions about 
their future and encourage them not to drop out of learning at 16. Children 
with PSPs are likely to need group careers discussions and opportunities to 
discuss ideas with a careers adviser, 

Ethnic minority community groups can help schools with mentoring 
programmes and provide them with advice and guidance on framing PSPs. 

5.6 In drawing up a PSP schools should, in discussion with others: 

review any learning difficulties, particularly literacy skills that may affect 
behaviour. If necessary, a remedial programme must be put in place 
immediately. This may include lunchtime or after-school homework clubs 
and other forms of study support (see Section 2); 

consider, or reconsider, disapplying the National Curriculum to allow 
time for specific learning activities (see Section 4); 

consider changing the child's teaching set or class. The PSP could 
specify where a pupil is to sit among their peers and perhaps identify a 
"buddy" who supports the child. Older pupils or adults could, with suitable 
training, act as mentors. Staff should be given guidance on behaviour 
management specific to that child within the group; 

consider jointly registering the pupil at the school and a Pupil Referral 
Unit providing the opportunity to benefit from the PRU's expertise while 
remaining at the school, aiding full re-integration. later. Both primary and 
secondary pupils could do this, full-time or part-time - the latter is 
preferable for primary pupils; 

consider, with the agreement of the pupil's parents and the receiving school, 
a managed move to another school. A fresh start, with the opportunity to 
develop new relationships, can have a positive impact on a child's progress; 

consider whether the pupil should be offered specialist support, e. g. for 
bereavement or alcohol or drugs dependency using outside expertise; 
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consider, or reconsider, placing the child for a period in a Learning 
Support Unit (see Section 4). 

5.7 The programme should set targets broken down into fortnightly tasks. It should 
identify the rewards that can be achieved for meeting the targets, and the 
sanctions that will apply if certain behaviour occurs. A PSP could have an 
automatic time limit of, for example, 16 working weeks. PSPs should be 
reviewed at least half way through their agreed duration. 

Pastoral Support Programme (Illustrative models): 

Secondary School 

Paul, Year 10, joined the school in Year 9. He is easily distracted, talkative and 
fails to complete assignments and homework. There have been incidents of 
rudeness and challenging behaviour, and Paul has been excluded four times for 
up to three days. One exclusion was for failing to attend five detentions for 
uncompleted homework. 

Staff teaching Paul have expressed concern to the year head. Paul's tutor has 
watched him join a group of boys who have lost interest in GCSE courses. 
Both tutor and year head have spoken to Paul but he does not seem to appreciate 
the seriousness of their concern. 

After an incident in Science, the head of year requests that the senior 
management team consider a Pastoral Support Programme. The school inform 
the LEA that Paul is at risk of permanent exclusion. The year head arranges a 
meeting for Paul's parents and staff where it is agreed that Paul must: 

apply himself more to his written work; 
pay closer attention to instruction; 
control his behaviour and resist being egged on by others. 

The school's tasks are to: 

refer Paul for assessment by the SENCO; 
agree a common seating plan for Paul's lessons, so he is surrounded by 
more supportive pupils; 
if the ability assessment shows that Paul needs literacy support, to arrange 
this quickly-, 
arrange for Paul to attend the homework club three days a week; 
explore the possibility of a college placement for one day a week; 
set times in the week when Paul must meet the year head, tutor or adult 
support mentor, 
identify positive ways of occupying Paul when his behaviour tends to be 
worse, at morning, break and at lunchtime - he might catch up with school 
work at these times. 

His parents could be asked to support the school by: 
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ensuring that Paul works at home for an agreed time each night; 
that he is in bed by a specified time; 
that the school will give a daily behaviour report. 

The targets and strategy are then explained to Paul. 

The year head can ask the LEA about external support should the agreed action 
not produce the required results. 
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Appendix 2 

Force Field Analysis - Factors that influence Pastoral Support 
Meetings 

(Summary of data collected from Educational Psychologists in response to the 
"Preventing Exclusions' Special Interest Group questionnaire) 

1. ETHOS OF THE MEETING 

Positive Forces Negative Forces 

There is an atmosphere of trust 
(it helps if home/school 
relationships are nurtur ed or 

! 

ve> 

_ 

time). 

The process is collaborative, ie. The agenda/decisions have cislo > 

Parents are treated as equals. th be en e-decided - iee 'the meeting been pre r 
All contributions are valued. g is going through the motions', 

: < 

rather than providing an id 

: 

oppo ty to m_s, um prob, e 

The approach is kept: Positive 
Problem-solving. 

> 

'No Blame' 

There is an over-emphasis on ,F 
< the problems rather than seeking 

realistic steps forward. 
The focus is on: What thepupil i 

getting right. 
> 

Solutions 
Strategies 
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2. PREPARATION 

Positive Forces Negative Forces 

There is a good relationship There is an assumption that 
between home and school. the meeting is just a warning t ern 

before permanent exclusion. 

Work has been done toprepare 
the child eg to explain the purpose Lack of work has been Lack 0 

> 

s fl and process of PSPs, to ask for 
Ir their views, to plan their < done to prepare the child 

t contribution, to think about 
ti resulting in pupil feeling 

.II 
ets realistic achievable targets. ve and criticised. defensive ar 

Parents have been prepared Lack of work has been done to 
eg by explaining the purpose and prepare theparents resulting in 
process of PSPs, their views have 

co confusion about the aims and been sought, they have been 
po 10 ose of the meeting, and P helped to reflect on how they Pv tý pr7eventing parents from having an 

could help in the process. oppo opportunity to actively problem- 
s solV4 olve. 

Paperwork has been given to all 
Parties in advance of the meeting 
to allow preparation, and a chan>ce 
to process the information. 
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3. STRUCTURE/PROCESS OF MEETING 

Positive Forces 

Seating is circular if possible, not', 
placing professionals opposite 
parents. Everyone introduces 
him/herself and explains their role 
at the meeting. 

Parents are welcomed and 
allowed to express their general 
concerns early in the meeting. , 

Negative Forces 

,/ 
There are strong differences in 

motives and values between PSP 
participants ie the structure and 
process of the meeting is 

,, judgmental and blaming. 

Key personnel are unable to Clear roles (eg chair, minutes) are attend the meeting, and there is 
agreed before the meeting. 

> 

confusion or imbalance of roles in 
< 

terms of power. 
Everyone is part of the proble>m- 
solving process. Pupils' and Pupils' and parents' views are 
parents' views are sought and not actively sought or listened to. 
listened to. 

Someone is present who can 
suPPort/speak for the child I 

There is a clear purpose to and 'ý' 
aims of the meeting. There is go( 
chairing eg keeping everyone 
focused on the purpose, and 
actively encouraging everyone to 
contribute. 

Realistic (SMART*) targets are 
negotiated with pupil. 

Strategies are agreed for those 
who teach/support the pupil. 
Agreed outcomes are written 
down and circulated. 

* Specific, measurable, achievable. realistic. 

There is a general lack of 
structure or democracy or 
opportunity to problem-solve 
eg lots of adults 'talking at' 
the pupil, meeting rushed etc. 

There is a focus on wwithin- 
child factors, and an over- 

ocus 

emphasis on mis eme C 
v 

misdemeanors/ 
negatives. 

The child is expected to 

sc 001 . 

'change' by hirm/herself. There is 
aIC of s lack of strategies agreed by the 

school. 

Gill Carrington and Pat Kearney 
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Appendix 3 

Interview Schedule for the Exploratory Interviews 

1. What would you consider to bean effective PSP? 

2. What would you consider to be an effective PSP meeting? 

3. What factors help to make an effective PSP meeting? 

4. What factors work against an effective PSP meeting? 

5. What do you consider to be helpful in terms of making parents feel involved in 
the-Meeting? 

6. Do you have any good examples of parental involvement? 

7. What sort of things discourage parental involvement? 

8. What do you consider to be helpffil in terms of making pupils feel involved in 
the meeting? 

9. Do you have any good examples of pupil involvement? 

10. What sort of things discourage pupil involvement? 

11. Any other thoughts on any other aspects of PSPs? 
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Appendix 4 

Interview Schedules for the Case Study Interviews 

Pupil Interview Schedule 

All open questions can be supplemented, as appropriate, with a prompt, such as 
"Anything else? 

Introduction 

I would like to talk to you about your PSP meeting. Your views will help the school 
staff and me to learn about how pupils feel about PSP meetings and whether we can 
make the meetings better. I am afraid that in this interview we can't talk about 
incidents and events that may have happened in school leading up to the PSP meeting; 
but we can talk about anything to do with the meeting itself 

I would like to tape the interview to make sure I get an accurate account of your 
views, but no one except me will listen to the tape. Is that O. K? 

I am going to be interviewing other people too. When I have finished the interviews I 
will write a report for the school surnmarising what people thought about PSP 
meetings. The staff and I will use the report to think about how we could improve the 
meetings. Would you like me to send you a copy of a summary? 

Section A: General, introductory questions about the PSP meeting 

I would like you to think about the PSP meeting you have just had. 

I. How do you feel the meeting went? 

2. How did you feel in the meeting? 

I What did you find helpful about the meeting? 

4. What did you find difficult about the meeting? 

5. What kind of things helped you to feel involved and talk about your views in the 
meeting? 

6. What would help you to feel more involved and talk about your views more 
easily? 

7. Do you know what PSP stands for? 

8. What do you think a PSP meeting is? 

9. Why do you think PSP meetings are set up? 
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Section B: Questions about preparation for the PSP meeting 

I would like you to think now about what happened before your PSP meeting. 

10. How prepared and ready did you feet for the meeting? * 

11. Before the meeting, did anyone from school meet with you to talk about the 
meeting? If so, who? 

13. Did you talk to anyone else about the meeting? (E. g. fiiends, mentors etc. ) 

14. Did you prepare in any other way for the meeting? 

If the answer to question II is 'yes', ask questions 12-17, if 'no', ask questions 18-21. 

Forpupils who met with someonefrom school beforehand: 

12. When you met with (name) what did you talk about? Prompt with examples: 
* what would happen in the meeting? 
0 your thoughts and feelings about school? 

the things you like at school and are good at? 
the difficulties you are having at school? 
your ideas for how to make things go better at school? 
your ideas for targets for your PSP? 

13. Is there anything else you would have liked to talk about? 

14. How helpfid was the meeting with (name) in preparing you for your PSP 
meeting? * Why /Why not? 

15. What did you find helpful about your meeting with (name)? 

16. Is there anything that could have made the meeting more helpful? 

17. Did (name) come to the PSP meeting with you? 
If so, was this helpful? Why/why not? 
If not, would you have liked them to? Why/why not? 

Forpupils who didn It meet with someonefrom school beforehand: 

18. Would you have liked to meet with someone from school before your PSP meeting 
to talk about the meeting and your views? Why/why not? 

19. What would you have liked to talk about? Prompt with examples: 
" what would happen in the meeting? 
" your thoughts and feelings about school? 
" the things you like at school and are good at? 
" the difficulties you are having at school? 
" your ideas for how to make things go better at school? 
" your ideas for targets for your PSP? 
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20. How much do you think that talking about things like this with someone would 
have helped you in the PSP meeting? * 
How would it have helped? /Why would it not have helped? 

2 1. If you had met with someone before the meeting, would you have liked him or her 
to come to the PSP meeting with you? Why/why not? 

Section C: More detailed questions about the meeting 

I would like you to think again about the actual PSP meeting. 

22. Did you feel that you played an important part in the meeting? 

23. How much did you speak or take part in the meeting? * 

24. How much do you feel people listened to your views and ideas? 

25. Did you feel the meeting was fair? * 

26. Did you feel well supported in the meeting? 

27. How much do you feel that the meeting will help you to change your behaviour? 
How will it help/why will it not help? 

28. Do you remember the targets/commitments that were made for you at the PSP 
meeting? Tell thepupil their targets ifthey are unsure. 
" Who set the targets? Anyone else? 
" How involved wcre you in the setting of these targets? 
" How happy are you with these targets? 

29. If you were the head teacher of a school and were designing PSP meetings, what 
would they be like? 

30. Is there anything more you would like to say about PSP meetings? 

3 1. Do you think that it's important that we should look at the way that PSP meetings 
are carried out? Why/why not? 

32. Is there anything that you would like to see change as a result of this study? 

33. How do you feel about taking part in this study? 

Thank you very much for your help and I hope that your PSP goes well. 

*For questions marked with an asterisk, the interviewee is to be shown the rating 
scale (See Appendix 5). 
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Parent Interview Schedule 

All open questions can be supplemented, as appropriate, with a prompt, such as 
"Anything else? 

Introduction 

I would like to talk to you about your son/daughter's PSP meeting. Your views will 
help the school staff and me to learn about how parents feel about PSP meetings and 
whether we can make the meetings better. I am afraid that in this interview we can't 
talk about incidents and events that may have happened in school leading up to the 
PSP meeting; but we can talk about anything to do with the meeting itself. 

I would like to tape the interview to make sure I get an accurate account of your views, 
but no one except me will listen to the tape. Is that O. K? 

I am going to be interviewing other people too. When I have finished the interviews I 
will write a report summarising what people thought about PSP meetings. The staff 
and I will use the report to think about how we could improve the meetings. Would 
you like me to send you a copy of a summary? 

Section A: General, introductory questions about the PSP meeting 

I would like you to think about your child's PSP meeting. 

I- How do you feel the meeting went? 

2. How did you feel in the meeting? 

I What did you find helpful about the meeting? 

4. What did you find difficult about the meeting? 

5. What kind of things helped you to feel involved and talk about your views in the 
meeting? 

6. What would help you to feel more involved and talk about your views more 
easily? 

7. Do you know what PSP stands for? 

8. What do you think a PSP meeting is? 

9. Why do you think PSP meetings are set up? 

Section B: Questions about preparation for the PSP meeting 

I would like you to think now about what happened before your child's PSP meeting. 
10. How prepared and ready did you feel for the meeting? * 
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11. Before the meeting, what kind of contact did you have with the school? E. g.: 
" Did you have a letter from the school about the PSP meeting? 
" Did you have a phone call from the school about the PSP meeting? 
" Did you have a meeting in school about the PSP meeting? 

12. (For each type of contact before the meeting): 
" How did you feel about the letter/phone call/meeting? 
" How helpful was the letter/phone call/meeting? 
" What was helpfiil about the letter/phone call/meeting? 
" Is there anything that could be improved about the letter/phone call/meeting? 

13. Did you talk to anyone else about the meeting? (E. g. friends, relatives etc. ) 

14. Did you prepare in any other way for the meeting? 

Section C: More detailed questions about the meeting 

I would like you to think again about the actual PSP meeting. 

15. How involved did you feel in the meeting? * 

16. Did you feel that you played an important part in the meeting? 

17. How much did you speak or take part in the meeting? * 

18. How much do you feel people listened to your views and ideas? 

19. Did you feel the meeting was fair? * 

20. Did you feel well supported in the meeting? 

2 1. How much do you feel the meeting will help your child to change his/her 
behaviour? * How will it help/why will it not help? 

22. Do you remember the targets / commitments that were made for you and your 
child at the PSP meeting? Tell theparents their targets ifthey are unsure. 
" Who set the targets? Anyone else? 
" How involved were you in the setting of these targets? 
" How happy are you with these targets? 

23.1 am going to read you a list of things that sometimes happen in PSP meetings in 
schools. How helpful do you think these things are for parents? 
" Everyone in the meeting introducing themselves. 
" Being thanked for coming. 
" The person running the meeting being clear about why the meeting is being 

held. 
" Spending a lot of time discussing your child's problems in detail. 
" Being reassured that you have an important part to play in the meeting. 
" Hearing a detailed list of the incidents that your child is in trouble for. 
" Hearing some positive things about your child to start off with. 
" Being asked for your opinion. 
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People at the meeting being clear that they are not blaming you for your 
child's difficulties. 

24. If you were the head teacher of a school and were designing PSP meetings, what 
would they be like? 

25. Is there anything more you would like to say about PSP meetings? 

26. Do you think that it's important that we should look at the way that PSP meetings 
are carried out? Why/why not? 

27. Is there anything that you would like to see change as a result of this study? 

28. Is there anything you would like to say about the experience of taking part in this 
study? 

Thank you very much for your help and I hope that your child's PSP goes well. 

*For questions marked with an asterisk the interviewee is to be shown the rating 
scale (See Appendix 5). 

School SUMLEA Officer Interview Schedule 

All open questions can be supplemented, as appropriate, with a prompt, such as 
"Anything else? 

Introduction 

I would like to ask you about the PSP meeting for (name). I would like to tape the 
interview, if that is O. K.? In the report I write afterwards, your answers will be 
anonymised in order to protect your identity, unless you are happy to be identified. 

Section A: Questions about the pupil's participation 

I- How do you feel that the meeting went for the pupil? 

2. How well prepared did he/she seem for the meeting? 

I How involved did you feel that he/she was in the meeting? 

4. How much do you feel that he/she spoke or took part in the meeting? 

5. What sort of things do you feel helped him/her to speak and take part in the 
meeting? 

6. What sort of things might have made it difficult for him/her to take part? 

7. Can YOU think of any changes that might have helped him/her to take part more 
easily? 

Section B: Questions about the parent's / parents' participation 

8. How do you feel that the PSP meeting went for the pupil's mother/father/parents? * 
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9. How well prepared did he/she/they seem for the meeting? * 

10. How involved did you feel that helshe/they was/were in the meeting? 

11. How much do you feel that he/she/they spoke or took part in the meeting? 

12. What sort of thinks do you feel helped him/her/them to speak and take part in 
the meeting? * 

13. What sort of things might have made it difficult for him/her/them to take part? 

14. Can you thing of any changes that might have helped him/her/thern to take part 
more easily? 

SECTION C: General questions about pupil and parent participation 

15. Generally, what do you think helps pupils and parents to participate in PSP 
meetings? 

16. What do you think can make it difficult for pupils and parents to participate in PSP 
meetings? 

17. Can you think of any ways in which the PSP meetings at this school could be 
changed to help pupils and parents participate more easily? 

18. How important do you feel it is for pupils to participate fully in PSP meetings? 

19. Why do you think that pupil participation in PSP meetings is important? 

20. How important do you feel it is for parents to participate fully in PSP meetings? 

21. Why do you think that parent participation in PSP meetings is important? 

Thank you very much for your help. 

*For questions marked with an asterisk, the interviewee is to be shown the rating 
scale (See Appendix 5). 
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Appendix 6 

Tables 1-3: Background Information on the Three Case Study Pupils 
and all Greenacre Pupils on PSPs in the Previous Academic year 

Table 1: Background Information on the three case study pupils in September 
2003 

Pupil Year 
Group 

Gender Race Claiming 
Free School 

Meals? 

Name 

1 10 F White/Asian Yes Ayesha 
2 10 F English No Ti ffany 
3 10 M White/Black 

Caribbean 
No Jivan 

Table 2: Background information on all Greenacre Pupils on PSPs from 
September 2002 to July 2003 

Pupil n Year 
Group 

Gender Race Claiming 
Free School 

Meals? 

Outcome in July 
2003 

1 7 F Black Caribbean Yes Excluded 
2 7 M English No Still at Greenacre 
3 8 M English No Still at Greenacre 
4 8 M English No Still at Greenacre 
5 8 M Black Caribbean No Still at Greenacre 
6 8 M English No Managed move to 

another school 
7 8 M English No Excluded - now in 

special school 
8 9 M English Yes Still at Greenacre 
9 9 M English Yes Still at Greenacre 
10 9 M English No Still at Greenacre 
11 9 M English No Still at Greenacre 
12 9 F White/Black 

Caribbean 
No Still at Greenacre 

13 9 M English No Excluded 
14 9 F English Yes Managed move to 

another school 
15 10 M English No Still at Greenacre 
16 10 M English No Still at Greenacre 
17 10 F English No Still at Greenacre 
18 10 F Enalis No Still at Greenacre 
19 11 F English No Still at Greenacre 
20 11 M English No Excluded 
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Table 3: A comparison of the three case study pupils with all the Greenacre 
pupils on PSPs from September 2002 to July 2003. 

The Case Study Pupils 
(on PSPs in September 

2003) 
(n = 3) 

Greenacre Pupils on 
PSPs from September 

2002 to July 2003 
(n = 20) 

Number Percentage Number Percentage 

Year Group -7 0 0 2 10 
-8 0 0 5 25 

-- 
9 0 0 7 35 

-10 3 100 4 20 
- 11 0 0 2 10 

Gender Male 1 33 14 70 
Gender Female 2 66 6 30 

Race -English 1 33 17 85 
Race - White/Asian 1 33 0 0 
Race - White/Rlack Caribbean 1 33 1 5 
Race- Black Caribbean 0 0 2 10 

Claiming Free School Meals 1 33 4 20 
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Appendix 7 

Introductory Letter to Parents 

Dear (parent/s), 

I am an Educational Psychologist and work with pupils, parents and 
school staff in a number of schools in the City, including Greenacre. For 
my Doctorate, I am carrying out a small - scale research study at 
Greenacre, looking at Pastoral Support Programme (PSP) meetings. 

The Headteacher, School Staff and I are particularly interested in: 

" How easy pupils and parents find it to take part in PSP meetings and 
" Whether there is any way to help to make it easier for pupils and 

parents to take part in these meetings. 

In order to look at this, I would like to interview pupils, parents and 
school staff following PSP meetings. I understand that your son / daughter 
is about to have his / her first PSP meeting and I would be very grateful if 
I could interview you afterwards. I am afraid that I will not be able to 
discuss any specific incidents leading up to the PSP. However, I would 
find it very helpful to hear your views and ideas about the meeting itself. 

With your permission, I would also like to ask your son / daughter if he 
she would agree to be interviewed. 

I have enclosed an information sheet that gives further details and I will 
telephone you in a few days to give you an opportimity to discuss 
anything that you are unsure about. I hope that you feel able to take part in 
this study, which is aiming to make important improvements to PSP 
meetings. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this letter. 

Yours sincerely, 

Gill Carrington 
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Appendix 8 

Information Sheet for Participants 

Research Study 
into PSP (Pastoral Support Programme) Meetings 

at Greenacre School 

The aim of this study is to improve pupil and parent participation in PSP 
meetings. My plan is to follow up PSP meetings with interviews with 
those involved i. e. pupils, parents, school staff and the LEA Officer. This 
will, hopefully, give me a lot of useful information, especially about how 
pupils and parents view these meetings. I will then plan, with the school 
staff, possible ways to develop these meetings to make it easier for pupils 
and parents to participate in them. 

I anticipate that each interview will take around 30 - 60 minutes each and 
that each parent and pupil will be interviewed only once. I would like to 
tape-record the interviews to help make sure that I have an accurate 
account of everyone's views. The information will be kept anonymous; 
i. e. no names will be used. However, I would like to share the general 
themes and ideas from the interviews with the school staff in order to help 
our planning. I would also like to use the anonymous interview 
information in my Doctoral thesis. 

Anyone asked to take part in this study is free to decide whether or not to 
take part and can withdraw at any time; this will not affect the PSP or 
anything else. 

At the end of the study, I would be very pleased to send a summary of the 
results to anyone who took part. 
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Appendix 9 

Consent Form 

I am / am not happy to be interviewed for the study. 

I am / am not happy for the anonymous information from my interview to 
be shared with others to help the planning process. 

I am / am not happy for the anonymous information from my interview to 
be used in a doctoral thesis. 

I would / would not like to receive a summary of the results at the end of 
the study. 

Signed 
............................................................................................. 
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Appendix 10 

A Chronology of Procedures Involved in the Narrative Inquiry of the 
Three PSP Meetings 

5.9.03. 

I am informed by school staff at Greenacre that the first 3 PSP meetings of the new 
academic year are to take place on 11.9.03. 

I send explanatory letters, information sheets and consent forms to the parents of 
the three pupils. 

8.9.03. 

I ring the parents to explain the study and 
(i) gain their agreement to take part 
(ii) gain their permission to talk to their son/daughter in school the next day to 

explain the study and ask if they will take part. 

9.9.03. 

I discuss the study with the Deputy Head (Pastoral) and the SENCo to check we 
are all agreed on the process and to finalise arrangements. The Deputy Head 
agrees to give a brief account of my study at the staff briefing on 11.9.03. 

I see the three pupils individually to explain the study; all three agree to be 
involved and sign the consent forms. 

*I gain background information on the three pupils. 

I discuss the new PSP procedure with key members of staff. 

llo9.03. 

01 attend the three initial PSP meetings. 

Following the meetings, I interview the three pupils and one of the two parents 
who attended. 

I discuss my study with the Education Officer and three members of staff; all agree 
to be involved and, after signing consent forms, are interviewed. 

I have ftu-ther informal discussions with staff about the changes to the PSP 
procedures. 

12.9.03. 

*I interview the second parent. 
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1 meet with Tim, my tutor, and describe the positive meetings I observed the 
previous day. Tim suggests I read up on, and consider adopting, a narrative 
approach to the research. 

16-18.9-03. 

1 attempt, unsuccessfully, to visit the third (non-attending) parent at her home. 

I discuss my study with the remaining six members of staff; all agree to be 
involved and, after signing the consent forms, are interviewed. 

24.10-03. 

I have informal follow-up meetings with Ayesha and Jivan in school. (Tiffany is 
absent). 

10-11.03. 

91 have an informal follow-up meeting with Tiffany. 

13.11.03. 

*I attend Ayesha's and Tiffany's 'half-way' PSP meeting. 

14.11.03. 

01 attend Jivan's 'half-way' PSP meeting. 

27.1.04. 

oI attend the three final PSP meetings. 

10.2.04. 

I meet informally with each of the three pupils for the final time to ask them to 
reflect on their situations and the PSP process. 

25.3.04 

I send copies of my report of the study to the school staff, having initially checked 
that the Head Teacher was happy with it. 

28.4.04 

I present a summary of the study to ten members of Greenacre, Staff and we begin 
to decide how to take things forwards. 

30.6.04 

*I send a summary of the study to all participants. 
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Appendix 11 

Summary Report for the School Staff 

A Studv into Pupil and Parent Participation 
in PSP meetimis at Greenacre School: 

Observations of and Interviews following three Initial PSP Meetines 

Summary 

Interviews were carried out with three pupils, two parents (both fathers), nine 
members of staff and an Education Officer following three initial PSP meetings at 
Greenacre School. On the whole, PSP meetings were viewed positively by the pupils 
and parents in the study-, most recognised them as a way of trying to help the pupil. 

Pupils and parents reported finding the following helpful: 

" school staff being supportive, e. g. by making it clear they want to help 

" school staff making positive comments about the pupil 
" having the opportunity to express their views 

The pupils felt that the meetings were very fair and that people listened to their views. 
They did not, however, feel very well prepared for the meetings. The parents also felt 
listened to and felt some confidence that the meetings would help their child to change 
their behaviour. One parent would have welcomed receiving more detailed 
information beforehand about the procedure and his child's difficulties. 

Several members of staff commented on the improved paperwork, e. g. it helped to 
make the Chairs feel better prepared and the meetings more focused and positive. 
Suggestions made by pupils, parents and professionals to further improve the meetings 
focused heavily onpreparation and included the following: 

1. Prepare pupils more thoroughly beforehand by: 
a. encouraging them to think about their behaviour and commitments 
b. helping them to prepare something in writing to bring to the meeting 

2. Prepare parents more thoroughly beforehand by: 
a. giving them more information about their child's difficulties 
b. phoning them to talk through the procedure and the information on the report 
c. encouraging them to think through their ideas 
d. encouraging them to talk to their child about their difficulties 

3. Prepare pupils and parents more thoroughly by: 
a. giving them a leaflet explaining PSPs 
b. a member of staff meeting informally with the pupil and parent 10 to 15 

minutes before the meeting, then bringing them in to the meeting 

4. Generally, consider: 
a. giving pupils a warning and a two-week trial before starting a PSP 
b. writing more "pupil-friendly" reports in straightforward language 
C. offering parents the chance to bring a friend/supporter to the meeting 
d. offering glasses of water in the meeting to help people to speak 
e. asking parents more direct questions about their views and opinions 
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f preparing a script, based on good practice, to prompt Chairs 

Introduction 

1.1 Aims of the study: 

To investigate and improve pupil and parent participation in initial PSP meetings in 
the school. 

1.2 Strengths of the existing system: 

PSPs offer a potentially useful structure for turning around pupils' behaviour and 
avoiding exclusions. 

Greenacre staff show a strong commitment to making the PSP system work; PSPs 
meetings within the school are generally viewed (by outside agencies) as very well 
organised and run. 

* PSP meetings seem to have a high status with the Greenacre pupils that I talk to. 

1.3 Difficulties in the existing system: 

PSP meetings are still relatively new and there has been little formal guidance to 
schools about how to conduct them. Senior managers at Greenacre have 
commented that they are only present in the meetings that they chair themselves, 
i. e. they have no direct knowledge of how others run PSP meetings. 

PSP meetings in secondary schools are generally more complex and formal than 
those in primary schools because of the size of the school, number of staff 
involved, reduced contact with parents, etc. This can make it more difficult to 
establish a collaborative ethos. 

Over my years as an Educational Psychologist, many parents of children with 
behavioural difficulties have described to me their feelings of, for instance, 
distress, shame, guilt, helplessness, "everyone else knows", "no one likes my 
child', etc. In the formality of PSP meetings, these feelings can be intensified. 
Mothers who have seemed to cope relatively well in the meetings have told me 
they have burst into tears the minute they were out of the room/building. 

Pupils have also told me how distressing they find these meetings and, at times, 
their signs of distress and anxiety have been very apparent. 

1.4 The issues 

My own belief and experience is that PSPs are most effective when 

Pupils and parents participate fully in the meetings and feel committed to the 
decisions made 

The tone of the meeting is collaborative, supportive and positive, with pupils and 
parents hearing about what the pupils are getting right as well as what they need to 
change 
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Can we improve an already good system to move further towards these ideals? 

1.5 What I have done so far 

9 Researched into PSPs, pupil and parent participation etc. 

Carried out exploratory interviews on PSPs with four colleagues from different 
services within the local authority: 

An Area Education Officer. 
The Behaviour Support Team Manager 
The Partnership with Parents Co-ordinator 
The (previous) Connexions P. A. at Greenacre 

Attended and observed the first three initial PSP meetings that took place at 
Greenacre in the Autumn term 2003. 

Interviewed the pupils, parents and professionals who attended the three meetings 
(6-7 interviews per meeting). 

1.6 A change of approach 

At the end of the summer term 2003, decisions were made within the school about 
improvements to the PSP procedures and paperwork. This came about because of 
circumstances within the school including: 

The transfer of the management of the Inclusion Department and the PSP system 
to the Special Needs Department. 

0 Staff concerns about Ofsted and possible appeals against exclusions. 

Perhaps partly as a result of these improvements, the three PSP meetings I attended in 
September 2003 were more positive, more tightly focussed and more collaborative 
than most previous PSP meetings I had attended in the school. (There may also have 
been other relevant factors- e. g. see 1.7 below). In view of these improvements, the 
focus of my study shifted slightly; my research would concentrate more on analysing 
and reviewing the improved system of PSPs now in place as well as looking with staff 
at possible further improvements. 

1.7 Some general points about the three PSP meetings 

The three pupils involved in these PSP meetings all happened to be from Year 10. 
While they were from varied cultures and backgrounds, they all shared a certain 
confidence and maturity. Their age and maturity may have encouraged staff to take a 
more collaborative approach to the meetings. 

2 Observations from the PSP Meetin2s 

N. B. 1.1 aimed to be more of an "observee'than a II)articipant" in these meetings. 
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ii. Initially, I had intended to focus primarily on pupils' and parents' 
contributions to the meetings. However, there were so many of these that I 
found myself focussing, instead, on broader areas, e. g. general approaches, 
use of language, etc. In particular, I was interested in what worked well. 

2.1 Approaches that seemed to encourage pupil and parent participation in the 
meetings 

Courteous and positive chairing: e. g. welcoming participants and making 
introductions at the start (and repeating these when a parent arrived late), 
giving a reassuring, upbeat sununary at the end. 

Matching the tone to the needs of the meeting: while each Chair had their own 
individual style, they all showed skilfulness in matching their approach to the 
particular pupil, parent and circumstances. E. g. humour, seriousness, and 
compassion were all used/shown very appropriately. 

Positive tone established at the start of each meeting; a good balance between 
emphasising the seriousness of the situation and reassuring pupils and parents that 
the aim is to improve things. E. g.: 

"PSPs areforpupils that we're really concerned about -pupils that wefeel 
maygetexcluded. The idea ofa PSPiJ to worktogetherto turn things 
around. " 

"We're worried that things seem to begetting worse. We all want to avoidan 
exclusion, so we're meeting so that we can all plan together to work out how 
we can stop that happening. " 

A solution-focused approach: this was aided by the focus on well-prepared 
paper work and the removal of the "reading out of referrals", which helped to 
keep the discussions collaborative and forward looking rather than judgemental. 

Straightforward language and clear messages, with professionals addressing the 
pupils and parents directly: e. g.: 

"We allfeel concerned. " 

"Ipromise we'll look into this. " 

(To a parent) "The only way we're going to bring out the best in him is to work 
together. "1 

e Clear invitations to pupils to participate right from the start 

E. g.: "This is a meeting to help you. We don't want to talk about you. We'd 
rather talk with You. It's important that you tell us your views. " 

Such statements were generally followed up by direct questions to the pupils in the 
course of the meetings. E. g.: 

1 In order to protect the identities of participants, quotations ftom the three meetings are presented with 
randomised gender and in a randomised order throughout this document. 
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"Do you think the teachers are beingfair here? " 

"Hat can Greenacre do to help you out? " 

" "at leads to you losing your temper with teachers? " 

N. B. There were far fewer explicit requests for parents' views. This may well 
have been affected by the fact that one parent voiced his (largely critical) views 
very readily while the other parent arrived ten minutes after the meeting had 
started. 

* Staff listening to and taking account of pupils' and parents' views 

E. g.: "Yes. That's an important point. We want her to get goodgrades too. " 

A better balance between positive and negative information about the pupil 
(compared with previous meetings): this reduced the risk of a defensive approach 
from parents and pupils and helped to keep the discussion open and constructive. 

NB In the follow-up PSP meetings for these pupils, it was particularly helpful 
when the positive improvements were emphasised right from the start. 

E. g.: "Let's say ... before we get into any detail - well done! I was really worried 
about you at thefirst meeting, but you've made a tremendous improvement. " 

The relief on the part of this pupil and the pupil's father was apparent in their facial 
expressions and body language. Stating the good news so clearly at the outset 
seemed to encourage a constructive discussion of the difficulties still needing to be 
worked on. 

Collaboration over targets: two of the pupils were asked directly for their ideas 
for their own targets/commitments. 

E. g.: "Hat do you think are the things thatyou need to get right? " 

For the third pupil, the commitments were worked out through discussion with the 
pupil and the parent. 

2.2 When parents are angry 

In one meeting, a parent voiced his anger and concern over the way he felt that 
teachers had treated his child and, specifically, over one particular past incident. 
Helpful strategies used by the Chair in this meeting included the following: 

Listening to and acknowledging the parent's concerns, while avoiding being 
drawn into discussions of previously - dealt - with - incidents. 

Re-focusing on current issues and how they might be resolved. 

Re-directing the discussion back to the pupil by addressing comments and 
questions directly to them. 
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Giving repeated reassurance that everyone wishes to help the pupil, including 
this final reminder: "Thanksfor coming, Mr XI hope youfeel it's been 
worthwhile. I know we've had our disagreements. That'slife. But, I hope youfeel 
we're here to help [your son]. " 

2.3 Areas for possible improvement 

9A script could be prepared, based on good practice, to prompt Chairs. 

Pupils could be better prepared beforehand to suggest their commitments/ 
targets when asked in the meeting. 

Parents could be asked more directly for their views and, specifically, how 
they/the school could best help their child. 

Some parents may need an opportunity to raise issues privately, outside the 
PSP meeting. (NB This issue arose at a separate PSP meeting and a new letter for 
parents has already been drawn up to deal with it. ). 

3 Analysis of the Pupil Interviews 

3.1 What did the pupils understand by a IIPSP meeting". 

Two pupils could readily tell me what PSP stands for. The third knew that the "S' 
stood for Support, but couldn't recall the other two words. Two of the pupils viewed 
PSP meetings as being positive and supportive: 

"It's where you discuss, like, your troubles... " 

"The teachers are there to help you stay in school, to help you stop whatever 
you're doing that's wrong and not, like, being kicked out then not being able to 
get into another school and everything. " 

The third pupil initially suggested that PSP meetings were one sided: 

"Yhemjust talking about my behaviour and setting me targets. " 

When questioned further, this pupil qualified this statement slightly with "We all got 
to talk together, hadn't we? " 

3.2 How well prepared did the pupils feel? 

Pupils' responses to this question varied from "a little" to "not at all". One pupil 
reported: 

"Well, to be honest, I didn't really ffeelprepared/first of all. I was like 'Oh. I 
don't care. Igot a PSP... It's the usual really'. But this is myfirst time. " 

3.3 How did the pupils feel the meeting went? 

Two pupils were generally very positive about the meeting, saying it went better 
than they expected. E. g.: 
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"A lot better than I thought it would go. " 

"I reckon it went alright. The teachers were really nice to me. They didn't 
pressure me or nothing ... and... they was helping me anyway. " And from the same 
pupil: "I thought the teachers wouldput me under a lot ofpressure by ganging up 
on me and that, but they didn't. " 

How would this pupil have felt if the teachers had been 6pressurising" him? "I would 
have walked out. " 

This pupil also reported experiencing a change of heart during the meeting, having felt 
unconcerned initially: "Ijust thought, like, Yorget ahout it. " 

However, by the end of the meeting, having realised the seriousness of the situation 
and the extent to which the staff were offering support: "I was like, Tve got to buck 
up my ideas or be kicked out. " 

The third pupil claimed that the meeting was "boring", adding, "I don "t like 
meetings. " 

3.4 How did the pupils feel in the meeting? 

"A bit sey-conscious, nervous and setf-conscious. " 

"Nervous ... but after while my nervesjust all went and I got a bit upset, but I 
was alright after that. " 

"Bored. " 

3.5 Who set the pupils' targets and how did they feel about them? 

Two of the pupils could tell me what their targets were and cxplained that they were 
set jointly between them and the professionals at the meeting: 

"Some of it was me, but it was mostly the teachers... It was alright, but I would 
have preferred to ... set my own targets. - 

"Isettwoofthem. I couldn't think ofanother, so the Shire Hall lady set one 
and asked ifI'd agree and I said ýyes '. " 

This pupil reported feeling involved in the process and happy with the targets. 

The third pupil was unable to recall what the targets were and stated that the 
Chairperson set them independently. 

3.6 What did the pupils find helpful in the PSP Meetings? 

* Staff being supportive (referred to by two pupils): 

Yhefact that ... like me and the teachers made an arrangement, like they said 
they would do thingsfor me and Id do things, like a bit ofnegotiating - how to 
make it easier. " 
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and from the same pupil: 

"[The PSP meeting] will help me 'cos, like, I know that the teachers are there, 
ifI need to talk or if I've got problems in school, so they're thereto help me, to 
stop me doing bad things. " 

A second pupil also felt well supported: 

'7 reckon theyput a lot ofeffort into helping me as well in the PSP meeting. " 

0 Staff being positive about them (refeffed to by one pupil): 

"They were reassuring me that I could do my GCSEs. I could getfive grades 
from A to C and that's it really. " 

9 Having the opportunity to express their views (refeffed to by two pupils): 

"Thefact that they let me have my say and didn'tjust shut me out and bark 
orders at me, saying "You're going to do this andyou're going to do that. 
They let me have my say andparticipate in the meeting. " 

"Asking me what subjects I was doing and how Ifelt about the subjects, like 
just asking me ifI knew what was going on in the PSP meeting and they 
explained and I set targets as well to help mysey' " 

9 Recognising the seriousness of the situation (referred to by all three pupils): 

"'Cos, really, it's down to me, innit?... 'cos I don't want to get kicked out ofthe 
school. " 

"To learn that ifyou're not good then you have a 16 week trial, then you're 
going to be kicked out ofschool. " 

'7 didn't know I had eight referrals, though ... hearing what you've done in the 
past as well ... it made me think - 'Oh, there's no point doing this. You've got 
to get somewhere in your life, you know what I mean. So don't give teachers a 
hard time. " 

For this last pupil, the recognition of the seriousness of the situation, combined 
with the positive comments by staff about her potential had a major impact. This 
pupil had a particular career in mind and didn't, "want to wreck it. " 

" nen I went in today, itjust made mefeel ... I want to have a goodjob. I 
don't want to be like anyone else, like having E4.50 an hour in a dead endjob, 
working my socks off.. I want to be able to be my own boss, to have my own 
business, to have people workingfor me, not the other way round. " 

* Talking things through beforehand (referred to by all three pupils): 

Both pupils who had met briefly beforehand with the Inclusion Centre LSW 
regarded this as helpful: 
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"We talked about how it would go, the PSP meeting... She goes, ývou've 
always got an opinion as well, they will come back to you and askforyour 
opinion... ' It wasjust making me think; 'Oh, ifl need to bring up anything 
now, I might as well. ' For example, my options -I wanted to change them. 

"She wasjust telling me what was going to happen during the meeting. " 

The third pupil talked it through with her mother and her friends: 

'Y spoke to myfHends and they were saying ... they're behind me the whole 
way as long as I'm good and not getting into any trouble ... it makes me ... have confidence actually coming here and speakfreely of what I have to say. 

3.7 How could PSP meetings be improved? 

"The kids should get more say and the parents, because like, you and ... your 
parents know whatyou are like. Teachers don't really know, all they see is what 
you're like in school, " And from the same pupil: "Let the kid have more say in 
it... 'cos then he can set his own targets and he can sa what he thinks ofit. y 

A second pupil also suggested: "Let the pupils have the fair share of the space. " 

"Yhey should have done a separate [meeting] for just me on my own... Yes, and 
ask me if there was anything affecting me at home or anything... " 

This pupil returned to this idea later: "I would have a separate meetingjustfor the 
pupil. Ask them what their opinion is, ask why do they think they've gone on to a 
PSP. Ask ifthey'd like a second chance and give them two weeks, butjust be 
watching thepupilfor two weeks and then go on to a PSP. Because that's what I 
wanted to do. " 

"I would have gave them a cup of water. Because it helps people like .. jog their 
memories, helps themfeel energetic and everything, so they can talk. 'CoswhenI 
sat in the meeting, I didn't really want to talk that much. " 

"Give them a booklet about the PSP meeting -to the pupils and the parents. 
Because I reckon it's really important. Paper, writing's nothing much, but it gives 
you knowledge of what's going to happen. " 

One pupil felt that the existing PSP process was already 'a good one' and couldn't 
suggest any improvements. If this pupil was a Head Teacher, designing PSP meetings, 
"They'd bejust like the one today. You getfair opportunities to speak... " 

3.8 How did the pupils feel about taking part in this study? 

"I don't mind, I reckon it's really a lot of help. Ifyou can make a difference, other 
pupils ain't going tojeelpressure. They are going tojeel Mrs Carrington helped 
the pupils who have been through PSPs... " 

"I reckon it's good, because I didn't get much say, but kids later on should get more 
say in their meetings. 11 
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"Ifeel ... that my meeting and anything I say in this interview counts towards 
something. Iget my say and that, lik people understand how kidsfeel when they 
have all these meetings ... When ... people, like Shire Hall and everything read about it 
and some ofthem are not there and they want to know what's going on, some people 
just write it down and they actually don't care and they need to understand. " 

3.9 The pupils' responses to the "rating scale" questions (Table 1) 

From the information in Table 1, below, it is noteworthy that all three pupils felt that 
their views and ideas were listened to very much and that their meetings were very 
fair. 

The question which received the lowest ratings related to the extent to which pupils 
felt prepared and ready for the meeting. 

Table 1: How the pupils felt about the meetings 

1 2 3 4 
Questions asked not at not a very 

all much little much 
How prepared and ready did you feel? 

Did you feel you played an important part? 

How much did you speak or take part? 

How much do you feel people listened to your 
views and ideas? 
Did you feel the meeting was fair? 

Did you fccl well supported? 

How much do you feel that the meeting will help T you to change your behaviour? 

-4 4 Analvsis of The Parent Interviews 

4.1 What did the parents understand by a IIPSP Meeting". 

Neither of the two parents could tell me what 'TSP" stands for, although one made a 
reasonable attempt with 'Tersonal Something Plaif'. They both had a positive view of 
the purpose of a PSP meeting: 

"I would expect it to be a problem-solve, team-build kind of thing. " 

"Yhey are set upfor youngsters who are a problem in school... to help them. 
Because ifthey don't help them, they are that close to being expelled or excluded 
from school. " 

4.2 How well prepared did the parents feel? 

One parent felt he had been "well informed" by the school. In particular, he had had a 
prior meeting with the Head of Year and found this helpful: 
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"It let me know the steps they were going to take, or the best wayforward, she 
thought, for my daughter, to keep her in schooL " 

The other parent felt unprepared and regretted that he had not received detailed 
information from the school beforehand: 

"We did have a letter saying they were going to have a meeting etcetera, but I 
can't remember there being any clarifying points on the letter to sa what the y 
agenda was. 

He explained the value of receiving information about the "personal issues": 

'7 would have sat down with my son and I would have said, 'Right, these are the 
points that we will be discussing. "at are your views? My views are these and 
probably what the school's views are going to be. --" 

4.3 How did the parents feel the meeting went? 

One parent was very positive about the meeting: 

"I think it was ok, you know, because I think they're a good thing. Like they 
said, they're there to help him, you know, that's what we're trying to do. " 

The view of the other parent was very much affected by his late arrival, the time of the 
meeting having had to be changed at late notice: 

"Ifelt ok at the end of the day. Because it had already started, I can't really Say 
anything positive or negative. It was good, but I can't really comment. " 

4.4 Who set the targets and how did they feel about them? 

one parent reported being happy with the targets and saw them as a joint effort: 

"We agreed them together, didn't we? " 

The second parent, while stating that he was happy with the targets, felt that he wasn't 
involved in setting them up: 

I mean, it's on their level, isn't it? There was not inputfrom mysetf to a point, 
i. e. I had a say on a couple of things, but what the agenda was and what their 
points were - it's down to the school anyway. 

4.5 Some issues arising from the parental interviews 

* The parents' difficulty accepting their child's behaviour 

Both parents seemed to find it difficult to accept their child's behaviour and tried 
to find ways to explain it: 

"She is adopting a change. She's not normally the way she is anyway, due to, 
I suppose, the way she is, teenagers are ... she's not normally bad. I think 
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maybe because ofterparents splitting up, that may have caused a little bit and 
probablypeople who she was probably hanging around with. " 

"They think my son's got a problem. Idon't think he has ... Yhe way I see it, 
heýrnotabadchild He: rvotath,, we he: rvq, #d, &, revpeqruI, becauselnever 
talk to him in that tone of voice. You hnow, it's a two-way street... " 

And later, from the same parent: "And when they say he's swearing and ejfIng 
and all that, Ijust can't see him being like that, but I know he must do. It 
might be a release, because-he's not like that at home at all" 

* The importance of respect 

The importance of respect was very much tied up with the way parents had 
brought up their children. Although this theme was particularly important for one 
parent, who returned to it several times, both parents brought the topic up: 

"He knows that ... he's got to try and be respec(ful etcetera at school, which he 
has been brought up with. To a point, I brought him up saying, 'Ifsomebody 
says something to you, try to ignore it. Ifsomebodyfights with you then I 
expect you tofight back But Ido not expectyou to be the cause ofany 
problems... ' That's what I've said to him. " 

"I brought her up to respect people that respect you ... if someone is in myface, 
I'm straight back in theirs and that's the way I brought my kids up" 

The latter parent, when asked if he felt that people had been respectful in the 
meeting, replied "yes, very". 

e The importance of school and qualifications 

While the two parents had children of differing ability levels, they were both in 
agreement about wanting them to get the best out of a school: 

"I don't want him to he expelled, 'cos he's not bright, hut he can get by at 
school and Ijust want him to stay in school, enjoy school and come out with 
some qualifications at the end of it. So I'm doing everything I can to keep him 
on track " 

"at the end ofthe day, she knows she has got to do well " 

4.6 What did the parents find helpful in the PSP Meeting? 

Each of the following points was referred to by both parents: 

9 Staff being supportive to their child: 

"I understand... what they wanted to getfrom him and what they were trYing to 
dofor him as well. " 

"Basically, they are going to try and help my son, aren't they? " 
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0 Staff being positive about their child: 

"The people around her did say she is progressing well and she's a bright 
student etcetera, which is goodfor her confidence. I mean, that was a positive 
side. Hearing thepositive thing was helpful. " 

"Well, basically, they're all there trying to help and, you know, positive things 
were said about her. " 

e The idea that things have come to a head: 

"It brought about what she - at the end ofthe day, she knows she has to do 
well" and, from the same parent: "I think it's brought her into the picture. " 

Ididn't think she should be on it in thefirstplace, but I've not objected to it. If 
they think that's what it takes to help her, I'll do it. " 

* Having the opportunity to express their views and be listened to 

One parent felt confident that he had played a "very" important part in the meeting 
and expressed his views fully: 

"IfI disagreed with what they said, I told them. That's the way I am. There 
were things I didn't like which I told them about ... I neverfeel threatened. I 
speak my mind. " 

The other parent felt less confident about the role he played in the meeting, but 
reflected that other people had listened to him: 

"Actually they did, to be honest with you. Actually they did listen to me. " 

4.7 How could PSP meetings be improved? 

One parent felt that his meeting was well run: 

"It's donefairly well, 'cos it hits all the issues that need to be looked at. It 
covers all the points. " 

Suggestions the parents made for improvements included the following: 

Give parents more detailed information beforehand about the meetings and 
about their child's behaviour: 

"Ifthere had been a plan ... then I could have prepared,.. On the dayyou might 
have missed something, you could have said something... "' 

And, from the same parent: "A letter would have been ideal, because it's there 
in black and while, isn't it?... Hen you are talking to people, You don't take in 
I OOYo, do you? With a letter, you can plan and coordinate. " 

The other parent also felt that a detailed list of incidents was important: 
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"Thatmatters. Ofcourse you need to know what they are and if they are 
accurate. " 

9 An "informal" start: 

Keeping to the pre-arranged time whenever possible enables participants to arrive 
on time and have the benefit of an informal start: 

"Ifthere was something informal to begin with, then you can addressformal 
issues andyou canfeel at ease to say whateveryou want. 

* Ask for parents' views directly 

One parent would have like to have been asked for his views on the targets. 

4.8 The parent's responses to the "rating scale" questions (Tables 2& 3) 

The responses in Table 2 show considerable variation. However, they suggest that 
both parents felt some confidence that the meetings would help their children change 
their behaviour. They also felt, like the pupils, that that their views were listened to. 
Compared to the pupils, however, they felt a little less sure that the meetings was fair 
and felt slightly less well supported. 

Table 2: How the parents felt about the meetings 

1 2 3 4 
Questions asked not at not a little very 

all much much 
How prepared and ready did you feel? 

How involved did you feel? 

Did you feel you played an important part? 

How much do you feel you took part? 

How much do you feel people listened to your 
views? 
Did you feel the meeting was fair? 

Did you feel well supported? 

How much do you feel the meeting will help 
your child to change his/her behaviour? 

Table 3 indicates that there are a number of features of meetings generally which 
parents viewed as very helpful (e. g. introductions, clarity about the purpose of the 
meeting etc. ) 
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Table 3: What parents find helpful, generally, in PSP meetings 

1 2 3 4 
How helpful are the following to parents in not at not a little very 
PSP meetings? all much much 

" Everyone in the meeting introducing 
themselves 

" Being thanked for coming 

" The person running the meeting being 
clear why it is being held 

" Spending a lot of time discussing your 
child's problems in detail 

" Being reassured that you have an 
important part to play in the meeting 

" Hearing a detailed list of the incidents 
that your child is in trouble for 

" Hearing some positive things about your 
child to start off with 

" Being asked for your opinion 

" People being clear that they are not 
blarning you for your child's difficulties 

5 Analvsis of the Professional Interviews 

There was a great deal of agreement in the interviews with the nine members of 
Greenacre staff and the Education Officer, with many points being made by more than 
one professional. The following analysis includes a representative selection of 
quotations: 

5.1 What helped the pupils to take part in the PSP meetings? 

" "Preparation - knowing what's going to happen, who's going to be there" 
" everyone being introduced 
" "Making thepoint right at the start that this isn't a meeting about them, it's a 

meeting which includes them and it'sfor them... " 
" 'fiamillarfaces" and people the pupils felt "comfortable with" 
" the Chair being "verypersuasive and convincing" 
" the Head of Year sitting next to the pupil and being "awfully nice to her" 
" "very caring staffthat really wanted to get to the bottom ofwhat was wrong. 
" reassuring pupils that we are on their side, "that we want to work together ... to 

make things right " 
" the "three-way commitments" (and the fact that the school can prove they have 

kept their commitments at follow up meetings) 
" avoiding an "us against them" approach 
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" directing comments to the pupils 
" continually asking for their views and opinions 
" "spending as little time as possible on the negatives and then looking forward to 

thepositives thatyou can workfrom" 
" being honest and fair 

5.2 What helped the parents to take part in the PSP meetings? 

" "good communication, previous to the meeting, between the school and the home" 
" "an open, relatively relaxed atmosphere" 
" "introducing everybody at the start" 
" the parent having "a relationship with someone else that's there, other than the 

pupil" 
" the Chairs addressing comments directly to parents and asking them to contribute 
" the Chair "allowing (afather) to give vent to hisfeelings aboutproblems and then 

bringing the whole thing around and... being able to offer him help and support" 
" reassuring parents that we want to help their child and are prepared to offer 

practical support 
" aiming to "set meaningful targets and not dwell on the all the misdemeanours" 

5.3 What can make It difficult for pupils to take part In PSP meetings? 

" meetings can feel "intimidating ", "threatening ", " daunting " etc, e. g. "Ifind it 
intimidating. I don't find it easy to talk at PSPs, never mind how they mustfeel 

" the number of people attending 
" having to talk about difficult and sometimes personal issues in a formal 

atmosphere around a table 
" coming cold from lessons straight into a formal meeting - "they're probably quite 

wound up about the thought ofit" 
" "too many negatives, too early on" 
" parents being negative about the school in front of the pupil 

" offputting" language in reports 

5.4 What can make it difficult for parents to take part in PSP meetings? 

"ifthere's aggression or negative viewpointsfrom the school, without explanation" 
"the threat that something horrendous was going to happen to his daughter and 
have consequences on thefamiV' 
"I don't think he was directly asked, at anypoint, what his perception was... why 
she had got to this position, what hefelt the school could do to help her get back 
on track" 
"I don't think he got the most out ofit, by not being therefrom the beginning" 
"I often wonder with parents whether it brings back a lot of horrible memories 
about similar situations theyfound themselves in, or certainly when they were disciplined... " 

5.5 What would make it easier for pupils to take part In the meetings? 

"a more pupil-friendly report" in "simple, down-to-earth, easy to understand language. 1-9 
better preparation before the meeting 
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The theme of preparing pupils better before the meetings was a common one, referred 
to by seven out of the ten professionals. Ideas to tackle this included: 

" helping the pupil to think, beforehand, about what they have been getting wrong 
" helping them to think about their commitments beforehand (thereby keeping more 

of the responsibility with them) 
" helping them to prepare something written as a "safety net' for the meeting 
" "encouraging (parents)... to sit down with the pupil... and then and talk about it 

together before the meeting" 
" senior management having a brief, informal word with pupils beforehand, to 

reassure them that we are trying to help them 
" having a "mini meeting 10 to 15 minutes before the PSP meeting, where a member 

Ofstaffmeets with the pupil andparent beforehand and then brings them into the 
meeting" 

5.6 What would make it easier for parents to take part in the meetings? 

" involve parents as much as possible beforehand 
" ask them more direct questions about their views and ideas 

" offer them a chance to bring a friend or supporter 
" ensure that those organising the PSPs are kept informed of any changes in 

circumstances at home so that e. g. if parents live separately they can both be 
invited 

" send parents more information about the procedure 
" send parents more information about their child's difficulties in advance, so that 

they can "come a little more armedfor the meetine' (but see section 5.9 below- 
"When to give pupils and parents the paperwork) 

" telephone parents beforehand to talk through the procedure and the information on 
the form 

" encourage them to think through their ideas beforehand and perhaps write things 
down 

5.7 How important is it for pupils to participate fully in the meetings? 

The ten professionals interviewed were unanimous that full participation by pupils was 
vitally important. Reasons given centred on two main issues: 

it is the pupils who need to do "the hard work of trying to turn things around"; 
they therefore need to be fully committed to the process 
pupils should have the opportunity to express their views and answer the points put 
to them 

5.8 How Important is it for parents to participate fully in the meetings? 

Again, all the professionals agreed that full parental participation was "vitar', 
'fiundamentar' etc. Reasons given included the following: 

the relationship between home and school should be a "partnership"; parents need 
to feel part of the process and committed to making it work 
it is important for parents to hear what the school are trying to do so that they can 
support the school and their child 
parents should have the opportunity to " get their point across 
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they can "fill in the picture" about things at home "so that we have a better 
understanding ofthe child and theparent" 

5.9 Some issues arising from the Professional Interviews 

9 the improvement in paperwork 

Several members of staff commented that the paperwork was now "bette?, "much 
clear&" etc. and helped them to feel more prepared for the meeting. There were also 
comments that it documented progress better, meant that the meeting was "much more 
focused on exactly what was going on" and gave staff more positive information to use 
with the pupil. 

* when to give pupils and parents the paperwork 

This was clearly a dilemma which school staff had already discussed between 
themselves. On the one hand, some staff commented that it must be "a bit ofa shock" 
for parents and pupils to be suddenly faced with the information at the meeting; it 
would be 'fiairer" and help them to be better prepared if they were to see it in advance. 
On the other hand, there was a concern that this could give pupils "an opportunity to 
come up with excuses". There was also thought to be a practical difficulty: if 
paperwork had to be prepared much earlier, it would not be fully up to date. 

*a conflict of roles 

Two members of staff commented on the potential conflict of roles for the Head of 
Year; there was a tension between wanting to support the pupil whilst also being in a 
disciplinary role and feeling the need to support the senior management. 
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Appendix 12 

Tables 4-6: Data from the Rating Scale Questions 

Table 4: How the pupils felt about the meetings 

2 3 4 
Questions asked not at not a very 

all much little much 
How prepared and ready did you feel? 

11 A 
Did you feel you played an important part? 

11 A 
How much did you speak or take part? 

A, J 
How much do you feel people listened to your 
views and ideas? 
Did you feel the meeting was fair? 

Did you feel well supported? 
A, -l How much do you feel that the meeting will help T Iu to chan6e your behaviour'? 

KEY: 
.1 ý-Iivan' A=Ayesha T=Tiffaný- 

Table 5: How the parents felt about the meetings 

23 Questions asked not at not a little very 
all much much How prepared and ready did you feel? 

A S 
How involved did you feel? 

Did you feel you played an important part? 
A S 

How much do you feel you took part? 
A, S 

How much do you feel people listened to your 
views? S A 
Did you feel the meeting was fair? 

A, S 
Did you feel well supported? 

I 

S A 
How much do you feel the meeting will help 

your child to change his/her behaviour'? S A 

KEY: A =Mr. Ahmed, S= Mr Summers. 
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Table 6: What parents find helpful, generally, in PSP meetings 

How helpful are the following to parents in 1 2 3 4 

PSP meetings? not at not a little very 
all 

_much 
much 

" Everyone in the meeting introducing A, S 

themselves 

" Being thanked for coming S A 

" The person running the meeting being 
clear why it is being held A, S 

" Spending a lot of time discussing your 
child's problems in detail S A 

" Being reassured that you have an 
important part to play in the meeting A S 

" Hearing a detailed list of the incidents 
that your child is in trouble for A, S_ 

" Hearing some positive things about your 
child to start off with A, S 

" Being asked for your opinion 

" People being clear that they are not 
blaming you for your child's difficulties A S 

KEY: A =Mr. Ahmed, S= Mr Summers. 
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Appendix 13 

Flyer for the Staff Twilight Session at Greenacre on PSPs 

( PS P 

M eeVL*ig-sl : 
hat heip kP Up ak C; WWII P a4l-e4lltS' tilP- 

Pa*tu'cipat-e/ ? 

Wednesday 28 April 2004 
3.30 - 5.30 pm 

In September 2003, pupi Is, parents, teachers and an Education Off icer 
were interviewed following 3 PSP meetings. In this twilight session we will 
consider the results of this study, including: 

* What did the pupi Is and parents f ind helpful about the meetings? 

* What suggestions did they make for possible improvements? 

* How did the professionals view the meetings? 

We can also discuss whether any of the suggestions arising from the 
study could be taken on board, in order to make an already good system 
even better. 

(ýabCcwr&nqto-yv 

(EducatU), nýPsychclogy SarVUý-) 
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Appendix 14 

Summary of the Outcome of the Twilight Session at Greenacre 
on PSPs on 28h April 2004 

The results of the study into PSP meetings were presented to a group of 10 members 
of Greenacre staff. Possible strategies for action, arising from the study, were 
discussed in three small groups. Each group selected five strategies which they 
considered most appropriate to implement at Greenacre. The results were as follows: 

Strategies selected by all 3 groups 

Give pupils and parents a leaflet beforehand explaining PSPs 

0 Offer parents the chance to bring a friend/supporter to the meeting 

Strategies selected by 2 groups 

0 Offer glasses of water in the meeting to help people to speak 

0 Prepare a script, based on good practice, to prompt Chairs 

A member of staff to meet informally with the pupil and parent 10 to 15 minutes before the meeting, then bring them in to the meeting 

Strategies selected by 1 group 

Encourage pupils to think about their behaviour and commitments beforehand 

Encourage parents to think through their ideas beforehand 

Ask parents more direct questions about their views and opinions 

Strategies not selected 

0 Give pupils a warning and a two-week trial before starting a PSP 

Write more "pupil-friendly" reports in straight-forward language 

Telephone parents to talk through the procedure and the information on the 
reports beforehand 

Give parents more information about their child's difficulties beforehand 

Encourage parents to talk to their child about their difficulties beforehand 

Help pupils to prepare something in writing to bring to the meeting 



Appendix 15 

A Summary sent to Participants 

A Study into Pupil and Parent Participation 
in PSP Meetings at Greenacre School: 

A Summary 

The Study 

In September 2003, interviews were carried out with three pupils, two parents (both 
fathers), nine members of staff and an Educational Officer, following three initial PSP 
meetings at Greenacre School. 

How the Pupils and Parents Viewed the Meetings 

On the whole, PSP meetings were viewed positively by the pupils and parents in the 
study; most recognised them as a way of trying to help the pupil. Pupils and parents 
reported finding the following helpful: 

" School staff being supportive, e. g. by making it clear they want to help. 

" School staff making positive comments about the pupil. 

* Having the opportunity to express their views 

The pupils felt that the meetings were very fair and that people listened to their views. 
They did not, however, feel very well prepared for the meetings. The parents also felt 
listened to and had some confidence that the meetings would help their child to change 
their behaviour. One parent would have welcomed receiving more detailed 
information beforehand about the procedure and his child's difficulties. 

How the Members of Staff and the Education Officer Viewed the Meetin2s 

Again, the professionals viewed the meetings very positively, considering them as 
opportunities for pupils, parents and professionals to work together. Several members 
of staff commented on the paperwork which had recently been improved; they thought 
that this helped the Chairs to feet better prepared and made the meetings more 
focussed and positive. 

Suggestions for Improvements 

Pupils, parents and staff made a wide range of suggestions as to how the meetings 
could be improved, in order to make it easier for pupils and parents to take part in the 
meetings. These ideas were fed back to a group of ten relevant members of staff in 
April 2004. The staff then worked in small groups to select the ideas they would most 
like to put in place at Greenacre. 
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The following two ideas were given the highest priority: 

* Give pupils and parents a leaflet beforehand explaining PSPs- 

e Offer parents the chance to bring a friend/supporter to the meeting. 

The following three ideas were also thought to be potentially very useftil: 

* Offer glasses/bottles of water in the meetings to help people to speak. 

4P Prepare a script, based on good practice, to prompt Chairs. 

A member of staff to meet informally with the pupil and parent 10-15 minutes 
before the meeting and then bring them into the meeting. 

Hopefully, this study has helped us to gain a better understanding of how pupils, 
parents and professionals view PSP meetings. It has also given us a clear idea of how 
to improve the process further. 

Gill Carrington 
Educational Psychologist 
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Appendix 16 

Final Letter to Participants 

30 June 2004 

Dear (Participant), 

Re: The Studv into PuWl and Parent Particii)ation 
in PSP meetines at Greenacre School 

Many thanks for taking the time, last September, to talk to me about your views on the 
PSP mecting(s) you attended. 

The results of the study have proved particularly useful in helping us to gain a better 
understanding of the process. They have also helped us to develop our ideas for how 
we can improve the process further. 

I enclose a summary of the results and would like to thank you once again for taking 
part in the study. 

Yours sincerely 

Gill Caffington 
Educational Psychologist 
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Appendix 17 

Letter from DFES 30.1.06 

VIEL) department for 

education and skills 
creating opportunity, releasing potential, achieving excellence --------------- 

Castle View House 
P. O. Box 12, Runcorn 
Cheshire WA7 2GJ 

Ms G Carrington 
Educational Psychology Service tel: 0870 000 2288 
Juniper Avenue, Matson fax: 0 1928 794248 
Gloucester inf(>@dfes. gsi. gov. uk 
GI-4 6AN www. dfes. gov. uk 

Our ref: 2006/0001446 

Date 30 January 2006 

Dear Ms Carrington 

Thank you for your letter dated 3 January, regarding Pastoral Support Programmes. I have 
been asked to reply. 

I would like to make you aware that Circulars 10/99 and 11/99 were withdrawn in October 
2005. In January 2000 the situation that Pastoral Support Programmes (PSPs) were not a 
requirement prior to exclusions was clarified. 

Unfortunately we do not have any information on the outcomes of PSPs. I would like to inform 
you that the rate of permanent exclusion is stable, you may want to look at the information on 
our website, I have provided the weblink for you. 

www. dfes. qov. uk/rsqateway/DB/SFR/sOO0582/index. shtnii 

Once again I would like to thank you for writing, I hope this information is helpful. 

Yours sincerely 

II 
-/ 1L 

Mrs L Garland 
Public Communications Unit 

If you have access to a computer you may wish to browse our Popular Questions website. This 
site has been built to allow you to quickly find the answer to your question 
http: //www. dfos. qov. uk/popularquestionb 

C) 
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Appendix 18 

Letter from DFES 2.3.06 

department fm 

education and skills 
creating opportunity, relLasing potential, achieving excellence 

Ms Gill Carrington 
Educational Psychology Service 
Juniper Avenue 
Matson 
Gloucester 
GL46AN 

Castle View House 
P. O. Box 12, Ru ncorn 
Cheshire, WA7 2GJ 

tel: 0870 000 2288 
fax: 01928 794248 

info(aldfes. gsi. gov. uk 

www. dfes. 90V. Lik 

Our ref: 2006/0203226 

2 March 2006 

Dear Ms Carrington 

Thank you for your further letter of 6 February 2006 about Pastoral Support Programmes 
(PSPS). 

We never intended PSPs to be a legal requirement. We were concerned that governors 
and appeal panels might be persuaded to overturn exclusions simply because no PSP was 
in place. We do not wish to be too prescriptive about interventions to prevent exclusion 
which may explain why less prominence is given to PSPs. 

The web-based guidance on PSPs will be published later this month on the Behaviour and 
Attendance part of the DfES website http: //www. dfes. gov. uk/behaviourandattendance/ may 
I suggest you check the site from time to time. 

Yours sincerely 

Lynn Garland 
Public Communications Unit 

If you have access to a computer you may wish to browse our Popular Questions website. 
This site has been built to allow you to quickly find the answer to your question 
http: //www. dfes. gov. uk/popularquestions 
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